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Summary
The subject of this thesis is to investigate methods to improve the performances of
the adaptive integral method (AIM ) for effective large scale simulations in both the
frequency and the time domain. This is achieved by reducing the storage require-
ments, decreasing the amount of computational loads and implementing effective
parallelization strategies.
In AIM, the potentials on the auxiliary grid are computed by the convolution of
the nodal grid currents with the discrete Green’s function. Using the method of mo-
ments (MoM ), the nodal potentials are then interpolated onto the testing functions
on the surface of the scatterer and appropriate boundary conditions are then enforced.
The Galerkin’s method uses the same set of basis functions as the testing functions.
Using the Galerkin’s method, the testing procedure for the electric field integral equa-
tion (EFIE ) can be obtained by multiplying the multipole coefficients of the testing
functions with their respective nodal potentials. The testing method with magnetic
field integral equation (MFIE ) is more elaborated as it involves the cross product
with the surface normals of the testing functions and the curl of the nodal potentials.
By weighting the contributions of the surface normals corresponding to each pair of
triangular basis function, it is possible to use the same multipole coefficients of the
testing functions to perform the testings for MFIE. Using the Galekin’s method, the
proposed approximation eradicates the need to store any extra interpolation coeffi-
cients for MFIE testing separately and enables the combined field integral equation
(CFIE ) to be evaluated using less memory resources. Numerical results have shown
v
that the new testing scheme is as accurate as the conventional methods.
Due to the nature of convolution, the nodal potentials are smoother functions
spatially as compared to the nodal sources. As such, they can be evaluated at wider
grid spaces. A newly proposed method uses interlace grids to compute the nodal
potentials effectively. The current sources are first projected onto the AIM auxiliary
grids. By choosing every alternate node in the x direction, the original grid can be
separated into two independent grids of twice the original spacing in x direction.
Similar separation of the nodal grid can be applied to the y and z directions to obtain
a maximum of 8 independent grids that have twice the spacing in each of the x, y and
z direction. The potentials can then be obtained by convolving the discrete Green’s
function with the nodal currents on all the independent auxiliary grids, which can
be handled by 8 independent processors. Lagrange interpolation is used to compute
all the potentials at original grid points. The contribution of all the grids nodal
potentials are then summed to obtain the total contribution by all the sources. This
scheme is used to parallelize the computation of AIM to run on a small cluster of
parallel computers and the results show that good parallelism is achieved.
For microstrip circuits, the coupling potential decays rapidly with increasing dis-
tance from the source point. As such, the far couplings between source basis functions
and testing functions are small. In our approach, the impedance matrix elements that
correspond to these far interactions are set to zero after a threshold distance apart,
typically in the order of one wavelength. This produces a sparse impedance matrix
and the solution is known as partial matrix solver. It is possible to compute the solu-
tion iteratively, with successive increment of the threshold distance. The solution is
said to have converged if the difference of the present solution and the previous is less
than the pre-determined error threshold. However, with each successive increase in
the threshold distance, additional impedance matrix elements need to be computed
and stored. AIM is used to implement the partial matrix iterative solver. It is shown
vi
that after each iteration, there is no need to evaluate the new impedance matrix
elements. There is only a need to allocate some additional grid nodes for the com-
putation and the increase in memory storage is minimum. With specific placements
of the nodal currents and the discrete Green’s function values on the grids, the po-
tentials on the neighboring nodes outside the computation domain can be computed.
This property enables the new scheme to be parallelized effectively to enable large mi-
crostrip circuit computation. A parallel ILU preconditioner is also formulated based
on the properties of this new scheme.
AIM has been reported to accelerate the computation of the TDIE using multi-
block FFT algorithm. Due to the property of the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix,
improvement to the computational scheme of the multi-block FFT algorithm has
been proposed. The new scheme optimizes the performance by reducing the number
of FFT transform of the aggregate current array to the spectral-frequency domain
and the number of inverse FFT transform of the spectral-frequency domain transient
fields. It is faster than the existing method of multi-level block FFT algorithm
and offers greater flexibility and ease of implementation and allows caching of data
onto secondary storage devices. Numerical results shows the improvement in the
performance of the proposed method.
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Electromagnetics computation has many important applications such as predicting
the behavior of microwave circuits and radar cross section (RCS) calculations. With
rapid advancement of the computer technology, a variety of numerical methods have
been developed for this purpose. Broadly speaking, the computational methods can
be divided into the partial differential equation method (PDE ), [2, 3, 4] and the
boundary integral equation method. Among the PDE solvers, finite difference time
domain method [5, 6] and finite element method [7, 8, 9] are the most commonly used
to solve many electromagnetics problems. PDE solver requires the entire computation
domain to be discretized and solved in order to obtain the solution of the fields. This
is in contrast to the boundary integral method, which only requires the surface of
the object to be discretized. The method of moments (MoM ) [10] has been widely
used to solve for solutions of boundary integral equations. In MoM, the integral
equation is first discretized into a matrix equation, which is then solved by a direct or
iterative solver. The memory requirements and computation complexities for MoM
scale as 0(N2) and 0(N3) respectively. Hence as the size of the object increases
as compared to the wavelength, the memory requirements and the computation time
increase quadratically, making the method computationally expensive to analyze large
scale objects.
1
2A number of efficient methods have been developed over the past decade to cir-
cumvent the difficulties associated with MoM. Most of these methods compute the
matrix-vector multiply product approximately without having to form the impedance
matrix explicitly and using iterative solvers to compute the matrix solution. This will,
to a great extend, eliminate the need for large memory resources needed to solve the
electromagnetic problems. For example, some of the efficient methods for MoM solu-
tion developed over the past decade are the fast multipole method (FMM ) [11, 12, 13],
the multi-level fast multipole algorithm(MLFMA)[14], pre-corrected-FFT [15, 16, 17]
and the adaptive integral method (AIM ) [18, 19, 20]. FMM and MLFMA use the
addition theorem to compute the far field interactions of the matrix-vector product
efficiently. MLFMA is essentially the multi-level implementation of FMM. It uses
additional interpolation and antepolation of the outgoing and incoming fields in con-
junction with the field translation using addition theorem. Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT ) constitutes another class of obtaining the matrix-vector product implicitly.
PFFT or AIM first projects the current or charge sources represented by the basis
functions onto a set of regularly spaced nodal current sources using multipole expan-
sions or field matching method. FFT can then be used to calculate the magnetic
vector potentials and scalar potential on the nodes in the order of 0(NlogN) opera-
tions where N is the total number of nodal current or charge sources. The field on the
testing functions are obtained by interpolation from the nodal potentials. This will
also eliminate the need to form the impedance matrix explicitly. Many of these effi-
cient algorithms have been utilized to investigate different classes of electromagnetic
scattering and circuit simulations [21, 22].
Even with the emergence of the effective computational methods in electromagnet-
ics, the computing power required cannot be satisfied by conventional, single proces-
sor computer architecture. There is an ever increasing quest to decrease the solution
time and to distribute the storage and computational loads among several processors
3in order to achieve higher computing power [23]. Good parallelizing strategies are
necessary to improve performances of the parallel processors.
The subject of this thesis is, thus, to investigate methods to improve the perfor-
mances of the AIM solver. The AIM method can be make more effective by reducing
its storage requirements, decreasing the amount of computations needed to solve for
the solution of an electromagnetic problem and to implement effective parallelization
strategies.
1.2 Overview of the thesis
Chapter 2 reviews cursorily the background of electric field integral equation (EFIE )
and the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE ) . The MoM solution of the integral
equations is presented. The idea behind AIM implementation is discussed and how
it evaluates the matrix-vector multiply of the impedance matrix and current vector
without explicitly forming the impedance matrix. Iterative solvers are used to obtain
the solution of the matrix equation. The use of preconditioners to accelerate the
solution convergence is discussed. EFIE and MFIE both suffer from internal reso-
nance problems where the impedance matrices become singular. Linearly combining
the EFIE and MFIE to obtain the combined field integral equation (CFIE ) removes
this problem and ensures that the solution converges at all frequencies. In solving for
the solution of CFIE using AIM, a novel memory saving testing scheme is presented.
This new scheme permits the solving of CFIE with AIM using the same amount of
memory resources as compared to the solution using EFIE, but with the advantage
of faster solution convergence due to the fact that CFIE is an integral equation of
the second kind.
Chapter 3 relates the novel implementation of parallelized AIM algorithm on dis-
tributed computers. The core of the discussion is about around the use of the in-
terlaced grids and interpolation techniques to implement a novel parallelized FFT
4computation. Implementation issues are also discussed. Numerical results show the
effectiveness of the parallelization strategy.
Chapter 4 focuses on the application of AIM to extract multi-layered microstrip
circuit parameters and antenna simulations. The formulation of the multi-layered
Green’s function in mixed potential integral equation (MPIE ), in multi-layered mi-
crostrip circuits is briefly discussed. The formulation is also generalized to analyze
an infinitely long microstrip line in the multi-layered medium. The discrete complex
image method (DCIM ) is used to cast the multi-layered Green’s function into closed
form in the spatial domain. The surface wave pole extraction method is discussed.
The circuit parameter extraction for arbitrary n-port device using 3 point method
is presented. The dielectric and conductor loss is incorporated into the simulations.
AIM is applied to simulate Ku band power combiner circuits with conducting via
holes and conducting plated through slots. Partial iterative matrix solver is imple-
mented using AIM. The solver is parallelized to solve for arbitrary large microstrip
circuits. A parallel version block preconditioner is also formulated to improve the
convergence of the iterative solution. Numerical results illustrate the effectiveness of
the new solver.
In chapter 5, AIM is used to accelerate the computation of the time domain in-
tegral equation, TDIE. TDIE formulation and marching-on-time (MOT ) scheme are
introduced. The multi-block FFT algorithm is discussed. An alternative block aggre-
gate matrix-vector multiply scheme is introduced. The effectiveness of the new scheme
is analyzed and compared against the performance multi-block FFT algorithm.
Chapter 6 concludes the research findings.
1.3 Original contributions
A new testing procedure has been formulated for MFIE. For the Galerkin’s method,
the same set of basis functions are used as the testing functions. By making suitable
5approximation, it is possible to use the multipole expansion coefficients of the testing
functions to perform the testings for MFIE. Since the same set of basis functions
are used as the testing functions, the newly proposed method need not store any
extra interpolation coefficients for MFIE testing separately and hence it makes CFIE
computation more memory storage efficient. The formulation is discussed in greater
detail in chapter 2 of the thesis and numerical results has shown that the new testing
scheme is as accurate as the conventional schemes.
The nodal potentials are spatially smoother functions as compared to the nodal
currents. As such, they can be evaluated at larger grid sizes. The newly proposed
method, the current is first projected onto the AIM auxiliary grids. By choosing
every alternate node in the x direction, the original grid can be decomposed into two
grids of twice the original spacing in x direction. If similar decomposition is applied to
the y and z direction, we can get a maximum of 8 independent grids. The potentials
on each of the grid can then be computed independently by 8 independent processors.
Interpolation can then be used to compute the potentials on the original grid. The
contribution at all the grids are then summed to obtain the total contribution of all
the potentials by all the sources. This scheme is used to parallelize the computation
of AIM to run on a small cluster of parallel computers and the results in chapter 3
show good parallelism is achieved.
The multi-layered Green’s functions for electrically thin substrate decay rapidly
with distance from the source point. As such, the coupling between the source and
observation functions need not be computed after a certain threshold distance apart.
This enables a sparse impedance matrix and the solution is known as partial matrix
solver. It is possible to compute the solution iteratively, with successive increment
of the threshold distance. The solution is said to have converged if the difference of
the present solution and the previous is less than the pre-determined error thresh-
old. However, with each successive increase in the threshold distance, additional
6impedance matrix elements need to be computed and stored. AIM is used to im-
plement the partial matrix iterative solver. After each iteration, there is no need
to evaluate the new impedance matrix elements. There is only a need to allocate
some additional grid nodes for the computation and the increase in memory stor-
age is minimum. With the correct placement of the nodal current and the discrete
Green’s function values on the grids, it is able to compute potentials on the neighbor-
ing nodes outside the computation domain. This property enables the new method to
be parallelized effectively to enable large microstrip circuit computation. A parallel
ILU preconditioner is also formulated based on the properties of this new scheme, as
discussed in chapter 4.
AIM has been successfully employed to accelerate the computation of time domain
integral equation, TDIE, using multi-level block FFT algorithm. However FFT are
not effective in computing the block aggregate Toeplitz matrix-vector multiply when
the size of the matrix is small. There is also an inherent property that when an
aggregate block Toeplitz matrix is sub-divided into smaller blocks of matrices, each
of the smaller matrices are also itself block Toeplitz. Utilizing these 2 properties,
an improved method to evaluate the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply is pro-
posed. The new scheme offers greater flexibility and ease of implementation and
allows caching of data onto secondary storage devices. Numerical results shows the




This chapter begins with a review of the backgrounds of electric field integral equa-
tion (EFIE ) and the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE ) . EFIE andMFIE both
suffer from internal resonance problems where the impedance matrices become singu-
lar. Linearly combining EFIE and MFIE to obtain combined field integral equation
(CFIE ) removes this problem and ensures that the solution converges at all frequen-
cies. The MoM [24] solution of the integral equations is presented. The solving of
MoM solution requires O(N2s ) and O(N
3
s ) storage space and computation complexi-
ties respectively, where Ns is the number of surface discretizations. Adaptive integral
method (AIM ) [18] computes MoM solution using FFT. The method fist projects the
basis function currents onto a set of regularly spaced auxiliary nodal currents. The
discrete convolution between the nodal currents and the Green’s function can then be
evaluated rapidly and efficiently using FFT. The nodal potentials are then interpo-
lated onto the testing functions to obtain the results of the matrix-vector multiply in
the order of O(Ns logNs) and O(N
3/2
s logNs) for 2D and 3D scatterers respectively.
Iterative methods such as generalized minimized residual method (GMRES ) uses the
results of the matrix-vector multiplies from AIM to compute matrix solution. AIM is
memory resource efficient as it does not compute MoM impedance matrix explicitly.
The storage requirements is O(Ns) and O(N
3/2) for 2D and 3D case. The chapter
7
8reviews the various components of the AIM implementations before the discussion
of the formulation of a novel testing scheme for MFIE in AIM. This new scheme
permits the solving of CFIE with AIM using the same amount memory resources
as compared to the solution using EFIE, but with the advantage of faster solution
convergence rate due to the fact that CFIE is an integral equation of the second kind.
2.1 Vector Wave Equation
Figure 2.1: A PEC object in an unbounded homogenous medium.
Consider a PEC scatterer residing in an inhomogeneous medium with permeability
µ and permittivity ² as shown in fig. 2.1. In the formulations that follow, time
dependence term ejωt is assumed and is suppressed. The field satisfies the equation
∇×∇× E(r)− ω2µ²E(r) = −jωµJ(r), (2.1)
where J(r) is the volumetric current source in the free space, E(r) is the electric field
everywhere outside the scatterer. The dyadic Green’s function, G(r), must satisfy
the following equation
∇×∇×G(r)− ω2µ²G(r) = Iδ(r− r′). (2.2)
9After post-multiplying eq(2.1) with G(r) and pre-multiplying eq(2.2) with E(r), sub-
tracting the two equations, and integrating the result over V , we have∫
V
[






J(r) ·G(r, r′)dV − E(r′), (2.3)
where r′ ∈ V . Since
∇×∇×E(r) ·G(r, r′)− E(r) · ∇ ×∇×G(r, r′)
= ∇ · {[∇× E(r)]×G(r, r′) + E(r) · [∇×G(r, r′)]}, (2.4)











J(r) ·G1(r, r′)dV − E(r′), (2.5)
where n̂(r) is the normal to the surface S and Sinf . However, the second term of








n̂(r) · {[∇× E(r)]×G(r, r′) + E(r)× [∇×G(r, r′)]}dS. (2.7)
If G(r, r′) satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition, then the integration over Sinf
vanishes. Moreover ifG1(r, r




(r, r′) = G(r, r′), (2.8)
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G(r, r′) · J(r)dV. (2.9)
Using the following identities:
n̂(r) · [∇× E(r)]×G(r, r′)
= n̂(r)× [∇× E(r)] ·G(r, r′)
= −jωµG(r′, r) · [n̂(r)×H(r)], (2.10)
and
n̂(r) · E(r)× [∇×G(r, r′)]
= n̂(r)× E(r) · [∇×G(r, r′)]





−jωµG(r′, r) · [n̂(r)×H(r)]− [∇×G(r′, r)] · n̂(r)× E(r)
}
dS. (2.12)








From eq(2.2) and using the dyadic identity ∇×∇×G(r, r′) = ∇(∇ ·G(r, r′))−
∇2G(r, r′), we have
∇(∇ ·G(r, r′))−∇2G(r, r′)− k2G(r) = Iδ(r− r′), (2.14)
where k = ω
√
µ². Taking the divergence of eq(2.2), we can obtain










Hence, eq(2.14) can be written as

















(∇2 + k2)g(r, r′) = −δ(r− r′)] . (2.18)
It is obvious that g(r, r′) is the solution of the scalar wave equation, which maybe














4pi|r− r′| . (2.20)
2.1.1 Electric Field Integral Equation Formulation for Per-
fect Electric Conductor Scatterer
On the surface of a PEC object, the tangential components of the electric field must
vanish, i.e.
n̂(r′)× E1(r′) = 0, r′ ∈ S. (2.21)
and
n̂(r′)×H(r′) = Js(r′), r′ ∈ S (2.22)
where Js(r) is the surface current induced on the PEC scatterer.
Substituting eq(2.20), eq(2.21) and eq(2.25) into eq(2.13), we can then write the















{∇∇g(r, r′) · J(r′)} dS ′ = −∇
∫
S




{g(r, r′)∇′ · Js(r′)} dS ′. (2.24)
The scattered field can be expressed as
Einc(r) = jωµ1A(r) +∇φ(r), (2.25)













g(r,r’)∇′ · Js(r′)ds′. (2.27)
2.1.2 Magnetic Field Integral Equation Formulation for Per-
fect Electric Conductor Scatterer
To derive the MFIE formulation, we may apply duality principle on eq(2.13). On the





{[∇×G(r, r′)] · n̂(r)×H(r′)}dS. (2.28)
To uniquely define the MFIE equation on the surface of the metallic scatterer, i.e.
r ∈ S, we first note that the integral on the right of eq(2.28) is called a singular
integral equation. We can write the original integral as a sum of its residue and the









{∇g(r, r′)× Js(r′)}dS ′.
(2.29)
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Using the following identities,
∇×G1(r, r′) = ∇× Ig(r, r′) = ∇g(r, r′)× I, (2.30)
and pre-multiplying eq(2.13) by n̂× with the definitions defined in eq(2.17)and eq(2.22),













{g(r, r′)Js(r′)}dS ′. (2.32)




MFIE is an integral equation of the second kind. The unknown surface current
density, J(r′), appears both within and outside the integration. When we use method
of moment to solve forMFIE, we will obtain a matrix equation that is more diagonally
dominant. Hence, it has a faster convergence rate than EFIE. Eq(2.32) is suitable for
near field evaluation by numerical quadrature techniques while eq(2.33) is suitable
for solving MoM solution using AIM for reasons that will soon be apparent.
2.2 Solution using Method of Moments
Given the integral equations and the boundary conditions, we can solve for the un-
known surface fields. Once the surface fields are known, the field everywhere can be
calculated. Unless the surfaces coincide with some curvilinear coordinate system, the
integral equations in general do not have closed-form solutions. Usually, the unknown
surface fields have to be solved for numerically. In this section we will illustrate the
use of the method of moments (MoM ) to solve for the solution numerically. The
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EFIE can be solved by MoM. First the conducting surface S is discretized into small







where N is the total number of basis functions, denoted by Sn(r
′) is the basis function
and In is the unknown current coefficient of the n
th basis function. We have chosen
Sn(r
′) to be triangular RWG basis functions [23] as shown in fig 2.2, where





ρ+n (r), r ∈ T+n
ln
2A−n
ρ−n (r), r ∈ T−n
0, elsewhere
(2.35)









n (r) is the position vector in T
+
n pointing in the
direction away from the free vertex while ρ−n (r) is the position vector in T
−
n pointing
in the direction towards the free vertex. The divergence of Sn(r) is




, r ∈ T+n
ln
A−n
, r ∈ T−n
0. elsewhere
(2.36)
Defining a residual term R(r) = Einc(r) + Escat(r). Using EFIE formulation in
eq(2.25), R(r) is evaluated as















It is required that the tangential component R(r)|tan = 0, where r ∈ S. Using MoM,
R(r)|tan is enforced to be zero in some average or weighted sense over N subdomains
of S. If we use the Galerkin’s method, the weighting function is chosen to be the
same as the basis function. By enforcing the residue to be zero on each domain of
the basis function, i.e.
∫
R(r) · Sm(r)dS = 0, where 1 ≤ m ≤ N . We can effectively
generate N equations to solve for the N unknown current coefficients in I. We can
express the result in a matrix-vector form as shown:
ZEI = VE, (2.38)











∇ · Sm(r′) · [
∫






Einc(r) · Sm(r)dS, m, n ∈ [1, N ] (2.39)
In the similar manner, we can solve for the MFIE numerically in matrix form as
defined below
































Einc(r) · Sm(r)dS. m, n ∈ [1, N ] (2.43)
The subscripts ’E ’ and ’H ’ in the formulation denotes EFIE and MFIE resectivvely.
It is possible to solve for the unknown coefficients of the surface current densities
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by solving the matrix equation eq(2.39) using a direct inversion of the matrix such
as Gaussian Elimination (GE), which in this case would require O(N3) operation
counts. The other alternative is to to use iterative solvers. Iterative solver such
as conjugate gradient method (CG) [1] has been effective in solving electromagnetic
problems. However, it requires that the impedance matrix Z be symmetric. This
method is good if the Galerkin’s method of weighted residue is employed. If however,
a point matching method is chosen instead, whereby the residue R is forced to be zero
at discrete points along the surface of the PEC scatterer, then we can employ the bi-
conjugate gradient (BiCG) [1] method. However the draw back of this method is that
the matrix-vector multiply needs to be performed twice in each iteration, which in
turn increases the computational time. Krylov subspace method, such as generalized
method of residue (GMRES ) [1], is another class of iterative solver. Krylov iterative
solver focuses on minimizing the residue of the solution by a subtracting the current
residue from a series of back orthogonal vectors generated from the previous solutions.
The disadvantage of this method is that additional memory has to be catered for the
storing of these increasing number of back orthogonal vectors, which is undesirable
when the matrix Z is large. One of the method for overcoming this deficiency is
to use restart method, where the whole GMRES method is restarted after a certain
number of iterations and all the back orthogonal vectors deleted. However, in the
course of this research, it is found that if restart is implemented for small number of
iterations, the solution may converge very slowly. The number of iterations to restart
the iteration depends on size of Z. This may be intuitive as the greater Z is, it needs
more search direction in proportion and hence we need to cater for a larger number of
back orthogonal vectors. For all iterative solver, we can stop the iteration when |R||V| is
less than some threshold value, where R = E−ZI. In physical sense, this means that
the residue vector has becomes small and the solution is converging. The threshold
value is often taken to be between 10−4 to 10−3.
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2.2.1 Preconditioners for Iterative Solvers
The rate of convergence of the solution of the iterative solver depends on the condition
number of the matrix. Preconditioner M
−1
is multiplied to L.H.S. and R.H.S. of the






We can then solve for the new matrix equation as shown with block conditioning.
M
−1
can be viewed as an approximate inverse of Z and the multiplicationM
−1
Z can
effectively reduce the condition number of the matrix equation. If M
−1
is the exact
inverse of Z, then M
−1
Z = I, where I is the identity matrix with unity condition
number and the solution can be obtained directly. In actuality, M
−1
needs to be
small so that it is storage efficient and needs to be a good approximate of the inverse
of Z. Some of the preconditioners are listed in Appendix B of this report. The
most commonly used preconditioners for free space scattering problem is the block
preconditioner and the incomplete LU factorization.
Good preconditioners can reduce the condition number of the matrix, allowing
the iterative solver to converge to below error threshold within lesser number of
iterations. This will make iterative solvers like GMRES become attractive because
less back orthogonal vectors need to be stored and thereby increasing the efficiency
of the AIM algorithm.
2.2.2 Internal Resonance Problem of EFIE and MFIE
When eq(2.25) and eq(2.31) is imposed on S, error could result because either of these
equations may have a homogenous solution such that






dS ′{∇g(r, r′)× J(r′)} = 0,
r ∈ S. (2.45)
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These are the internal resonant frequencies of the cavity formed by the interior of the
impenetrable scatterer. Under this case, the surface current may not have a unique
solution. When these are transformed into the matrix-vector equation as in eq(2.41)
and eq(2.39), the resultant matrix will be ill-conditioned. However, the internal
resonance frequencies of EFIE and MFIE are different. The combined field integral
equation (CFIE ) formulation takes care of this deficiency by linearly combining the
two formulations together as shown
[αZE + η(1− α)ZM ]I = αVE + η(1− α)VM , (2.46)
where η is the intrinsic impedance of the medium in region 1 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
2.3 Solving Combined Field Integral Equation
using Adaptive Integral Method
Direct solving of the MoM matrix equation requires O(N2) storage resources and
O(N3) computation time. As the size of the scattering object becomes larger as
compared to the wavelength, computational resources needed to solve for the matrix
equation increases quadratically. The computer’s internal storage and processing
power becomes the bottleneck for large scale computation. AIM uses FFT to compute
the matrix vector multiply of the MoM equation. The MoM impedance matrix is not
formed explicitly. This helps to reduce the storage requirements needed for large scale
computation. Iterative methods such as GMRES, CG, BiStabCG solvers are used to
solve for the unknown current coefficients. They are generally more computationally
efficient than direct solvers of the matrix equation which involves the computation
of the inverse of the impedance matrix. Hence, iterative solvers require significantly
less than O(N3) operations. For general 3D scattering problem, the memory storage
requirement and the computational complexity for AIM computation is of O(N3/2)
and O(N3/2 logN) whilst for 2D case, the requirements are O(N) and O(N logN),
where N is the number of surface discretizations. In this section, the implementation
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of AIM is presented. A new projection testing for the MFIE is presented. The new
method does not require additional memory resource when using AIM to solve for
the CFIE problem as compared to using EFIE.
It is noted that the inner integrals with respect to S ′, in eq(2.26)-eq(2.27) for
EFIE and eq(2.32) for MFIE, are essentially a convolution of the scalar Green’s
function with the current or charge basis functions. If it is possible to translate the
basis functions onto a regular cartesian grid, then by exploiting the shift invariant
property of the Green’s function, it is possible use FFT to compute the resultant
discrete convolution in NlogN operations. AIM exploits this fact to implement a fast
implicit matrix-vector multiply. For far field interactions, if we take mth row of the

















tm(r) · nˆm ×∇×A(r)dS,
where 1 ≤ m,n ≤ N, m 6= n. (2.47)
ti(r) is the i
th vector testing function and nˆi is the unit normal vector at ti(r) pointing
in the direction away from the scatterer. A(r) and φ(r) are the magnetic and scalar












g(r, r′)In (∇′ · Sn(r′)) dr′dr. (2.48)
We are effectively obtaining the contribution of the field due to every other basis
functions at the ith testing function except for the ’self term’ that we have conveniently
omitted as we are interested in the computation of the far field interactions of the
matrix-vector multiply of the MFIE formulation.
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Both A(r) and φ(r) need to be evaluated at the domains of N testing functions,
which require O(N2) operations. It is noted that A(r), which is computed in matrix-
vector multiply equation of EFIE, can also be used for the computation of the matrix-
vector multiply equation of MFIE.
Hence if we can calculate the vector potential in eq(2.26) and the charge potential
in eq(2.27) everywhere within he computational domain, then by testing the field at
specific domain of the ith testing function has the same effect as the previous case
mentioned. We can do that in the following way. The original RWG basis functions
are first expanded into a set of equivalent grid current sources. Due to the fact that
the grid current or charge sources are regularly spaced apart, eq(2.26) and eq(2.27)
become discrete convolutions. FFT can be used to perform the convolution between
the discrete grid current sources and the discrete Green’s function in O(NlogN)
operation counts. The results of the convolutions are the discrete values of magnetic
vector potentials and charge scalar potentials on the grid nodes. To obtain the fields
on the weighting functions, the fields at the nodes are interpolated to the weighting
functions and is integrated over their domains. Hence in this case, the matrix Z is not
explicitly formed and memory is conserved. This is the essence of the AIM method.
2.3.1 Near Field Correction Matrix Z
corr
The FFT method offers a very good approximation to Zij when the basis and testing
functions are sufficiently far from each other. The error which becomes significant
when the basis functions are close to one another. The error is compensated by
introducing a ’correction’ matrix Z
corr
. For elements in the impedance matrix Zij that
corresponds to the basis and testing functions being near to each other,Zij is evaluated
numerically using quadrature points. Next, the impedance element is computed using
the grid current and charge sources and the result is then subtracted away from Zij
and is then stored. Only when the basis and testing functions are very close to each
other does Zcorrmn have non-zero values. Hence, the matrix Z
corr




I aims to correct the error when the basis and testing function are close to each




I = V. (2.49)
where ZI is evaluated implicitly using FFT.
2.3.2 Basis Functions to Grid Sources Projection Schemes
The translation of the current or charge basis function onto the grid current or charge
sources can be accomplished by either far field matching method or multipole expan-
sion. For both the methods, we first choose a set of grid nodes to totally encompass





where Si(r)and Λi,u are the i
th basis function and its coefficients of the projected grid
current coefficient at position vector rgi,u. Mi is the total number of grid points that
are used for the ith basis function projection.
In the far field matching method [26], we first choose a sphere with 0.5λ radius
centered around the center of the grid box. Next we choose a set of Gaussian n
points on the surface of the sphere, where n ≥ m. Let rsi,v, where 1 ≤ v ≤ n, be
the positional vectors of the Gaussian points on the sphere. Next, for each point
on the Gaussian sphere, we will find the field contribution by the grid current or
charge sources by the means of using the Green’s function. This is equated to the
contribution of the field by the current or charge basis function to that same Gaussian
point on the sphere. We can repeat the whole process for all the n Gaussian points
on the sphere, matching the field between the contribution by the grid sources and
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RWG Basis Function
nodal currents or charges
center of basis function (xo,yo,zo)
Figure 2.3: The original RWG basis function and the grid current sources that has
the same multipole moments about (xo, yo, zo).




































































Si(r) · kˆ e
−jk|rsi,1−r|
4pi|rsi,1−r| dS∫









k can take the values of x, y or z. It is interesting to note that if the same number of
grid nodes are used for the projection and the position of the Gaussian points on the
sphere are fixed relative to the projection grid points, the matrix will always be the
same. Hence, we only need to invert the matrix once. For subsequent evaluation of
the projection coefficients for the ith basis function, there is only a need to evaluate
the right hand side vector of eq(2.51). Such a method of basis function projection
onto a regular grid is adopted by the pre-corrected FFT algorithm (PFFT ).
Another method of projecting the source is to use multipole matching. If the ith
basis function is enclosed by M =Mx×My×Mz grid nodes in xˆ, yˆ and zˆ directions,
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the translation coefficients can be found based on the criterion that the translated








Si(r) · kˆ(x− xo)q1(y − yo)q2(z − zo)q3dS,
for 0 ≤ q1 < Mx, 0 ≤ q2 < My, 0 ≤ q3 < Mz, (2.52)
where (xo, yo, zo) is the center of the multipole expansion and is usually taken to







i,uzˆ. By adopting different combination values of q1, q2 and q3,
we can form M equations to solve for the M unknowns Λi,u. The charges can also
be projected onto the grid. This is done by replacing the Si(r) · kˆ on the right hand
side of the equation of eq(2.51) and eq(2.57) with ∇ · Si(r). Once the translation
has been found, we may represent the original basis functions with a set of grid basis
functions. The different between the two sets of expansion techniques are evident.
The field matching method produces complex arithmetic current coefficients. This
is because the Green’s function is used in the derivation of the matrix equation. In
the multipole expansion case, the coefficients are purely real. For the same number
of grid points that is used to represent a basis function, the field matching method
is typically more accurate in the far field representation. By the same argument
which follows, field matching method allows the grid size to be larger as compared
to the multipole method if they were to have the same magnitude of error. This
is an added advantage as it can help to save computation time by having less FFT
points. However, it needs more memory storage to store the complex coefficients. The
multipole expansion technique produces grid current projections that are accurate for
most applications.
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For the multipole code implemented in AIM, we have chosen an adaptive grid size,
using the smallest number of grid points m to represent original current or charge
basis function. This has made significant saving in the usage of memory resources.
After the translation to grid current or charge sources, it is possible to use FFT
to calculate the magnetic vector potential and scalar potential at the grid nodes
itself using convolution between the grid current/charge sources and the discrete
Green’s function. The grid magnetic vector potentials and scalar potential can then
interpolated onto the testing function and integration is then performed over the
testing domain.
2.4 Proposed New Testing Scheme for MFIE
using AIM
After the potentials are evaluated on the grid nodes using FFT to convolve between
the discrete Green’s function and the nodal sources, the potentials need to be inter-
polated onto the testing functions. Conventional schemes for the testing of the MFIE
requires the storage of interpolating coefficients to project interpolate the potentials
onto the testing function. In this report, we propose a new efficient testing method
for testing the MFIE without the need to store additional interpolation coefficients.
Hence CFIE can be solved using the same amount of memory resources as the eval-
uation of EFIE, but with the advantages of being resonance problem free and faster
solution convergence rate..
For EFIE formulation, out of convenience, we may choose a point matching
method. The potentials are interpolated to the center of each facet of the testing
function and is then multiplied by the total current or charge represented by the test-
ing function. This type of weighting function is usually classified as weighted point
matching method. In this case, we will need to store the interpolation functions of the
node potential to the centroid of the basis function, which is usually a 3-D Lagrange
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polynomial coefficient at each node.
The other way of performing the integration over the weighting domain is to
use the multipole expansion coefficients of the testing function itself. If the testing
functions are chosen to be same set as the basis functions, then it is unnecessary to
evaluate the multipole coefficients of the testing functions. Besides the integration
over the testing function domain becomes multiplication and summing of the the
multipole expansion coefficients of the testing function with the potentials at the
node where these coefficients are residing. There are two advantages if this scheme is
employed. First, we need not store a new set of interpolation function for each test
function. Secondly, this scheme ensures the Galerkin’s testing method and produces
a symmetric matrix that can be solved by CG method.




where r resides on the surface of the mth testing function and 1 ≤ m ≤ N . However,
if the testing function and the basis function are near to each other, AIM will not
give accurate results. A sparse near field correction matrix Z
corr
aims to correct this
error [18]. In the method proposed in [27], the integral is modified to∫∫
S
tm(r) · nˆm ×∇×A(r)dS =
∫∫
S
(∇× nˆm × tm(r)) ·A(r)dS. (2.53)
The multipoles of the vectors, ∇ × nˆm × tm(r), for 1 ≤ m ≤ N are evaluated and
stored. The integral is evaluated for mth test function my multiplying the multipoles
of ∇ × nˆm × tm(r) with the corresponding nodal potentials. In another method
describe in [26], the following approximation to evaluated the integral was proposed.∫∫
S
tm(r) · nˆm ×∇×A(r)dS ≈
∫∫
S
tm(r) · (nˆm,1 ×∇×A(rc+m ) + nˆm,2 ×∇×A(rc−m )) dS,
(2.54)




tm(r) · nˆm ×∇×A(r) is evaluated at the centroids of the












† are the unit
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vectors normal to the surfaces Sm,1 and Sm,2 respectively. † denotes a transpose. The
grid potentials are interpolated to some points near the vicinity of the centriods of
the triangular test functions, as shown in figure 2.4. The cross-products of ˆnm,i×∇×














































for i ∈ [1, 2], r ∈ Sm,i, 1 ≤ m ≤ N.
(2.55)








Projection of the grid potentials
to the near vincinity of the test
function centroid
Figure 2.4: Interpolation of the magnetic vector potentials to the vicinity of the
centriods of the testing function.
The evaluation of ∇×A(rcm) at the centroid of the mth testing function involves
the partial differentiation of A(r) in the xˆ, yˆ and zˆ direction of the cartesian coor-
dinates. To perform the numerical differentiation, it is necessary to interpolate the
grid potentials to at least two evaluation points near to the centroid in each cartesian
direction. Since there are three cartesian directions, it is necessary to interpolate
Ad(r) to at least 6 evaluation points near to the centroid on each face of the testing
function. Assuming there are two facets for each testing function, and 8 nodal poten-
tials (Ad(r)) are used for the potential interpolation to each of the 6 evaluation point,
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we will need to store 8×6×2 = 96 interpolating coefficients for each testing function.
We shall refer this present method as Scheme 1, which we will used it as a basis for
comparison of the amount of physical memory saved in practical simulations as com-
pared to our newly proposed testing scheme. The interpolating coefficients may be
generated using the Lagrange interpolation polynomial. If more nodal potentials are
used in the interpolation to the evaluation points for greater accuracy, the memory
storage will increase. For example, if 3× 3× 3 nodal potentials are used for interpo-
lation, we will need to store 324 interpolation coefficients for each testing function.
It can be seen that storing the interpolating coefficients requires memory resources
that is sometimes comparable to the storage the near field correction matrix. Though
the memory requirements for the storage of the near field correction matrix, the mul-
tipole expansion coefficients of the basis functions and the interpolating coefficients
are seldom discussed, their storage space requirement is considerable and a careful
treatment of storage issues is required for an efficient algorithm.
We propose an alternative more efficient scheme that does not require the storage
of these interpolation coefficients. Instead of projecting the magnetic vector potentials
directly onto the centroids of themth testing function, we can first compute ∇×Ad(r)
on the nodes using central difference scheme as shown on figure 2.5. It is then possible
to project the nodal potentials, ∇×Ad(r), directly onto the centriods and perform
cross products with nˆm,1 and nˆm,2. If a comparison is made for a similar case where
8 nodal potentials are used to interpolate the potential to the centroids of the testing
function with two facets, we will need to store 8 × 2 = 16 interpolating coefficients.
We shall refer to this testing scheme as Scheme 2 for memory savings comparison
later. Scheme 2 requires less memory resources as compared to Scheme 1 [26]. Hence
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Sm,1(r) · n̂m,1 ×∇×A(r)dS+∫
S








Figure 2.5: Computation of the curl of the nodal magnetic vector potentials using
central difference numerical approximation.
where Sm,1(r) and Sm,2(r) are the two facets of the m
th vector testing function.
n̂m,1 and n̂m,2 are the corresponding normals to the facets. It is obvious that vectors
nˆm,1 × ∇ × A(r) and nˆm,2 × ∇ × A(r) lie on the surface of Sm,1(r) and Sm,2(r)
respectively. For a well meshed object, ∇×A(r) doesn’t change significantly between

































where lm is the length of the common edge joining the two facets of the m
th testing
function. |ρc+m | and the |ρc−m | are the distances of the free vertices to their respective
centroids at the two facets of the testing function.
n̂m×∇×Ad(r) is computed at the nodes using central difference scheme numer-
ically. Instead of interpolating the nodal potentials onto the centroids of the mth test
function, the dot product with the testing function can be performed by multiplying
the multipole expansion of the mth test function with the computed discrete values of
n̂m×∇×Ad(r) at the respective nodes. This is similar to the EFIE testing procedure
outlined in [18]. If the same set of basis functions is used as the testing functions,
the multipole coefficients of the testing functions need not be stored. No additional
memory resources is needed to compute the CFIE as compared to using EFIE by
adopting this testing scheme, which we shall refer to as Scheme 3. The next section
will show some numerical results to validate the accuracy of this approximate testing
scheme in solving CFIE using AIM and the amount of physical memory required for
each testing scheme.
2.5 Numerical Results and Discussions
The grid size used for AIM computation is fixed at 0.15 wavelength. A PEC sphere
of 1 meter radius is represented by 110454 surface basis functions. It is illuminated by
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a 1.20GHz plane wave and the bistatic RCS is computed using CFIE (α = 0.5) and
generalize minimum residual, GMRES [23], iterative solver with block preconditioner,
as shown in figure 2.6. It is found that the new approximate testing method proposed
for MFIE produces the same results for CFIE as the conventional testing method
using interpolation outlined in [26]. Table I shows that using the newly proposed
method enables memory saving up to 49%. Figure 2.7 shows the iteration conver-
gence plot (the residual error normalized to the incident excitation vector against the
number of iterations). It is noted that the newly proposed testing scheme performs
slightly better than the conventional method.














VV polarization calculated using AIM (CFIE) with normal interpolation scheme          
VV polarization calculated using AIM (CFIE) with new MFIE testing scheme
HH polarization calculated using AIM (CFIE) with normal interpolation scheme          
HH polarization calculated using AIM (CFIE) with new MFIE testing scheme
Figure 2.6: Bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere of 1m radius at 1.20GHz with 110454 basis
functions.
Figure 2.8 shows the monostatic RCS of a 1 meter NASA almond, with 3510
surface basis functions, computed using CFIE (α = 0.5) and GMRES iterative solver
with block preconditioning at 757MHz. It shows that the newly proposed testing
method produces almost identical results as compared to the conventional scheme.
Similar results has been published in [27].
A simple aircraft model was chosen to illustrate the accuracy of the new testing
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Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3
Total memory required 691MB 408MB 352MB
Memory required to store the interpolation coefficents 339MB 56MB 0MB
% of memory usage reduction relative to scheme 1 0% 41% 49%
* Scheme 1 : existing scheme of interpolating the grid nodal potentials to 6 points near to the centroid of each facet of the testing
function.
* Scheme 2 : interpolating the curl of the grid nodal potentials to the centroid of each facet of the testing function.
* Scheme 3 : interpolating the curl of the grid nodal potentials and multiplying by the multipole coefficients of the testing function
(the proposed method).
Table 2.1: Comparison of the memory usage of the newly proposed testing schemes
with the present existing scheme in solving the bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere of 1m
radius at 1.20GHz with 110454 basis functions.
Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3
Total memory required 2754MB 1580MB 1419MB
Memory required to store the interpolation coefficents 1335MB 161MB 0MB
% of memory usage reduction relative to scheme 1 0% 43% 48%
* Scheme 1 : existing scheme of interpolating the grid nodal potentials to 6 points near to the centroid of each facet of the testing
function.
* Scheme 2 : interpolating the curl of the grid nodal potentials to the centroid of each facet of the testing function.
* Scheme 3 : interpolating the curl of the grid nodal potentials and multiplying by the multipole coefficients of the testing function
(the proposed method).
Table 2.2: Comparison of the memory usage of the newly proposed testing schemes
with the present existing scheme in solving the monostatic RCS of a simplified aircraft
model.
scheme when applied to a electrically large complex structure. The aircraft is rep-
resented by 272760 surface basis functions and is illuminated by a 300MHz plane
wave and the length of the aircraft is approximately 20 wavelengths. The monostatic
RCS is computed using CFIE (α = 0.5). Figure 2.9 shows the computed RCS of
the aircraft. It is shown that the results computed using the new testing scheme is as
accurate as the conventional AIM method, using the interpolation method reported
in [26]. Moreover, Table II shows that using the newly proposed method enables
memory saving up to 48%. Figure 2.10 shows the surface current on the aircraft in
logarithmic scale when the plane wave is incident in the direction of the aircraft’s
nose.
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Normalized residual error for HH RCS computation using conventional MFIE testing method.
Normalized residual error for HH RCS computation using the new MFIE testing method.     
Normalized residual error for VV RCS computation using conventional MFIE testing method.
Normalized residual error for VV RCS computation using the new MFIE testing method.     
Figure 2.7: Plot of the residual error with respect to the number of iterations using
GMRES iterative solver and block preconditioner.

















HH polarization RCS calculated using AIM with conventional interpolation scheme.           
HH polarization RCS calculated using AIM (CFIE) using new MFIE testing scheme.
VV polarization RCS calculated using AIM with conventional interpolation scheme.        
VV polarization RCS calculated using AIM (CFIE) using new MFIE testing scheme.
Figure 2.8: Monostatic RCS of a 1 meter NASA almond with 3510 unknowns at
757MHz.
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VVPolarization of the RCS of the aircraft computed using conventional interpolation scheme
VVPolarization of the RCS of the aircraft computed using new MFIE testing method
HHPolarization of the RCS of the aircraft computed using conventional interpolation scheme
HHPolarization of the RCS of the aircraft computed using new MFIE testing method
Figure 2.9: Monostatic RCS of a simplified aircraft model at 300MHz with 272760
triangular basis function computed using CFIE (α = 0.5) with GMRES solver and
block preconditioner.
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Figure 2.10: Surface current density on the aircraft at 300MHz with vertical polarized
plane wave incident at 0 deg azimuth from the aircraft’s nose.
Chapter 3
Interlaced FFT Method for
Parallelizing AIM
In this chapter, we will focus on the implementation of parallel algorithm on dis-
tributed computers using interlaced grid FFT for AIM. Even with the effective com-
putational methods in electromagnetics, the computational power required cannot be
satisfied by the conventional, single processor computer architecture. Parallel com-
puting is the way to increase the computation capacities [28, 29]. Parallel computing
offers two major advantages in the field of computational electromagnetics. First, it
divides the computational load among the processors. Hence, the overall computation
can be performed in a shorter period of time, by a speedup ratio. Secondly, it dis-
tributes the storage load among the parallel computing resources and hence increases
the storage capacity to handle larger size scattering objects. There are many types
of computer architectures for linking up the processors in multi-processor machines.
The way programs are written to be executed effectively on multi-processor machines
are highly dependent on the architectural of these machines. In the complex super
computers, as illustrated by fig 3.1, the processors are grouped into cells. Within each
cell, there are shared memory banks. As such, the processes within each cell running
on independent processors can access one another’s data at a very high speed. The
cells are linked via high speed buses. Super computers are good for running par-
allel processes. However, these machines remain an expensive investment. A much
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more cost effective way is to link the individual stand-alone computers using network
routers and switches as shown in fig 3.2. This way of connection constitutes the dis-
tributed parallel computer cluster. Each computer may have one to four processors
sharing the same memory bank. Intercommunication between the computer nodes
via the network links are time consuming. Hence for an effective parallelized code, it
is imperative that each process running on each node has to be as independent from
the other nodes as possible, avoiding the constant need to communicate until there
is a necessity to gather the final results. This paper aims at providing a new and
effective scheme to implement FFT computation for AIM on distributed computer
network using message passing interface (MPI) [28, 29].
In the following section, we will look at the combined field integral equation
(CFIE ) formulation of AIM. This will be followed by the introduction and imple-
mentation of the interlaced grid scheme for AIM that allows effective distribution of
computation loads. Finally, we will show some numerical results to verify feasibility
and effectiveness of the new scheme.
3.1 Idea and Formulation
Due to the circular convolution property of FFT, we will need append approximately
2 times the number of nodes in each cartesian direction when we perform the FFT
computation. Hence, we will need 2 , 4 and 8 times the number of grid nodes when we
deal with 1-D, 2-D and 3-D problems respectively. When the object is significantly
large in as compared to the wavelength, we will need sufficiently large memory re-
source and time to perform the FFT computation. To circumvent this difficulty, we
realize that due to the integral property, the convolved results are smooth functions as
compared to either the discrete Green’s function or the grid node current and charges.
Fig 3.3 illustrates this property. Suppose a unit source exists at the origin in scalar


























Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell m
High Speed System Bus
. . . .
Figure 3.1: Supercomputer architecture.
function, assuming that it is the free space Green’s function. The potential function
is smooth everywhere except at the location of the source itself where the potential
will tend to infinity. To overcome the difficulty when computing the potential at the
source point, we set the Green’s function equal to zero at the source. If the grid size
is small , i.e. ko∆d << 2pi, then we can compute the potentials using a larger grid
spacing and use interpolation scheme to obtain the potentials on all the grid points,
except at locations near the source region.
It is possible to extend the use interpolation techniques to parallelize the FFT
computation and also also to reduce the memory requirement. We will illustrate this
concept with a 1-D problem and the idea of implementation can be easily extended
to 2-D and 3-D case for FFT computation in AIM and CG-FFT method.
In Fig 3.4, we have a 1-D array of grid sources. To perform the FFT compu-
tation by convolving it with the discrete Green’s function, we will need to zero-pad






















Figure 3.2: Distributed parallel computing architecture.
d 
e e
Figure 3.3: Potential of a source along uniform grid points.
resource required in the actual computation is approximately two times the number
of grid nodes. To implement a scheme that conserves the memory usage, we first
’split’ the original grid sources into two interlaced grids sources as shown in the dia-
gram. We then compute the pontentials on each set of grid by convolving it with the
Green’s function using FFT independently. The memory resource that is required for
computing each convolution based on the new scheme is now half the original FFT
scheme. This is due to the fact that the number of nodes in the interlaced scheme
is half the number of the original nodes. Since we performed the FFT computation
independently, the potentials computed on each grid system are independent of each
other. We can interpolate the results on the two separate grids and sum them up to
get the final result of the convolution as shown in fig 3.5.
The present result can be extended to the 2D and 3D case. Each dimension of
the FFT computation may be interlaced in the similar manner as the 1D case. We
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Original Grid Current Sources
Interlaced Grid Current Sources
Figure 3.4: Interlaced grid system for FFT computation.
will need to do 2n independent FFT computations when we interlace n dimensions
of FFT nodes. For the 2D and 3D case, we need to perform FFT on 4 and 8
independent grids respectively. Similar to the 1D case, we can use the 2D and 3D
Lengendre interpolation function to interpolate the results in between the grid points.
To illustrate the robustness of the scheme, we will let the unit point source be at the
origin and will compute the potential at locations (2n+ 1)ζλ, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . .
with the Green’s function kernel as e
−j2pix
x
, where x is the physical distance away from
the source, n as any positive integer and ζ is a real number and it represents the grid
size of the interlaced FFT scheme. λ is the wavelength which is 2pi in this case. From
the potentials at the computed nodes, we will obtain the potential of the nodes in
between by using 3 point Lagrange interpolation function. We present the result for
cases where ζ = 0.24 in fig 3.6.
%beginfigure[htb]
From the result, it can be seen that the 2rd order Lagrange interpolation gives a
fairly good accuracy. We may further increase the order of accuracy by increasing the
order of Lagrange polynomial interpolation. Typically, Lagrange polynomial of order
3 gives very good result for RCS computation. However, the 2nd order interpolation
is accurate enough for most general simulations as will be shown in the numerical
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Final magetic vector potential on the grid
Magentic vector potential on interlaced
grid
Interploated magentic vector potential on interlaced grid
+
Figure 3.5: Interpolated results of interlaced FFT results to obtain the final solution.
results presented subsequently.
3.2 Computational Complexity of the NewMethod
The complexity of the FFT is of O(NlogN), where N is the total number of FFT
nodes. In our new scheme, we have half the number of nodes for each computation.










Since the FFT computation is required to be performed twice for 1D case, the order
of complexity is O(NlogN). The Legendre interpolation needs O(N) computation.
Hence, it does not dominate the computation time.
For 2D case, we have a quarter of the total number of nodes when we perform











However, we will have perform the FFT computation four times in our interlace
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real part of the sample points taken at 0.24λ apart
imag part of the sample points taken at 0.24λ apart
real part of the interpolated points taken at the midpoints of the sampled data
imag part of the interpolated points taken at the midpoints of the sampled data
Figure 3.6: Interlace scheme where the potentials are computed at 0.24λ grid.
scheme, the complexity of the overall FFT computation is still of the complexity of
O(NlogN). For the 3D case, the same proof of the complexity of the FFT computation
can be applied. It can be seen that the complexity is always of O(NlogN) and doesn’t
change with the number of dimension of the problem.
3.3 Implementation of Interlaced FFT on Small
Cluster of Distributed Computer Systems
The implementation of parallel interlaced FFT involves the following:




• Determining the grid sources to be stored on each of the parallel process,
• Performing the independent FFT and post processing,
• Performing the matrix-vector multiply on each of the distributed process,
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• Gathering the final matrix-vector multiply results.
Preprocessing involving the computation of the correction matrix Z
corr






I = V, (3.3)
where,V is the excitation vector, Z
corr
is the correction matrix that aims at correcting
the error of FFT matrix-vector multiply result in the cases when the source and
testing basis functions are close to one another. Hence Z
corr
is sparse. The matrix-
vector multiply of the impedance matrix Z
FFT
I is evaluated efficiently using AIM.
If Zcorrij 6= 0, then the interaction between the jth basis function and the ith testing
function can be computed by direct numerical computation. It is then subtracted with
the erroneous interaction between the grid sources of the source and testing functions.
The interaction between the grid sources of the jth basis function and the ith testing
function has to be computed according to the interlace scheme adopted. To distribute
the computation and memory load to the parallel processes, each process will only
compute and store N/p columns of Z
corr
. We shall denote Z
corr
d as a sub-matrix of
Z
corr
stored in the each of the parallel process.
Determining the grid sources to be stored on each of the parallel process
The equivalent grid current sources to represent the original basis functions in eq(2.50)
are computed by each of the parallel process. Depending on interlacing and allocation
scheme chosen to distribute the computational load to the parallel processes, each of
the parallel process will determine and store only the multipole grid sources that it
needs corresponding to its own interlace grid. In this way, the storage load is linearly
distributed to all the processes.
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Performing the independent FFT and post processing
During each round of the matrix-vector multiply, the current coefficient vector I, as
defined in eq(3.3) will be broadcasted to all the distributed processes using the non-
blocking MPI’s MPI Bcast function [28, 29]. Each of the parallel process will project
the grid sources in its storage multiplied by corresponding current coefficients in I
onto its interlaced grid and uses FFT to compute the potentials at the designated
grid points. The computed potentials are then interpolated to every other grid nodes
on the original grid using Lagrange’s interpolation.
Performing the matrix-vector multiply on each of the distributed process
The potentials on the grid are used for evaluating the result of the matrix-vector
multiply. For EFIE formulation in eq(2.39), each of the distributed process will
project the potentials on its grid onto the surfaces of the testing functions. The
integration of the ith test function multiplied by the potential over its surface area
will contribute to the ith column of the result of the overall matrix-vector product.
For MFIE formulation in eq(2.41), the grid potentials projected onto the surface of
the testing function have to undergo a ’curl’ and a cross product with the normal
unit vector to the surface of the test function, nˆ, before performing the integration.
The curl and cross-product of a vector can be easily evaluated using conventional
numerical techniques. Similarly with MFIE, the integration of ith test function with
normal cross product of the curl of the potential over its surface area will contribute to
the ith column of the result of the overall matrix-vector product. For CFIE, the result
of the ith column of the matrix-vector product is a linear combination of the result
computed by EFIE and MFIE as depicted in eq(2.46). In addition, each process will
also compute Z
corr
d I and adds to the result of the matrix-vector product.
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Gathering the final matrix-vector multiply results
The final result of the matrix-vector product may be gathered by summing the contri-
butions of the results from all the parallel processes using the MPI Allreduce [28, 29]
function.
3.3.1 Allocation of Parallel Computing Resources
To enable efficient parallel computation, it is necessary to determine an efficient means
of distributing the computation load to the different processes. Referring to eq(2.48),
it is noted that FFT is used to compute the three components of the magnetic vector
A and the scalar potential φ independently. As shown in table 1, for the case when
there are 2 processors, one of the process will compute Ax and Ay component of the
magnetic vector potential while the other will compute Az of the magnetic vector
potential and the scalar potential φ. If we have 4 processors, then each processor
will be allocated to compute a component of the potentials each. This constitutes
a way of allocating the computational load to 22 nodes on the distributed computer
network.
With interlaced grid FFT, the task of computing each potential can be further
distributed to a maximum of 8 parallel processes (assuming 3-D FFT ). We can choose
to interlace the grid in the xˆ, yˆ and zˆ direction or a combination of the directions.
This constitutes another 23 ways of distributing the computational load of calculating
each potential. For example in table 1, Ax,1 means interlacing the xˆ component of the
magnetic vector potential in the xˆ direction and hence the computation load of Ax
is shared by 2 processors. Ax,2 means interlacing the xˆ component of the magnetic
vector potential in both the xˆ and yˆ direction and hence the computation load of
Ax is shared by 4 processors.We can define Ax,3 the similar fashion and the load of
computing the potential is shared by 8 processors. The same denotation applies to
the other components of potentials as well. Hence overall the computational load
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may be shared by a maximum of 25 distributed processes.
number of computers job allocation per computer
20 {Ax,Ay,Az,φ}
21 {Ax,Ay} or {Az,φ}
22 {Ax}or{Ay} or {Az} or {φ}
23 {Ax,1}or{Ay,1} or {Az,1} or {φ1}
24 {Ax,2}or{Ay,2} or {Az,2} or {φ2}
25 {Ax,3}or{Ay,3} or {Az,3} or {φ3}
Table 3.1: Computational load distribution for distributed computing nodes
3.3.2 Performance Measurement for Parallel Processes
Parallel computing uses ’divide and conquer’ scheme for large scale computing that
would otherwise be performed using a single processor. Speedup may be defined as
the ratio of runtime of a serial solution to a problem to the parallel runtime. If Tσ
denotes the runtime of a serial solution and Tpi(p) denotes the runtime of the parallel





Usually this is the practical approach to measure the speedup ratio. In order to
gain additional insights into the nature of the speedup ratio, we refer to Amdahl’s
Law [28, 29], which defines the speedup ratio S(p) as follows:




where r is the fraction of the program (0 ≤ r ≤ 1) that is ’perfectly parallelizable’.
From the above equation, it is noted that due to (1− r) portion of the program that
is inherently serial, there is an upper limit where speedup ratio can be achieved by
increasing the number of processors. As p → ∞, S(p) → 1
(1−r) . Usually, Amdahl’s
Law alone is not sufficient to address the speedup ratio. There is also a need to take
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into account the communication overheads, Tcomm(p) that are necessary when the
program is run on p processors. The speedup ratio may further be modified to:
S(p) = Tσ
(1−r)Tσ+rTσ/p+Tcomm(p) . (3.6)
For problem of a given size, Tcomm(p) increases as the number of processors, p, is
increased. Hence S(p) < 1
(1−r) and the S(p) will decrease as p is increased. Refer-
ence [28, 29] gives a more complete treatment on this topic.
3.4 Simulation Results and Dicussions
To illustrate the feasibility of the interlace FFT computation, we parallelize the
interlaced grid AIM CFIE (α = 0.7) solver to run on a distributed cluster of 32
stand alone personal computers. Each computer is running on Intel 2.8GHz processor
and has 2GB of random access memory and the distributed network connection is
provided by a dedicated router. We computed the mono-static RCS of a 1 meter
NASA almond at 757MHz with 3510 unknown basis functions. A FFT grid size
of 0.12λ was used. The results is shown in figure 3.8. It is noted that the RCS
computed with interlaced FFT AIM corresponds very well to result computed using
conventional AIM method on a single processor.
To measure the performance of the interlaced grid AIM scheme, we computed the
bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere of diameter 2 meters illuminated by a 1.2GHz plane
wave incident at 0o. The total number of basis functions on the sphere is 110454. In
order to distribute the storage load, each process will store a ’slice’ of the correction
matrix Z
corr
. Each process will store N/q columns of the original correction matrix,
denoted as Z
corr
d . This will to a great extend eliminate the storage problem associated
with a single processor to handle large scattering objects. In addition, each process
will store the multipole expansions of the triangular basis function corresponding to
its own grid.
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To measure the speedup ratio defined in eq(3.4), the average time, Tσ taken for
one iteration by a single processor in solving the CFIE equation using AIM with
generalized minimum residual (GMRES ) [1] solver was measured. The AIM gridsize
was set at 0.12λ. Each round of iteration took approximately 60.54 sec on a single
processor. We repeat the computation on a cluster of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 distributed
processors, distributing the computation load as depicted by Table 1. We measure
the average time, Tpi(p), taken to complete each iteration with the increasing number
of processors. The speedup ratio is computed using eq(3.4). Figure 3.10 shows the
measured speedup ratio vs the number of processor used. It can be observed from
the result that good parallelization is achieved. When more processors are being used
to parallelize the computation, more overheads are incurred. The overheads includes
the extra time to transmit, receive and assemble results, and the interpolations that
were necessary to obtain the final results. For distributed parallel cluster, the com-
munication time contributes to a large portion of the overheads. As a result, the
speedup ratio tapers off with increasing processors. Generally, the FFT computation
is O(NlogN) while the communication cost is O(N). In order to have good speedup
ratio, the computation time for the parallel processes must dominate over the over-
heads. Hence, the speedup ratio will generally improve when the scattering problem
size gets larger with the same number of processors. Figure 3.9 shows comparison of
the final result between the bistatic RCS computed using AIM and interlaced grid
AIM using 32 processors. The computed RCS of the sphere using interlaced grid
AIM corresponds very well with the conventional AIM running on a single CPU.
We apply interlace FFT scheme to simulate a more complex geometry. A generic
aircraft as shown in fig 3.11 is chosen for the simulation. The bistatic RCS of the
aircraft is computed at 250MHz with a surface discretization of 66609 RWG basis
functions. The computation is computed on a single PC using AIM as a bench mark.
The grid size used for the simulation is 0.12λg. Next the aircraft is simulated using
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parallel AIM utilizing parallel FFTW [30] library and also using interlace FFT al-
gorithm. For the interlace FFT scheme, Lagrange interpolation function up to the
third order is used to interpolate the potential among the interlace FFT grids. The
number of processors in the parallel processes are increased in steps of 2n. The respec-
tive speedup factors as compared to the single processor running AIM simulation is
computed. The results are shown in fig 3.12. It is seen that speedup factor for parallel
FFTW will decrease as the number of processor is increased beyond 16. This may
be due to parallel FFT algorithm needs a transpose of data at every computation.
As the number of processor is increased with the same problem size, the communica-
tion overhead becomes dominant and becomes a overhed, driving the speedup factor
down. Interlace FFT AIM on the other hand has less communication overhead and
the speedup factor will only start to deteriorate with larger number of parallel pro-
cessors. Fig 3.13 shows the computed RCS using the interlace FFT scheme with 32
processors and the result computed using a single processor generic AIM algorithm.


















Figure 3.7: Computation of potentials for near field correction. (a) interlacing the
grid in the xˆ direction (b) interlacing the grid in both the xˆ and yˆ directions.
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HH polarization RCS calculated using AIM           
HH polarization RCS calculated using interlaced AIM
VV polarization RCS calculated using AIM          
 
VV polarization RCS calculated using interlaced AIM
Figure 3.8: Comparison of the monostatic RCS of 1 meter NASA almond at 757MHz
with 3510 unknown basis functions computed using normal AIM and the parallelized
interlaced FFT AIM scheme.














VV polarization calculated using AIM           
VV polarization calculated using interlaced AIM
HH polarization calculated using AIM          
 
HH polarization calculated using interlaced AIM
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the bistatic RCS of PEC sphere of diameter 2 meter at
1.2GHz with 110454 unknown triangular basis functions computed using normal AIM
and the parallelized interlaced grid AIM scheme.
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Figure 3.11: Generic aircraft with tip to tail length of 14m, wingspan of 16m and a
body height of 3.5m.
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Parallel AIM using FFTW
Interlace FFT Scheme
Figure 3.12: Comparison of speed-up factors for the interlace FFT scheme vs parallel
FFT scheme.















Figure 3.13: Bistatic RCS of the generic aircraft at 250MHz with a V-polarized electric
field incident from the nose of the aircraft.
Chapter 4
Efficient Multi-layer Planar Circuit
Analysis using Adaptive Integral
Method
Electromagnetic simulations of planar circuits are important in characterizing their
performances. There is an ever increasing demand to use full-wave simulation of the
high frequency planar circuits at system or sub-system level to determine their over-
all electromagnetic performances. Typically, the analysis of planar circuits can be
performed using either the partial differential solvers or the integral equation solvers.
The more popular partial differential solvers include the finite difference time do-
main method (FDTD) [31]-[34] and the finite element method (FEM ) [35]-[37]. The
partial differential method requires the whole computational domain to be meshed
and appropriate terminating boundary conditions to be specified in the formulations.
This leads to a large number of unknowns to be solved for in a given problem. The
integral equation solvers make use of MoM to solve for the unknown surface currents.
Only the surface of the circuit/scatterer needs to be discretized and it has signifi-
cantly less number of unknowns than the PDE solvers. The integral equation solvers
has found widespread applications in the simulations and designs of the MMIC and
MIC circuits [38]-[49]. The memory requirement and computational complexity for
MoM scale in the O(N2s ) and O(N
3
s ) respectively, where Ns is the number of surface
discretizations. As the circuit size increases, the memory and computation resources
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increases quadratically, making it expensive to simulate electrically large circuits.
In the recent years, several efficient methods have been formulated to alleviate
the computational and storage complexities of the MoM. The fast multipole method
(FMM ) [50]-[52] and the multi-level fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [53] has been
applied to circuit analysis. However, the implementation of the multipole based solver
is more complex as compared to the FFT class of solvers which replies on the spatial
shift invariance property of the Green’s function to perform the convolution between
the sources and the Green’s function effectively using FFT. The conjugate gradient
and adaptive integral/pre-corrected FFT methods (CG-FFT,AIM ), provide an ap-
pealing avenue for simulating a broad class of planar circuits [54, 55]. It reduces the
storage requirements and the computational complexity of solving the MoM matrix
equation to O(Ns) and O(Ns logNs) for general 2D problems.
Since the impedance matrix is not formed explicitly in these fast solvers, direct
inversion of the impedance matrix to solve for the surface currents on the circuit is
not possible. Instead, iterative solvers are used to solve the matrix equations. The
convergence rate of the iterative solution is dependent on the condition number of
the impedance matrix. In general, for planar circuit analysis, the impedance matrix
is ill-conditioned. Hence, there is a need for efficient preconditioners to improve the
convergence rate of the solution. However, the preconditioner requires additional
storage space. The memory constrain limits the AIM method to capable of solving
moderately large size circuit problems on a single computing node.
Parallelization is one way to remove the bottleneck of memory storage require-
ments. The computation and memory storage load are distributed to a cluster of
computing nodes. Information between the different processors are communicated
using message passing interface MPI. However, the link between different processors
is slow as compared to the processing speed of the processors. Hence, there is always
a need to find better algorithms to parallelize the computation and to reduce the
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inter-processor communications. Conventional way of parallelizing the AIM solver
for large scale computation is to use parallel FFT implementation. During the for-
ward and inverse Fourier transform, parallel FFT [30] requires a transpose of data
among the processors. This causes considerable overhead in the computation and
reduces the overall speed up factor of the computation. In contrast to the normal
parallelization scheme, we propose novel scheme to parallelize AIM code to run on
arbitrary number of processors by sub-dividing the computational domains to be han-
dled by each processor. Inter-communication between processors are minimized. The
nature of the new parallelization scheme allows the implementation of a parallelized
block ILU factorization of the preconditioner.
This chapter first begins with a review of the Green’s function for the multi-
layered planar medium. This will be followed by a discussion of various various
implementation issues in multi-layered circuit simulation, namely: the circuit pa-
rameters extraction, the inclusion of dielectric and conductor loss, the simulation of
vertical conducting vias, the interpolation scheme for the Green’s function for fast
evaluation of theMoM matrix elements and the computation of the antenna gain pat-
tern. A planar waveguide to microstrip transition is simulated to verify the accuracy
of theMoM simulation when compared to simulation results. AIM is implemented to
simulate the performance of the Ku band 4ways and 8ways planar waveguide power
combiner/divider circuit. The various implementation details are discussed and the
simulations are compared against the measured results. In the concluding section,
simulation of very large microstrip structures using a novel parallel AIM scheme is
discussed.
4.1 Multi-Layer Planar Green’s Function
The Green’s function for the multi-layered medium, in mixed potential form (MPIE ),
is preferred to several other variants of the EFIE because it only requires the potential
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forms of the green’s functions, which are less singular then their derivatives needed in
other forms of EFIE [56]. Formulating the Green’s function is non-trivial due to the
fact that the vector and scalar potentials are non-unique and that the scalar poten-
tials of point charges associated with horizontal and vertical dipoles are, in general,
non-identical. This is because the field produced by a horizontally directed dipole
is different from the field produced by a vertically directed dipole. Several works on
MPIE formulations have been published [56]-[63]. The Formulation C of the MPIE
derived in [64] results in a continuous scalar potential across the dielectric interface
and is used in our simulations. We begin with a general discussion of the formulation
and the selection of the Sommerfeld integration path (SIP) for the numerical evalua-
tion of the spatial domain multi-layer Green’s function. The result is extended to the
derivation for the propagation constant of an infinitely long microstrip transmission
line. The derivation will be used subsequently to compute the propagation constant
of the first higher order mode microstrip line, which is used in the design of leaky
wave antenna and its array. Numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integral is time
consuming. The discrete complex image method (DCIM ) approximates the spectral
domain Green’s function as a series of exponentials using generalized pencil of func-
tion (GPOF ) and cast the SIP into closed forms using known Sommerfeld identities.
The reviews includes the different approaches to obtain the discrete expressions for
different components of the vector and scalar Green’s functions. The surface wave
pole extraction method is also discussed. Though the topics discussed in this section
are available in many separate literatures, a brief consolidated review of the formu-
lations in this report is needed for a overview of the development of an efficient and





Figure 4.1: An arbitrary shaped scatterer embedded in layered dielectric medium .
4.1.1 Mixed Potential Form of Green’s Function for Planarly
Stratified Medium
The EFIE for the current density J(r) on the surface S of the PEC object in a layered
medium is obtained by enforcing the boundary condition
nˆ× (Esm(r) + Eincm (r)) = 0, r on Sm, m∈ L (4.1)
where r is the position vector and Eincm (r) is the incident electric field in the absence
of the scatterer in the mth layer and Esm(r) is the scattered electric field. L is the

















where Ami(r) is the magnetic vector potential in the mth layer due to the current






A (r|r′) · J(r′)dS ′, (4.4)
and φmi(r) is the corresponding scalar potential which is related to Ami(r) through





where k2m = ω
2²mµm. G
mi
A (r|r′) is the dyadic Green’s function which represents the
magnetic vector potential in regionm due to a unit-strength arbitrary oriented current
dipole in the region i. G
mi
A (r|r′) must satisfy the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation(∇2 + k2m)GmiA (r|r′) = −µmIδ(r− r′), (4.6)
where I is the identity matrix. The above equation can be solved subjected to the
condition that the tangential components of Esm and H
s
m be continuous across the
dielectric interfaces between the layers.
Two components of the vector potential are required to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the interface. If the x and z component has been chosen, the Green’s
function takes the form [65]:
G
mi









If the y component of the vector potential has been chosen to accompany the x













Gmixy is the x-component of A
mi due to an y-directed dipole. Similar definition applies
to the rest of the components of G
mi
A .





jωAmi(r) +∇φmi(r)) = nˆ× Eincm (r), r on Sm. m ∈ L. (4.9)









A (r|r’) · J(r′)dS ′ = nˆ× Eincm (r), r on Sm, m ∈ L.
(4.10)










· J(r′)dS ′. (4.11)
The mixed potential form would be available if the scalar potential were expressed
in terms of the surface charge density q(r). The objective would be achieved if the
divergence operator is transferred to act on the current, in view of the equation of
continuity, ∇·J(r) = −jωq(r). This can be accomplished if a scalar function Gmiφ (r|r′)
can be found such that
jω
k2m




In a homogeneous medium, Gmiφ (r|r′) is the Green’s function. In a stratified medium,
Gmiφ (r|r′) in eq(4.12) does not exist in general, which can be attributed to the fact
that the scalar potentials of point charges associated with horizontal and vertical
current dipoles in a layered medium are in general different. In order to achieve the
purpose, a correction vector Pmi(r|r′) is introduced to eq(4.12) as follows
jω
k2m
∇ ·GmiA (r|r′) =
1
jω
∇′Kmiφ (r|r′)) + jωPmi(r|r′). (4.13)
The choice of Kmiφ (r|r′) and Pmi(r|r′) is non unique. Substituting eq(4.13) into






Kmiφ (r|r′)q(r′)dS ′ + jω
∫
Si





Kmiφ (r|r′])J(r′) · uˆidC ′ −
∮
Ci−1




where Ci and Ci−1 are the contours formed by the intersection of the surface Si
with the surface at z = zi and z = zi−1 respectively and uˆi and uˆi−1 are the unit
vectors perpendicular at r′ to C−i and Ci−1 respectively in the plane tangent to Si.


















Kmiφ (r|r′])J(r′) · uˆidC ′ −
∮
Ci−1
Kmiφ (r|r′])J(r′) · uˆi−1dC ′
)}





A (r|r′) = G
mi
A (r|r′) +∇Pmi(r|r′). (4.16)
The mixed potential form of the dyadic Green’s function is less singular and its
derivation of a suitable form is presented by Dalian Zheng. As such, the steps in the
derivation will not be presented here. Instead, we will list out the final formulation
in this report for the completeness of representation.
The dyadic kernel for a source in the mth region due to a source in the ith region

















where the source and the observation point is in the ith andmth layer respectively. The












zz are listed in Appendix A.
4.1.2 Numerical Evaluation of Sommerfeld Integrals
Due to the unbounded medium of the microstrip structure, there will always exist
the term e−jkz0|z| in the Green’s function formulations, where kz0 =
√
k2o − k2ρ. k0
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is the unbounded medium’s wave number. kz0 is a multi-valued variable and the
selection of the correct single value of kz0 along the Sommerfeld path is crucial to
the correct evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral. It is required that Re(kz0) > 0,
as the formulation of the Maxwell ’s equation is based on the ejωt formulation, and
Im(kz0) ≤ 0, or the wave emulating from the source will increase exponentially with
distance and hence violates the law of energy conservation. Without the loss of
generality, we assume that the medium is lossy, i.e. k0 = k
′
0 − jk′′0 . The lossless
medium can be considered to be the limit of a lossy medium when k
′′
0 → 0. k2z0
can be views as a two-sheeted Riemann surface. The top sheet is characterized by
Im(kz0) < 0 while the bottom sheet is characterized as Im(kz0) > 0. The two sheets
are connected together by the curve along the positive axis with the requirement that
Re(k2z0) ≥ 0 and Im(k2z0) = 0, which therefore locates the desired branch cut. On









0 ≡ τ + jΩ (4.18)
and k2p = k
2
o − k2zo, we are able to map the two sheeted k2z0 Riemann plane onto the
k2ρ Riemann plane as shown in fig. 4.3.
The branch line cuts the k2ρ planes as defined by
Re(k2ρ) ≤ τ, Im(k2ρ) = Ω. (4.19)
Let kρ = ς − jς ′′ , then k2ρ = (ς ′2 − ς ′′2)− j2ς ′ς ′′ . The branch cuts in the kρ planes
are specified by
(ς ′2 − ς ′′2) < τ, 2ς ′ς ′′ = Ω (4.20)
The loci of both the curves are shown in fig 4.4. The intersection points of both
curves are ±k0. Sommerfeld integration path (SIP) should pass through the 1st and
the 3rd quadrant of the top sheet of the kρ plane, also known as the proper sheet,
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Figure 4.2: Two sheeted Riemann k2z0 planes.
where in both the regions Re(kz0) > 0 and Im(kz0) < 0, satisfying the Sommerfeld ’s
radiation condition at infinity. The numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral
eq(A.24) is difficult because of the oscillatory behavior of the integrand and its rapid
variation near the singularities of the branch points and the surface wave poles. Var-
ious numerical integration techniques have been developed to evaluate the integrals.
The integration along the real axis has been used in various works [67] -[72]. It is also
possible to deform the integration path off the real axis to avoid the singularities and
to accelerate the convergence of the integrals [73]-[76]. There are also other methods
such as deforming the integral path from the real axis to the vertical branch cuts
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Figure 4.3: Two sheeted Riemann k2ρ planes.
[77, 78] or to the steepest decent path [65]. However, the closed form for steepest
decent path is not available when the source and the observation point is on different
layers of the medium. There are also several approximations made to evaluate the
SIP in [79].
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Figure 4.4: Two sheeted Riemann kρ planes.
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4.1.3 Infinite Length Transmission Line Problem
In this section, the MPIE formulation is used in the derivation of the propagation
constant of an infinitely long microstrip transmission line using MoM is discussed.
Entire domain basis functions are used and the solution of the complex propagation
constant involves solving an eigenvalue problem. The MoM matrix elements are
derived using spectral domain method. The results derived in this section is to be
used in the design of microstrip leaky antenna array to be discussed later in the
chapter.








For n = 0, the inverse Fourier transform in eq(4.21) can also be expressed as in terms























(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2, ζ = arctan( y−y′
x−x′ ). The following identity







e−j(kρ cos(α)ρ cos(ζ)+kρ sin(α)ρ sin(ζ))dα, (4.23)
For an infinitely long microstrip transmission line with its longitudinal and transverse
direction in the yˆ and xˆ axis respectively, as shown in fig 4.5, the propagation constant
is expressed as
ky = β − jα, (4.24)
where α > 0 and β > 0. The transverse dimension of the line is w. The inverse
Fourier transform in eq(4.22) becomes an one dimensional integral













Figure 4.5: An infinitely long microstrip transmission line.
We can express kz0 as
kzo =
√
κ2 − k2x, (4.26)
where We can express kz0 as
κ2 = k20 − k2y = (k21 − β2 + α2) + 2jαβ = τ + jΩ. (4.27)
k0 is assumed to be lossless for simplicity. The mapping of k
2
x plane on the 2 sheeted





branch cut in k2x plane is defined by
Re(k2x) ≤ τ, Im(k2x) = Ω. (4.28)
The branch cuts in the kx plane depends on both the values of k0 and ky. In addition,
there will also be a number of finite surface wave poles in the top sheet of the kx
plane. The surface wave poles are determined in the kρ plane and are then mapped
onto the kx plane. Assuming there is only one pair of surface wave poles at ±ks in
the kρ plane, the locations of the poles in the kx-plane depend on the value of ky
too. It is reported in [80] that it is possible to divide ky into 3 subregions for analysis
according to
Region 1: k2s < β
2 < k21, α ≈ 0
Region 2: k20 < β
2 − α2 < k2s
Region 3: 02 < β2 − α2 < k20
(4.29)
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In region (1), the microstrip mode is bounded. ky is real and the wave propagates
along the line unattenuated. The fields of the bounded mode decay exponentially in
the direction transverse to the direction of propagation. In this case, the branch cuts
and branch points are located along the imaginary axis with the branch point locations
at ±j√k2y − k2o as shown in fig 4.6. The surface wave poles are also located along the
imaginary axis in the interval between the two branch points. The integration path is
chosen to be along the real axis on the top sheet as shown by path C1. However, in the
implementation of the integration in computer code, path C2 is chosen to benefit the
convergence from exponential function in the spectral Green’s function formulation















Figure 4.6: Integration of Sommerfeldpath for bound mode region of an infinitely
long microstrip transmission line.
In region 2, ky acquires the imaginary part so that τ < 0 and Ω > 0. The mode
is said to be leaky. In this regime, the mode is attenuated as there is a leakage
into the surface wave of the dielectric slab, which propagates away from the strip
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and increases exponentially away from the strip in the ±x directions. The fields of
such mode, however, decays exponentially in the z direction. The integration path
is chosen to be path C1 as shown in fig 4.7. The surface wave pole lies below the
Sommerfeld path so that the poles contributes an exponentially increasing surface
wave. In actual computer code implementation, a deformed path C2 is chosen to avoid
the singularities and the branch points. The contributions by the surface wave poles
is carried out by method of residues. The Cauchy ’s method of residues requires the
location and the residues of the surface wave poles to be found. The pole extraction
method to locate the poles at locations ±ks in the kρ plane will be discussed in the
subsequent section of this chapter. The poles locations in the kx-plane is obtained by















Figure 4.7: Integration of Sommerfeldpath for leaky modes in region 1 of an infinitely
long microstrip transmission line.
In region 3, the leakage of the energy is by both into surface wave and the space
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wave. The field amplitudes increases exponentially in both the ±x and the z direc-
tions. The value of τ changes sign. From eq(4.29) and eq(4.27), τ > 0 and Ω > 0.
At the transition point τ = 0, the branch point in the first and the third quadrant
switch positions. Hence the integration path must be deformed such that the path
C1 goes above the branch point κ in the first quadrant as shown in fig 4.8. The
contribution by the branch points will lead to a modal field that grows exponentially
in the z direction. The dotted line on the integration path C1 means that the path is
on the bottom sheet. In the practical implementation of the integration in computer















Figure 4.8: Integration of Sommerfeldpath for leaky mode in region 2 of an infinitely
long microstrip transmission line.
Let Jx(x)e
−jkyz and Jy(x)e−jkyz be the transverse and longitudinal current that
flow on the strip respectively and −w/2 ≤ x ≤ w/2. A suitable set of basis functions
must closely model the actual physical behavior of the unknown field quantity it is
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representing, including proper edge conditions, and decay asymptotically that guar-









where w is the width of the line and M , N are the numbers of the basis functions
used for the approximation of the surface current. t can take the value of e or o,
which stand for even and odd function respectively. ak and bl are the complex valued








































The graphical representations of these basis functions are shown in fig 4.9 and fig 4.10.
If we drop the e−jkyy term, we can express the E-field across a transverse section
71


























Figure 4.9: Basis function to represent the longitudinal electric surface current den-
sities.
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Figure 4.10: Basis function to represent the transverse electric surface current densi-
ties.
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If Px(x) and Py(x) are testing functions that only have non-zero values between the













































where we have enforced the boundary condition that the tangential E-field must be





Py(x)Ey(x)dx = 0 (4.38)
Using Percival ’s theorem, we can convert the convolutional integrals in the spatial









































































{J0[ατ + ipi]− J0[ατ − ipi]} . (4.47)
If the same set of basis functions is used as the testing function, we can express































































































P˜ ∗i = η˜
∗
t,i for i = 1, 2 . . .M, (4.48)
P˜ ∗i = ζ˜
∗
t,i−M for i =M + 1,M + 2 . . .M +N. (4.49)
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Since the coefficients, a1 . . . ak and b1 . . . bl have non trivial solutions, i.e. non zero,
then the determinant of the matrix has to be zero and the matrix is singular. The
unknown propagation constant, ky, is embedded in the integrals of eq(4.48). ky has
to be evaluated using repetitive root search method. until the determinant of the
matrix is below the error tolerance value, usually tol = 10−7. An initial value of ky is
needed. This initial value of ky can be the values obtained from the previous frequency
computation. Based on the value of ky, the branch points, branch cut, surface wave
poles and the appropriate Sommerfeld path is determined. The matrix elements
are computed and the determinant of the matrix is evaluated. The determinant of
the matrix is used as the ’cost’ function from which the next better estimate of ky
is determined. The secant root search method is employed to determine the next
estimate of ky value. Based on the new value of ky, the cycle of computation is
repeated. The iteration will stop if the computed determinant is below the error
tolerance, tol. The procedure of determining the propagation constant is summarized
in fig 4.11.
After ky is obtained, the current coefficients maybe obtained by first computing the
matrix in eq(4.48) based on the value of ky. Next, a current coefficient is set to unity.
Assuming that the current coefficient of the ith row is set to one, the corresponding
ith row of the matrix is deleted. The ith column of the matrix elements are shifted
to the vector on the right of the equality. We will end up with a new matrix with
one less row and column as compared to the original matrix and a non-zero R.H.S.
excitation vector. The new matrix equation is then solved to obtain the solutions
for the remaining current coefficients. We will utilize results from this section in the
design and analysis of the microstrip leakywave antenna array subsequently. The
leaky-wave antenna utilizes the first higher order mode of the microstrip line and the
accurate determination of the propagation constant ky of the first higher order mode
EH1 is crucial to the antenna design.
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Figure 4.11: Iteration method used to find the propagation constant ky for the in-
finitely long planar transmission line at each frequency.
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4.1.4 Discrete Complex Image Method
The 2D microstrip analysis was discussed previously. In this section, the discussion
will focus on the general 3D planar circuit analysis. The formulation of the Green’s
function for multi-layered microstrip circuit is given in Appendix A.In general, the
inverse Fourier transform of the spectral domain Green’s function G˜(kρ) can be ex-















n (.) is the Hankel function of order n of the second kind. G˜(kρ) is the spec-
tral domain Green’s function, which in general, can be attributed to the contributions
of
G˜(kρ) ∼= G˜0(kρ) + G˜image(kρ) + G˜sw(kρ), (4.51)
where G˜image(kρ), G˜sw(kρ) are the complex image contribution and the surface wave





The Sommerfeld integration path (SIP) is shown in path C0 in fig. 4.12. It has been
discussed in the previous section and also pointed out in [80] that for a multi-layered
medium with an unbounded top or bottom layer, there is an associated branch cut.
For multi-layered microstrip structure, when the top layer is free space, the branch
cut is associated with kz0. There will also be surface wave poles located near the real
axis of the kρ. The number of surface wave poles present depends on the thickness
of the substrate with respect to the wavelength. Evaluating the Sommerfeld integral
in eq(4.50) is time consuming. For each value of ρ, where ρ is the horizontal distance
between the source point and the observation point, the SIP needs to be evaluated
once. It is noted in the eq(4.50) that G˜(kρ) is not a function of the spatial distance














Figure 4.12: Sommerfeld integration path for the multi-layer Dyadic Green’s function
.
becomes analytical, then it is possible to simplify the computation of the Sommerfeld
integral. There are various useful Sommerfeld identities that can accomplish this




















ρ2 + z2, H
(2)
0 (·) is the Hankel function of the second kind of order 0.
The above identity is useful for representing the quasi-static images and the complex
images of the Green’s functions that do not have φ dependency with zeroth order






φ . The above









k2m − k2ρ, with km being the wavenumber of the medium in the mth
observation layer. pi and ai are the poles and residues of the function 2jkzG˜(kzm), and
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M is the number of poles and residues used to approximate the original function. The
approximation equality is used in this context as the exponential series approximates
the original function. The exponentials may be thought of as a series of basis function
and coefficients ai being the corresponding weights of the basis functions. The poles,
pi, maybe obtained by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem by using Moore-
Penrose inverse. This method of extract the poles and residues of a function is known
as the generalized pencil-of-function method (GPOF ). A detailed treatment has is
given in [81]. The residues ai is obtained by optimizing the values of ai such that
the function is best approximated by the exponential basis functions. This involves
solving a Moore-Penrose inverse problem too. Using the identity in eq(4.53) and the










ρ2 + p2i .
For Green’s function that has φ dependency with Bessel function of order one,






























































Of the three identities, the first identity is the most useful. It can be used to repre-
sent the quasi-static images where the other identities cannot. When using the first
identity, the complex images approximate G˜(kzm)k
2
ρ. The other two identities approx-
imate G˜(kzm)kzm and G˜(kzm) respectively. For large kρ, i.e. kρ → ∞ the first first
identity gives a better representation due to the k2ρ weighting factor. A full discussion
of this topic is reported in [82].
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Extracting the poles of the spectral Green’s function G˜(kzm) using GPOF requires
the function to be sampled along the Sommerfeld integral path, SIP. In the kρ plane,
the SIP path is defined as C0 as shown in fig. 4.12. Along the SIP path, =(kzm) ≤ 0,
where kzm =
√
k2m − k2ρ. This is to ensure that the Sommerfeld radiation condition
is satisfied, with the wave decaying to zero when ρ → ∞. However, since the expo-
nentials are expressed in terms of kzm, GPOF requires the spectral Green’s function
to be sampled along the SIP in the kzm plane. Fig. 4.13 shows the SIP in the kzm
plane.
However, sampling G˜(kzm) along C0 is not advisable. C0 passes near to the branch
point and the surface wave pole singularity, which causes G˜(kzm) to be fast varying
and oscillatory in this region and makes it sensitive and difficult for GPOF to extract
the complex images correctly.
Chow [83] proposed a deformed path C1A to avoid the surface wave pole(s) and
the branch point as shown in Fig. 4.13. The parametric equation for the path is







, 0 ≤ t ≤ T0 (4.59)
where t is the running parameter and T0 is the truncation point. T0 is usually set
between 5 to 15. The corresponding deformed path in the kρ plane is shown in
fig. 4.12. In general, the spectral Green’s function as a contribution of
G˜(kzm) ∼= G˜0(kzm) + G˜image(kzm) + G˜sw(kzm) (4.60)
where G˜0(kzm), G˜image(kzm), G˜sw(kzm) are the quasi-static contribution , the complex




Chow ’s work has two fundamental problems. Since the Sommerfeld integral is
truncated at T0 and is not performed over path C1B, G˜0(kzm) has to be extracted









Figure 4.13: Sommerfeld integration path for the multi-layer Dyadic Green’s function
in the kzm plane.
spectral Green’s function G˜o(kzm)kzm. The rate of decay of the resultant spectral
Green’s function varies, depending on the thickness of the substrate as compared to
the wavelength. Hence, T0 has to be set manually with some priori knowledge of the
properties of the spectral Green’s function. This makes the algorithm less robust for
general application. Secondly, we deform the SIP of the spectral Green’s functions
in our sampling. However, in using the Sommerfeld ’s identities in our transformation
to obtain closed form spatial Green’s function representations, it is important to note
that the bessel function is not deformed to path C1A. Instead, it is still in its original
SIP C0. The different amount of path deformation by altering T0 contributes to the
inaccuracy of the discrete complex image method in the intermediate and far region.
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From eq(4.50)and using Cauchy’s residue theorem, the surface wave poles contri-







where pn is the total number of surface wave poles, Resi is the residue of the i
th pole,
denoted as kρp,i, and is derived as
Resi = lim
kρ→kρp,i
G˜(kρ)(kρ − kρp,i). (4.63)








For Sommerfeld that involves bessel function of zeroth order, i.e. n = 0 in eq(4.50),
and utilizing the Sommerfeld identity eq(4.53), 2jkzmG˜image(kρ) is sampled along




1/2 > kmax, where kmax is the highest wavenumber corresponding
to the highest dielectric permittivity in the multi-layered medium. Using GPOF to






where MA is the total number of poles extracted. Usually, MA = 5 works well for
many general cases. αi,A and βi,A are the residues of the function 2jkzmG˜image under







, by simple algebraic
manipulation, it can be shown that
pi,A = − βi,AT0
km(1 + jT0)
, ai,A = −αe−kmpi,A , (4.66)
where ai,A and pi,A are the required residues and poles in conjunction with the Som-
merfeld identities and is defined in eq(4.53).
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For Sommerfeld that involves bessel function of order one, i.e. n = 1 in eq(4.50),
and utilizing the Sommerfeld identity eq(4.56), the poles can extracted in the same
manner. the sampling function in this would be G˜image(kzm)k
2
ρ.
In a further work by Aksun [84], a two level approximation is introduced. Path C1B
is introduced in addition to the one level approximation along path C1A as shown in
fig 4.12 and fig 4.13. The addition of this path is basically to extract the quasi-static
poles of the sampling function, such that we need not work out G˜(kρ) in eq(4.60)
analytically. The quasi-static poles are extracted using GPOF similar to those in
path C1A. The parametric equation is as follows:
C1B : kzm = −jkm [T0 + t] , 0 ≤ t ≤ T01, (4.67)
where T01 is set to an arbitrary big value as compared to T0 such as 400. This is
to ensure that the behavior for the sampling function for large kρ is captured. For
Sommerfeld that involves bessel function of zeroth order, i.e. n = 0 in eq(4.50), and
utilizing the Sommerfeld identity eq(4.53), 2jkzmG˜image(kρ) is sampled along path
C1B, as shown in fig 4.13, uniformly in the range 0 ≤ t ≤ T01. Using GPOF to






where the subscriptB represents association with path C1B. MB is the total number of
quasi-static poles extracted. Usually, MB = 5 works well for many general cases. αi,B
and βi,B are the residues of the function 2jkzmG˜image under the parametric variable t.











, ai,B = −αi,Be−jkmpi,AT0 , (4.69)
where ai,B and pi,B are the required residues and poles in conjunction with the Som-
merfeld identities and is defined in eq(4.53).
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For Sommerfeld that involves bessel function of order one, i.e. n = 1 in eq(4.50),
and utilizing the Sommerfeld identity eq(4.56), the poles can extracted in the same
manner. the sampling function in this would be G˜image(kzm)k
2
ρ.
After the extraction and subtraction the contributions of the surface wave poles,
the remaining Green’s function has a polynomial decay which cannot be accurately
modeled by a small number of exponential series. Synthetic poles are added to permit
a faster polynomial decay of the resultant Gimage [82]. This will in turn permits a
more accurate representation by the exponential functions and will hence increase the
accuracy of DCIM.
The difficulty of locating the poles of the spectral domain Green’s function is
responsible for the rather small number of results available in the literature for the
multi-layered medium, except for the single layered or the double layered cases. Re-
cently, Ling et al [85] and Teo et al [85]. The first method extract the pole recur-
sively by performing sub-division of contour integrals to locate the poles. However,
the drawback of this method is that when the contour lies too close to the pole, large
number of sampling points are needed to evaluate the contour integral. This is in-
evitable as the subdivision of the contour is continued till the accuracy is obtained.
The second method does not require the sub-division of the contour integrals. It is
generally accurate and in general, the drawback is that the contour must be evalu-
ated with higher sampling points when the contour is near to the branch point. The
condition is further worsen when the pole lies close to the branch point. This problem
is inherent in extracting the TM0 poles as it has zero cutoff frequency and tends to
lie close to the branch point. Nevertheless, we can use high sampling point for the
section of contour that is near to the branch point and refine the accuracy of the pole
using Newton Raphson method.











Figure 4.14: The contour C on the complex kρ plane for extracting the surface wave
poles and residues using GPOF














Assuming we do not know the locations and the numbers of poles pi and their
corresponding residues ai. It is our interest to find them. If we multiply e
n(w/q−1), an




























for n = 0, 1, · · ·M . The pole extrac-
tion and residue computation procedure is illustrated by the flow chart in fig 4.16.
The procedure starts off by computing an array of M sampling points, T, as follows:
T = [T0, T1, · · ·TM−1]. (4.72)
M is usually chosen to be 10 and L is chosen to be M
2
. In this case, the maximum
number of surface poles that can be extracted by GPOF is Nmax =
M
2
. If T0 = 0,
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Output the 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Figure 4.15: The pole extraction and residue computation algorithm flow chart
then we can conclude that there is no pole within the contour path C and the pole
extraction algorithm stops. If T0 6= 0, then we an use GPOF to sample the points
and extract the poles. We begin by postulating that there is only one pole, i.e. i = 1,
in C and using the GPOF algorithm to extract that single pole. If there is a pole,
the result will not be zero and the pole will lie within the contour. We will further
increase i to 2. If the extracted poles still lie with the contour, we can further increase
i and repeat the steps iteratively, till one or more of the extracted poles is found to
be located outside C. In that event, iteration will stop and we shall take all the poles
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extracted in the previous step to be the solution and conclude that there are N = i−1
poles. The pole location can further be refined by using Newton Raphson method.
Let αi and βi be the i




βin = Tn 0 ≤ n ≤M − 1. (4.73)
To compute the residues αi where 1 ≤ i ≤ N , it is possible to form a over system
of equations as shown:
e0×β1 e0×β2 . . . e0×βN



















The above equation can be visualized as obtaining the best curve fit for the expo-
nential of the extracted poles with the sampling points in T. The system of overly
determined equation can be solved by using Moore-Penrose inverse.
From eq(4.72), the poles, pi and the residues, ai are related to the extracted poles,
βi, and residues, αi,with 1 ≤ i ≤ N by the following relationship:
pi = q(βi + 1), ai = αi. (4.75)
A program to compute the discrete complex image poles and residues and with
surface wave pole extraction is written for use in the subsequent simulation of multi-
layered circuits. The formulation of the Green’s function is based on the formulation
C in [64]. The validity of the program is tested with a test case in the literature. For
a multi-layered medium depicted in fig 4.16, the source is placed at z′ = −1.4mm
while the observation point is located at z = −0.4mm. The simulation frequency
is 30GHz. Two surface wave poles are found at 1.73658ko and 2.43498ko using the
contour integration and pole extraction method. DCIM poles are then extracted
using GPOF after the contribution from the surface wave poles are subtracted away
from the Green’s function. The various components of Green’s function computed
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using DCIM is compared against the results obtained from the numerical evaluation
of the Sommerfeld equation. The results are plotted in fig 4.17. The results agrees






Layer 2, Relative permittivity = 2.1
Layer 3, Relative permittivity = 12.5
Layer 4, Relative permittivity = 9.8
Layer 5, Relative permittivity = 8.6
Layer 1, Relative permittivity = 1.0
Figure 4.16: A five layered grounded dielectric medium used as test case 1 to verify
the DCIM results.





















Figure 4.17: The various components of the Green’s function computed with the
source point ar z′ = −1.4mm while the observation point is located at z = −0.4mm
.
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4.2 Simulation of Multi-layer Planar Structures
This section shows some of various important issues of circuit simulation. The topics
include the S-parameter extraction using simulation, the evaluation of the impedance
matrix elements using MPIE. In order to obtain more accurate simulation results,
dielectric and conductor losses are incorporated into the simulations. The treatment
of vertical conducting vias and the fast interpolation of the multi-layer Green’s func-
tion is presented. In addition, the radiation pattern of the microstrip antenna array
is computed using reciprocity theorem.
4.2.1 De-Embedding of Network Parameters
For any arbitrary microstrip structure,we can solve for the current induced on the
structure by an excitation. However, the current distribution is not the desired final
result. We need to obtain the network parameters such as the admittance or scattering
matrices. When any one set of these parameters are known, the performance of a
network is defined. For a microstrip structures, most often the excitation is induced
at the end of a transmission line, often the standard 50Ω line, and the excitation
induces a field distribution throughout the whole structure and hence the surface
currents. Intuitively, we can assume a break in the feedline as a voltage source to
induce the current. Input admittance of the structure can then be obtained from the
current in the gap. Unfortunately, the admittance obtained in this manner contains
a capacitance of unknown nature, due to the physical nature of a gap. This leads to
the conclusion that characterizing a microstrip structure by input impedance in the
case of a known current source or by input admittance in the case of a known voltage
source is not very satisfactory.
One way to overcome this problem is to characterize a microstrip discontinuity by
the reflection and transmission waves, or the scattering parameters on the microstrip.
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There are two fundamental ways of measuring the S-parameters in experimental en-
vironment is. One is to detect the standing wave distribution along the transmission
line of a port (slotted line technique), and the other is to calculate both the magnitude
and phrase of the incident and reflected waves by measuring power at some different
positions (reflectometer).
In a CAD program, it is not straightforward to calculate the power of the incident
and reflected waves at a point along a stripline since it involved the evaluation of
the field around the stripline from the solved current distribution. The ’slottedline
technique’ is rather simple to apply to the CAD purposes since the standing wave
feature is possessed by the current distribution. Numerical results [44] revealed that
the solved current distribution along the feedline of a typical microstrip circuit or
antenna is very closed to the a sinusoidal function at just 0.1-0.2 guided wavelength
away from the junction and other discontinuities. Therefore, it is possible to assume
a current distribution as
I(z) = Ae−γz −Beγz, (4.76)
where A and B are the incoming and outgoing current in the reference de-embedding
plane. γ = α+ jβ is the complex propagation constant and z is the port linear coor-
dinate. The process of solving A, B and γ, which in turn will solve the S-parameters
of a network is called de-embedding. Fig 4.18 shows the typical configuration of the
one port device. The source is supplied at the end of the de-embedding arm by a
half RWG basis function. The purpose of the presence of the de-embedding arm is
to remove any evanescence mode arising from the port excitation. Usually, the de-
embedding arm is 0.2-0.3 guided wavelength long. These unknowns, A, B and γ, can
be determined analytically if we sample the current values at three equally spaced
points [87]. Assuming the separation of two consecutive points of the three is z0, it
is possible to obtain
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Figure 4.18: Configuration of the single port structure to de-embed the S11 of the
planar circuit.
z = 0 : I(z = 0) = A−B, (4.78)
z = z0 : I(z = zo) = Ae
−γz0 −Beγz0 . (4.79)
Summation of eq(4.77) and eq(4.79) gives
2(A−B) cosh(γzo) = (I(z = −zo) + I(z = zo)). (4.80)
Substituting eq(4.78) and eq(4.80) gives
cosh(γzo) =
I(z = −z0) + I(z = zo)
2I(z = 0)
. (4.81)
γ can be solved from eq(4.80) as long as βz0 <
pi
2
and A and B can be solved
form either of the other two equations eq(4.77), eq(4.78) or eq(4.79) provided that
the following situations |I(z = 0)| << |I(z = −zo)| or |I(z = 0)| << |I(z = zo)|





Sometimes the feedline maybe divided into a number of cells in the transverse
direction to account for the transverse current and the edge current of the feedline
etc, as shown in fig 4.19. As illustrated in the figure, the with of the cells in the
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transverse direction are w1, w2 and w3. The source of excitation is obtained by
providing a voltage source at the red edges of the half RWG basis functions. When
the transverse direction of the microstrip feedline is small and does not support higher
order propagation mode, a uniform voltage is applied to each edge of the half RWG
basis function. The uniform excitation method is applied throughout the rest of of this
report. The longitudinal current Iw1(z = −zo), Iw1(z = 0), Iw1(z = zo), Iw2(z = −zo),
Iw2(z = 0), Iw2(z = zo), Iw3(z = −zo), Iw3(z = 0) and Iw3(z = zo) are sampled along
the microstrip feedline as illustrated. The sampled longitudinal currents are related
to I(z = −zo), I(z = 0) and I(z = zo) via
I(z = −zo) = w1Iw1(z = −zo) + w2Iw2(z = −zo) + w3Iw3(z = −zo)
w1 + w2 + w3
,
I(z = 0) =
w1Iw1(z = 0) + w2Iw2(z = 0) + w3Iw3(z = 0)
w1 + w2 + w3
,
I(z = zo) =
w1Iw1(z = zo) + w2Iw2(z = zo) + w3Iw3(z = zo)
w1 + w2 + w3
. (4.82)
Once I(z = −zo), I(z = 0) and I(z = zo) are obtained, the S11 can be de-embedded
using the same method in the case where the feedline has only a single cell in the
transverse direction.
The process described above can only be used to de-embed the reflection co-
efficient of a one-port network. For N-port network, N different excitation states
have to be provided to solve for the a, b and γ for each port in each state in order to
extract the S-matrix. Fig 4.20 shows the typical configuration of a multi-port network
with the excitation sources and the de-embedding arms. It is assumed that the width
and the characteristic impedance of the ith arm are wi and Zc,i respectively. Ai and Bi
are the amplitudes of the current flowing in and out of the ith de-embedding reference
plane at the ith port.
Using the aji and b
j
i to denote the incoming and outgoing waves at i
th state. The
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Figure 4.19: De-embedding the S11 of a single port structure microstrip circuit with













In theMoM solution, we only know the current amplitudes, i.e., we can only compute
Aji and B
j





provided that we can compute the characteristic impedance of the line Zc,i by either
using numerical method or by the means of empirical formulations. However, we shall
assume that Zc,i is unknown and proceed to show how S-parameters can be obtained
without the need to compute for Zc,i. The S-parameters are related to the incoming




















Si,k. When i = k, S
′
i,k = Si,k. This is the reason why in



































Figure 4.20: Configuration of the multi-port structure to de-embed the S-parameters
of the planar circuit.







k i, k = 1, 2, · · · , N. (4.85)
For an N-port device, there are N2 unknown S-parameters. Hence, we need to gener-
ate N excitation states to solve for the unknown coefficients. This can be illustrated
by the matrix form as shown
B11 B
2
1 · · · BN1
B12 B
2
















1,2 · · · S ′1,N
S ′2,1 S
′
















1 · · · AN1
A12 A
2














Solving for the S ′-parameter is trivial, by performing matrix inverse. The above
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equation will always yields a unique solution provided that the excitation states are
linearly independent, which will in turn produce linearly independent column spaces
of matrices A and B. To obtain the normalized S-parameter of the circuit, we shall
use the following relationship between the un-normalized S-parameter S ′ and the






















Since for linear passive reciprocal circuit, Si,k = Sk,i, we can obtain




k,i, for i,k=1,2...N. (4.88)
Hence, all the normalized S-parameters of the N-port circuit can be obtained.
4.2.2 Evaluating the MoM Matrix for Multi-layer Planar
Structures
The matrix element Zmn of MoM equation can be decomposed into


















∇ · Sm(r)Kijφ (|(r+c,m − r′)× nˆ|)∇ · Sn(r)dS ′dS
}−1
, (4.91)
where Sn(r) and Sm(r) are the basis and testing function in the Galerkin’s method,
S and S ′ are the surfaces on the testing and basis function respectively. r and r′ are
the testing and observation point, nˆ is the normal to the planar medium and hence





the dyadic vector potential Green’s function and the scalar Green’s function for the
multi-layer planar structure for the source and the observation point located in the
jth and ith layer respectively. For our simulations, Sn(r) and Sm(r) are triangular
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RWG functions previously defined in eq(2.37) and the testing points are taken to be
at the centroids of the triangles of the testing function at r+c,m and r
−
c,m, eq(4.90) and











































































Kjiφ (|(r−c,m − r′)× nˆ|), dr′, (4.93)
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p , of the
RWG basis function. A+p and A
−





ρ+p (r) and ρ
−
p (r) are the vectors between the free vertex and the point r on T
+
p and
T−p respectively, with ρ
+
p (r) directed away from the vertex while ρ
−
p (r) is directed
towards the vertex. p can take on the variable m or n.
In the formulation C, K
ij
A has 7 non-zero terms, 6 of which are distinct, as shown
in eq(4.17). This is in contrast to the inhomogeneous unbounded medium, where
the dyadic Green’s function of the magnetic vector potential, , GA, which has only 3
non-zero identical terms and is a diagonal tensor. Hence, in the multi-layered planar
structure, different directions of the source have different contributions to the fields at


























ρ±n,z(r)zˆ. The ± is a shorthand notation that denotes that the expression can take
either a ′+′ or a ′−′ in the equation. Using the same notation, the 4 terms on the right

























































































A,zz(|(r±c,m − r′)× nˆ|)ρ±n,z(r′) dr′.
(4.94)
It can be seen that the evaluation of the field involving the vector potential Green’s
function is more involved for the multi-layer structure as compare to its unbounded









sociated with the vertical component of the sources. In general, KjiA,xz 6= KjiA,zx,
KjiA,yz 6= KjiA,zy. If there are no vertical sources, i.e. there is only planar horizontal
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A,yy(|(r±c,m − r′)× nˆ|)ρ±n,y(r′) dr′.
(4.95)
In addition KjiA,xx ≡ KjiA,yy if the source and the observation point are at the same
elevation above the ground plane. In this case, the evaluation of the matrix elements
becomes similar to the case of unbounded medium. In the general case, if the sources
are not at the same elevation, the interaction between the sources are non-reciprocal
in nature, i.e. Lmn 6= Lnm.
The evaluation of Cmn in eq(4.93) is simpler, as it is non-direction orientated.
However like its vector potential Green’s function counterpart, the interaction be-
tween 2 sources in the medium is only reciprocal if the sources are at the same
elevation above the ground plane. If the sources are at different elevations, then in
general Cmn 6= Cnm.
4.2.3 Modeling the Planar Circuit Losses in the Numerical
Simulation
Losses are inherent in microwave circuits. The main components of losses of the
microstrip circuits are the conductor loss, the substrate loss, the radiation loss and
the surface wave. Effective simulation of the circuit taking into effect the losses is
important for predicting the performance of the planar circuits. For example, the gain
and the noise figure of the antenna array is affected by the losses. Since our multi-
layered planar Green’s function is formulated based on unbounded top medium, and
the surface wave poles are extracted in the DCIM algorithm, the radiation loss and
the surface waves are taken into account in the simulation.
Dielectric loss
For dielectric material, an applied electric field E causes the polarization of the atoms
or molecules to create electric dipoles moments that augment the total displacement
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flux D. This additional polarization vector is called Pe, the electric polarization,
where
D = ²0E+Pe, (4.96)
where ²0 is the permittivity of vacuum. In a linear medium, the electric polarization
is linearly related to the applied electric field as
Pe = ²0χeE. (4.97)
χe is known as the electric susceptibility. The displacement flux may then be expressed
as
D = ²0E+Pe = ²0(1 + χe)E = ²E. (4.98)
where ² = ²′− j²” = ²0(1+χe) is the complex permittivity of the medium. The imag-
inary part accounts for the loss in the medium due to the damping of the vibrating
dipole moments. In a material with conductivity σ, a conduction current J is related
to the electric field E by:
J = σE. (4.99)
The curl of the magnetic field is related to D and J by
∇×H = jωD+ J = jω²E+ σE = jω(²′ − j²”− j σ
ω
)E. (4.100)





Microwave materials are characterized by specifying the real permittivity ²′ = ²r²0,
and the loss tangent at a certain frequency. In our previous MPIE formulation, the
dielectric is assumed to be lossless. The dielectric losses can be easily introduced by
replacing the real ² as
² = ²′(1− j tan δ). (4.102)
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Conductor loss
The conductor loss of the microstrip circuit can be taken into account in the simulation
by considering the effect of the surface resistivity, Zs, of the conductor. The matrix
element equation of MoM in eq(4.89) is modified to accommodate for the conductor
loss as follows








Sm(r) · Sn(r)dS, (4.104)
where δm,n takes on a value of 1 when the testing function fm(r) overlaps with the
basis function fn(r). Otherwise, it takes a value of 0. Hence, the inclusion of the loss
term Rmn makes the MoM matrix more diagonally dominant.
As reported in [88], Zs exhibits 3 distinct loss characteristic at three frequency
ranges.
1. At low frequencies, the skin depth is thick as compared to the conductor thick-
ness and the current is equally distributed across the conductor volume. For
microstrip transmission lines, the edge singularity is of no consequence and the




t is the thickness of the conductor.
2. At intermediate frequency range, the resistance per unit length equals the in-
ductive reactance per unit length ωL. The skin depth becomes comparable to
the conductor thickness t. The skin effect becomes increasing predominant and
the center of the conductor begins to less current. For the microstrip trans-
mission line, the edge singularity begins to form and the loss begins to form.
Once the edge singularity has completely emerged, the loss is more constant






where w is the width of the microstripline
3. At very high frequencies, the conductor is thick as compared to the skin depth.
Loss increases because the current is increasingly confined to the surface of the
conductor. The transition frequency is selected to be when the thickness of the
















= (1 + j)
√
fRRF . (4.107)
To model the surface resistivity well at high frequencies as well as for low frequen-
cies, the formulation for Zs reported in [88] is adopted:











At low frequencies close to DC,
√











and Zs → RDC .







→ 1 and Zs → (1 + j)
√
fRRF .
To model the edge singularities in the planar circuits, finer meshes are generated
near to the edges of the circuit.
4.2.4 Vertical Conducting Vias
Conducting vias are an important component in planar circuits. They are used to con-
nect the interconnects at different layers together, as shorting connections to ground
plane and also as via walls to achieve the required isolations between circuits in close
proximity.
Fig 4.22 illustrates the various types of vias used to connect the planar circuits to
the ground plane. Fig 4.22(a) shows the strip via. A thin strip of conductor is used to
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connect the circuit to the ground plane. The geometry is simple to simulate. However,
the model is not an accurate representation of the via hole. As such, it is usually
used in simulation work to test the validity of preliminary circuit design concept. The
diagram shows that the via is connected to the horizontal planar circuit by two half
horizontal triangular basis functions (brown and yellow) and a vertical triangular
basis function (magenta) connected by a common edge. In the formulation of the
MoM matrix, we treat the triangular basis functions (brown and magenta, yellow
and magenta) as two independent RWG basis functions. Such an implementation
will automatically distribute the vertical via current to over the two sides of the
planar circuit to which the strip via is connected. The connection of the strip via to
ground is provided by a half RWG basis function (red) as shown.
Fig 4.22(b) shows a non-cap conducting via hole. The conducting via is modeled
by facets of vertical strips. The via is connected to the horizontal planar circuit by
a number of RWG basis functions, each consisting of a vertical triangular facet and
a horizontal facet joined together by a common edge. One such RWG function is
highlighted in yellow. The conducting vias are connected to the ground plane via
a radial array of half RWG basis functions, one of which is highlighted in red. The
non-cap conducting via with 6-8 facets is accurate for modeling a circular via for most
circuit simulations. Fig 4.22(c) shows capped conducting via. The top of the via is
covered by a conductor. This type of via is used to model a filled via. However, the
current seldom flows on the cap. In general, a capped via is not significantly different
from the non-capped via if the conductivity of the conductor is high. For the capped
via, the connection between the vertical via and the horizontal circuit is accomplished
by a group of basis functions, each containing a vertical triangular basis function and
two horizontal triangular basis function joined together by a common edge, one of
which is highlighted in magenta, brown and yellow in the diagram. The treatment of



















































(c) Close cap metallic via to infinite ground
plane
Figure 4.22: Metallic via connections from the circuits to the infinite ground plane.
4.2.5 Interpolating Scheme for Green ’s Function in multi-
layered media
For structures supporting vertical currents, the Green’s function for all combinations
of z and z′ are needed. To circumvent this problem, interpolation schemes are usu-
ally employed [44, 45, 48, 89, 90]. In this scheme, sections along the z axis where
the structure exists is first determined and is then sub-divided into Ns planes. For
each pair of planes, DCIM is performed for the different components of the Green’s
function. The different components of Green’s function on each plane is then sampled
at regular intervals apart and the values are stored in a table. For ρ < 0.25λg, where
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λg is the wavelength in the medium at the observation layer and ρ is the horizontal
distance between the source and the observation point, the components of the Green’s
function are evaluated at 0.05λg intervals apart. For ρ >= 0.25λg, the Green’s func-
tions are evaluated at 0.2λg intervals apart. When z or z
′ are located between the
planes, Lagrange interpolation [82] is employed for the variables z or z′. Chebyshev
interpolation [82] is applied to obtain the values of the Green’s function when ρ lies
between the sample points.










Figure 4.23: Computation of the radiation pattern using reciprocity theorem.
The radiation pattern can be computed using the reciprocity theorem [49]. Fig 4.23
shows an electric field Erad(θ, φ) radiating from a horizontal electric source J(x′, y′)
residing at the interface of the grounded substrate is related to J(x′, y′) by the reci-
procity theorem as follows∫∫∫




′, θ′, φ′) · J(r′)dS ′. (4.109)
J2 denotes an arbitrary current and E2 is the field radiated by J2. Choosing an
infinitesimal electric current dipole with either the φ or θ orientation and placing it
at the observation point in the far zone it is possible to the electric field E2(r
′, θ′, φ′)
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in the presence of the grounded substrate without the circuit. We can obtain




′, θ′, φ′) · J(r′)dS ′. (4.110)
This technique is adopted for the radiation pattern computation in the subsequent
simulations.
4.3 Numerical Simulation of Ku Band Planar
Waveguide to Microstrip Transition by MoM
Planar rectangular waveguides can be integrated easily into MMIC and MIC circuits.
It has the advantages of light weight and low profile since it can be manufactured
using standard PCB processing technique. Since the components are all designed on
the same substrate such as LTCC platform, planar fabrication can guarantee a good
tolerance and tuning free design for mass circuit production. Two planar rectangular
waveguide structures are shown fig 4.24. The first planar waveguide structure, as
shown in fig 4.24(a), is fabricated by shorting the top conductor of the waveguide
by two rows of vertical conducting vias to the ground plane. The area enclosed by
the vias and the top and bottom conductors form the waveguide cross section. Fig
4.24(b) shows the implementation of planar waveguide structure using two plated
through slots. The substrate at the edge walls of the planar waveguide is cut and the
walls are plated with conductor to connect the top surface to the ground plane. This
type of planar waveguide is usually less lossy than the waveguide with conducting
vias. However it is technically more difficult to fabricate. The field distribution of
the planar waveguide is essentially the same as metallic waveguide with the TE10
mode having the lowest cut off frequency. The field is mainly confined to within the
waveguide and hence it exhibits low radiation losses and cross-talk interference. The
interface of the waveguide to the microstrip circuit requires a good transition that
is characterized by low return and insertion loss. A number of such transitions have





















(b) Planar waveguide with plated through holes (PTH)
Figure 4.24: Planar waveguide fabricated on substrates.
these transitions have been unsatisfactory because of high insertion losses.
More recently, Nitin [95] has proposed the use of microstrip fins to obtain a broadband
match at 69-90 GHz. Dominic [96] has also proposed a transition based on tapered
microstrip transmission line. At microwave frequency, the transverse dimension of
the planar waveguide is sufficiently larger than the microstrip line, especially when
the substrate is very thin. Neither the tapering of the microstrip feed nor the fins is
sufficient to obtain a broadband match.
The electric field distribution of the TE10 mode of the planar waveguide and the
microstrip line is illustrated in figure 4.25. In order to successively transform the
microstrip field distribution to the planar waveguide field distribution, a transition is
proposed as shown in fig 4.26. It is noted that by proper tapering of the microstrip
transmission line and impedance transformation through a series of short circuit stubs,




Figure 4.25: Field distribution of (a) TE10 mode of planar waveguide, (b) cross section
of microstrip transmission line
The characteristic losses of the waveguide can be classified under two main cate-
gories: dielectric loss and conductor loss. The attenuation constant due to dielectric





where β10 is the propagation constant of the TE10 mode, k is the wavenumber of
dielectric medium enclosed by the waveguide and tan δ is the tangential dielectric










. It is interesting to note that as b → 0, αc → ∞. Hence, the shorter
the height of the waveguide, the greater the attenuation constant. From experience,
minimum height to width ratio is 1 : 6 and this ratio is adopted for the designs of the
planar waveguides and circuits to be discussed later.
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The planar waveguide to microstrip transition, as shown in fig 4.26, is fabri-

























Figure 4.26: A microstrip to planar waveguide transition.
length of 1000 mils and a width of the planar waveguide is 320mils, which corre-
sponds to a cut-off frequency of 10.8GHz for the TE10 mode. The diameters of the
plated-through-vias are 16mils and they provide stub-to-ground connections. Three
sections short circuit stubs per transition have width of 30 mils and their mutual
edge to edge separation are 20 mils apart. The step-tapered transmission line is the
main component of the transition. The width of 50Ω microstrip transmission line is
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120mils. The design differs from [95] and [96] as the width and length of the step
tapered line and the length of the short circuit stubs can be varied simultaneously
to achieve a good broadband match. The short circuit stubs are used as part of the
tuner circuit and they are not strongly coupled together.
Figure 4.27: Mesh of the back-to-back planar waveguide to microstrip transition.
Fig 4.27 shows the triangular mesh of the structure. The edges of the triangu-
lar elements are confined to less than
λg,min
15
, where λg,min is the wavelength of the
highest simulation frequency of 18GHz in the substrate medium. There are a total
of 2943 RWG basis function inclusive of the 0.3 λg,min de-embedding arms that are
not illustrated. Each of the circular vias are approximated by using 8 facets open-cap
via. The performance of the transition is using MoM simulations and obtaining the
S-parameter of the structure. The optimization is obtained by adjusting the positions
of the vias and the length of the stubs. The dimensions of the optimum design are
shown in fig 4.26. In the simulation, the thickness of the copper on the substrate is
taken to be 0.7 mils (1/2 ounce copper) and the conductivity is 5.8 × 107 S/m. Fig
4.28 shows the top view of the microstrip to planar waveguide back-to-back transition
circuit fabricated on Rogers 6002 substrate.
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Figure 4.28: Front view of the back-to-back configuration of the Ku band planar
waveguide to microstrip transition.
The side walls of the waveguide are formed using palladium plating on the slots
cut in the substrate. Fig 4.29 shows the bottom view of the circuit. Palladium has
a lower conductivity of 0.95 × 107 S/m and it is also used to coat the walls of the
circular vias. The coating thickness of the palladium used in the fabrication process
is around 1 mil. The Rogers 6002 substrate has a loss tangent of tan δ = 0.0017. The
dielectric and conductor losses are incorporated into the simulation via eq(4.102) and
eq(4.104) respectively.
The simulation begins by first dividing the z-axis into 5 sheets, i.e. z=-54mils,
z=-40.5mils, z=-27mils, z=-13.5mils and z=0mils, with infinite ground plane located
at z=-54mils. The Green’s function all combinations of z and z′ are needed. Hence
DCIM needs to be performed at every pair of sheets for all combinations. When the
observation point is at z=-54mils at the interface of the dielectric with the infinite
PEC ground plane, the x components of the field are zero. Hence, there is no need to
evaluate the Green’s function associated with any of the x components. The different
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Figure 4.29: Back view of the back-to-back configuration of the Ku band planar
waveguide to microstrip transition.
components of Green’s function for each pair of pair of sheets is then sampled at
regular intervals apart and the values are stored in a table. For ρ < 0.2λg, where
λg is the wavelength in the dielectric medium at the observation layer and ρ is the
horizontal distance between the source and the observation point, the components of
the Green’s function are evaluated at 0.01λg intervals apart starting at ρ = 0.01λg.
For ρ >= 0.2λg, the Green’s functions are evaluated at 0.2λg intervals apart. When
z or z′ are located between the sheets, Lagrange interpolation is employed for the
variables z or z′. Chebyshev interpolation is applied to obtain the values of the
Green’s function when ρ lies between the sample points.
The expression of the matrix elements is shown in eq(4.103). The impedance ma-
trix Z is evaluated. and the S-parameters are extracted by providing two independent
state of excitation. In the first stage of excitation, the half RWG basis functions are
provided with 1V excitation each at their free edges, while the half RWG basis func-
tions at port 2 are set to 0V excitation. In the second state of excitation, the half
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RWG basis functions at port 1 are set to 0V excitation at the free edges while the half
RWG basis functions at the end free edges of port 2 are set to 1V excitation. Solv-
ing the MoM matrix equation by LU decomposition method, we are able to obtain
the current distribution on the circuit and the de-embedding arms at each excitation
state. At each excitation, three point method is applied to obtain the amplitude
of the forward and backward current at the reference plane of each port. Since the
feed lines are divided into 3 transverse cells, the sampled longitudinal currents at the
reference plane of each port are obtained via eq(4.82). From eq(4.87), we can obtain


























Since both the transmission lines at both the ports have the same width, the have
the same characteristic impedance. Hence S ′ij = Sij. Hence by solving the matrix in
eq(4.113), the 2-port S-parameters can be extracted. Fig 4.30 shows the comparison of
the measured and simulated return and insertion loss for the back-to-back microstrip
to planar waveguide transition. Fig 4.31 shows the amplified view of the insertion loss
(S21). It can be seen that the simulated results correspond well to the experimentally
measured results. From the measurement, the maximum insertion loss is 0.67dB.
Since both the transitions are symmetrical and assuming the waveguide loss to be
negligible, the maximum insertion loss for each transition is 0.3285dB. Fig 4.32 shows
the current magnitude plot of the circuit with 1V excitation at the edge of port 1 at
15GHz. Fig 4.33 shows the current phase plot of the circuit with 1V excitation from
port 1.
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of the simulated and measured S11 and S21 responses of the
back-to-back configuration of the Ku band planar waveguide to microstrip transition.













Figure 4.31: A closeup comparison of the simulated and measured insertion loss (S21)
of the back-to-back configuration of the Ku band planar waveguide to microstrip
transition in the frequency range.
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Figure 4.32: Magnitude of the surface current at 15GHz in decibel scale.
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(a) Input phase=0 deg
−35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15
(b) Input phase=45 deg
−35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15
(c) Input phase=90 deg
−35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15
(d) Input phase=135 deg
−35 −30 −25 −20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15
(e) Input phase=180 deg
Figure 4.33: Phasor plot of the surface current at 15GHz.
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4.4 Numerical Simulation of PlanarWaveguideKu
Band Power Combiner/Divider circuits Using
AIM
Fig 4.34 shows a planar waveguide power combiner with the operational frequency
range of 14GHz-18GHz. The dimension of the circuit is 2020mils by 4050mils. Planar
power combiners have the light weight and compact profile. It can be easily fabricated
using standard PCB techniques. Fabricating planar waveguide power combiners along
side with other MIC or MMIC circuits enables ease of integration among the circuit
components
Port 1



























Figure 4.34: 4 way planar waveguide power combiner circuit schematic.
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Each end of the waveguide consists of a transition to microstrip transmission line.
The dimension of the optimized microstrip to planar waveguide transition is shown
previously in fig 4.26. The 3 planar waveguide combiner junctions are identical. At
each combiner junction, there are three grounded conducting vias connected to top
surface of the waveguide. The vias are used as a matching components to obtain a
good match for broadband power combining capability. The positions of the vias are
determined by tuning using simulation. At each combiner junction, it can be seen
that via 2 and via 3 are symmetric about the center line passing through via 1. In
order to have equal power split, the positions of the via 2 and 3 must be mirror image
of each other about the center line. Hence, we only need to optimize the position of
either via 2 or via 3 and let the other be the mirror image across the symmetry line.
Via 1’s position can only be optimized along the line of symmetry as shown. Via 2
and via 3 can move in both the vertical and horizontal positions The lines marked in
red signifies connection to ground plane through the plated through slots or plated
through vias.
Analysis of the circuit performance using numerical simulation is crucial to the
design and optimization of the waveguide power combiner/diver circuit. MoM us-
ing MPIE can be used to simulate the performance of planar circuits. The storage
requirements and computation complexities of MoM scales O(N2) and O(N3) respec-
tively, where N is the number of discretizations. As the size of the circuit increases,
the computation resources needed to computeMoM increases quadratically. One way
to overcome this drawback is to use AIM with an iterative solver such as GMRES.
Iterative solver do not compute the inverse of the impedance matrix direct but rather
it uses search directions to minimize the error residues of the result. However, it
does requires the evaluation of matrix-vector multiply product to generate the search
directions. AIM do not compute the impedance matrix Z explicitly. Instead com-
putes the matrix-vector multiply using FFT in O(Ng logNg) complexity, where Ng is
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the number of auxiliary grid nodes. This reduces the memory requirements for the
MoM analysis. Unlike its free space counter part, the fields produced by a unit ver-
tical dipole and unit horizontal dipole in a layered medium are different. Hence, the
components in the dyadic Green’s function kernel are different for the different orien-
tations and positions of the source and testing functions. The different components
of interactions have to be evaluated individually in AIM
At the start of the simulation, the circuit is meshed into triangular elements.
Fig 4.35 shows the triangular mesh of the planar waveguide power combiner circuit.
Similar to the previous simulation, the edges of the triangular mesh cells are con-
strained to less than
λg,min
15
, where λg,min is the wavelength of the highest simulation
frequency of 18GHz in the substrate medium. There are a total of 22058 RWG basis
functions inclusive of the 0.3 λg,min de-embedding arms that are not illustrated in the
diagram. Fig 4.36 shows the closeup view of the mesh near to the transition and
power combiner region. The vertical height of the circuit is 54 mils and is segmented
into mesh elements with 3 vertical edges as shown in fig 4.37. Modeling the losses
are important for the accurate determination of the reflection and insertion losses of
the power combiner/divider circuit. The copper thickness is taken to be 0.7 mils (1/2
ounce copper) and the conductivity is 5.8×107 S/m. The relative permittivity of the
Rogers 6002 substrate is 2.94− j0.017. The vertical walls of the plated through slots
and conducting vias are coated with palladium with conductivity 5.8× 107 S/m.
The zˆ-axis is discretized into 7 values as z=-54mils, z=-45mils, z=-36mils, z=-
27mils, z=-18mils, z=-9mils and z=0mils, with infinite ground plane located at z=-
54mils and the air-dielectric interface at z = 0mils. Auxiliary grid nodes are place
everywhere to enclose the planar circuit. The auxiliary grid nodes are arranged into 7
layers perpendicular to the zˆ-axis and are placed at the discrete z as shown in fig 4.38.
Similar to the MoM solution, the Green’s function for all combinations of discrete






















Figure 4.35: The triangular mesh of the 4-way planar waveguide power combiner
circuit with 22058 unknown RWG basis functions.
discrete values, interpolation is used to obtain the Green’s function value. Hence
DCIM needs to be performed for all the components of the Green’s function with
all combination of the discrete values of z and z′. To speed up the computation
of the matrix elements, the components of Green’s function are sampled at regular
intervals apart and the values are stored in a table. For ρ < 0.2λg, where λg is the
wavelength in the medium at the observation layer and ρ is the horizontal distance
between the source and the observation point, the components of the Green’s function
are evaluated at 0.01λg intervals apart starting at ρ = 0.01λg. For ρ >= 0.2λg,
the Green’s functions are evaluated at 0.2λg intervals apart. Interpolation from the
tabulated values of the Green’s function is used to compute the potential at any
arbitrary distance (ρ− ρ′,z − z′) away from the source.
In AIM, the triangular basis functions are projected onto the regular auxiliary








Figure 4.36: A close up view of the triangular mesh of the 4-way planar waveguide
power combiner circuit near to the microstrip to waveguide transition and the power
combining junction.
of 18GHz in the substrate medium. The projection is done by finding the smallest 2D
or 3D rectangular boxes of grid nodes that totally encloses each of the original basis
functions. The projection of the basis functions onto the grid sources are accomplished
by the means of multipole moment matching. For the multi-layered medium, we will
try to use a 2D rectangular box of grid to enclose the basis function whenever possible
to enhance the accuracy of the AIM method. For example, in fig 4.39(a), the RWG
basis function lies entirely on plane 2 and hence only the red nodal sources on the grid
on the same plane are chosen for the projection. If the RWG lies in between plane 1
& 2 as shown in fig 4.39(b), then the enclosing box is 3D and the red nodal sources
in plane 1 & 2 are used for the projection. This scenario, however, can be avoided in
the planarly layered medium if we choose the discrete values of z to coincide with the
horizontal circuit’s z coordinates such that the plane of the grid nodes will always
be at the same level as the horizontal basis functions. This is similar for the RWG









Figure 4.37: Vertical mesh is made up of 3 vertical edges of the triangular basis
functions (red, green and blue) and the z-axis is divided into seven planes at h=0mils,
h=-9mils, h=-18mils, h=-27mils, h=-36mils, h=-45mils and h=-54mils.
Figure 4.38: Auxiliary grid sources on the planes along the z-axis.
on one of the x-z plane. Only the red nodal source on the same plane are used for
the projection. If the RWG basis function lies in between the 2 parallel x-z planes as
shown in fig 4.39(d), then the red nodal sources in both the planes are used for the
projection. Referring to fig 4.37, we have chosen the discrete values of z to coincide
with the nodes of the edges of the triangular basis function. This will ensure the
box of grid nodes that encloses the vertical basis function is the smallest possible.
In the case where one facet of the RWG basis function is in the vertical orientation
and the other facet is in the horizontal orientation, such as the RWG basis function
connecting the vertical vias to the horizontal circuit, then each facet is treated as a
separate entity and follows the projection criterions as discussed.
The steps in the AIM computation for circuits in layered medium can be described
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(a) RWG basis function on the x-y plane 2
of the red grid nodal points. The red nodal
sources on the x-y plane are chosen for the
multipole expansion of the RWG basis func-
tion.
(b) RWG basis function between the two x-
y plane 1 & 2 of the red grid nodal points.
The red nodal sources on both x-y planes
are chosen for the multipole expansion of the
RWG basis function.
(c) RWG basis function on the x-z plane of
the red grid nodal points. The red nodal
sources on the x-z plane are chosen for the
multipole expansion of the RWG basis func-
tion.
(d) RWG basis function between the two x-z
plane of the red grid nodal points. The red
nodal sources on both the x-z planes are cho-
sen for the multipole expansion of the RWG
basis function.
Figure 4.39: Selection of auxiliary grid sources (red) for the projection of the RWG
basis function.
as follows:
1. Projection of the basis current sources onto the auxiliary grid.
2. For each horizontal source layer of nodal current sources, its contribution to the
potentials of other horizontal observation layers, inclusive of its own layer, of
nodal grid points are computed. This is accomplished by convolving the auxil-
iary nodal sources on the source with the different components of the discrete
Green’s function to the different layers. The convolution between the nodal
current sources and the discrete Green’s function is accelerated using FFT.
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3. The potentials are then interpolated back to the testing functions. The same
multipole coefficient used to project the basis functions to the nodal grid sources
at the observation layer can be used as the interpolating function.
4. The computation is repeated for all layers of sources nodal currents and the
contribution of the interactions of the potentials to the testing functions are
summed. This completes the matrix-vector multiply in one iteration of solving
the MoM equations using iterative solutions.
The matrix-vector multiply by FFT and the auxiliary grid is only accurate when
the source and testing basis functions are not at proximity to each another. Typically,
it is not accurate when the minimum distance between the source and testing function
is less than 2 auxiliary grid spacing. If the basis and testing functions are near to one
another, the associated impedance matrix element is computed by numerically and
is subtracted by the interaction due to the contributions by their equivalent auxiliary
grid sources. The values are then stored in the near field correction matrix Z
corr
.
The conductor loss in eq(4.104) is incorporated into the impedance matrix via
eq(4.103). It is noted that the loss matrix Rij have non-zero values only when the
source and testing function overlap each other. Hence the conductor loss may be
taken into account by summing the non values of Rij with the matrix elements in
Zcorrij .
The mesh of the planar waveguide structure is generated for the maximum sim-
ulation frequency of 18GHz. The auxiliary grid source is set to have a separation of
0.1λg18 along the x, y axis. These parameters are used in all the simulations through-
out the entire range of frequencies. The size of Z
corr
remains constant throughout the
simulation frequency range as the interactions between the basis and testing functions
are considered to be in the near zone when they are separated by a minimum distance
of less than 2 grid spacings away. Since the same grid spacing is used throughout
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the simulations, the non zero elements of Z
corr
remains constant. AIM circuit simu-
lation uses approximately the same memory and computation resources throughout
the entire range of simulation frequencies.
The MoM matrix Z arising from the MPIE formulation for the multi-layered pla-
nar circuit is often poor conditioned. The condition number of the matrix deteriorates
as the number of discretization increases when the circuit gets larger. This cause the
iterative method to converge very slowly. To speed up the convergence rate, it is
important to use an efficient preconditioner M
−1









Z has low condition number. There are many efficient preconditioning methods.
The more commonly used are ILU(0), ILUT and block ILU preconditioners. The
algorithms for generating the preconditioner are listed in Appendix B. In this numer-
ical example, we choose the ILUT preconditioner. First elements of M is assigned
Mij = Zij. The dropping condition is Mij is set to zero when the source and testing
function are separated by more than 1.5λg. We only retain the near field coupling
terms so that M is sparse. During the row factorization, we only keep Ni elements
having the largest value, where Ni is the number of non-zero terms in the row before
the factorization. ILUT has the added advantage that the fillings and the dropping
of elements are not constrained to the zero pattern of M. GMRES is used as the
iterative solver to solve for the solution of the MoM matrix equation. To solve for
the S-parameter of the power combiner/divider circuit, 5 independent excitations are
needed. The port maybe excited sequentially. When port 1 is excited by applying
1V to the half RWG basis functions at the end of the de-embedding arm, the rest
of the port are set to 0V excitation. The surface current is then solved using AIM.
The forward and backward current amplitudes at each port are then solved using the
three point method in eq(4.77)-eq(4.81). Subsequently, the other ports are excited
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and backward and forward current amplitudes are computed at each state. We end
up with a matrix equation as in eq(4.87). Solving the equation, we are able to obtain
the S-parameter matrix S
′
, where the prime stands for un-normalized S-parameters.
However, since all the ports are identical and are 50Ω, S = S
′
. Fig 4.40 shows the sur-
face current distribution with the excitation from port 1 below the cut off frequency
at 10GHz. Most of the currents are attenuated before they reach the output ports.
Fig 4.41 shows the surface current density at 15GHz with the same excitation at port
1. It can be seen that the power is equally divided among the 4 output ports as
shown by the color intensities. Fig 4.42 shows the phasor plot of the current density
as a function of angle. It can be seen from the phasor plot how the power are divided
in the circuit and the signals are arriving at the output ports at the same phase and
magnitude. Fig 4.43 and fig 4.44 shows the top and bottom view of the fabricated
planar waveguide power combiner/divider circuit. The measured S11 and S21 of the
circuit are compared against the simulated results in fig 4.45. The measured and
simulated phase of the S21 are also plotted in figure fig 4.46. Both the simulated
and measured results show good agreement. Fig 4.47 shows a magnified plot of the
measured vs simulated S21. The simulated results is about 0.5dB above the measured
S21. Due to symmetry, S31, S41 and S51 are identical to S21 in the simulated results.
The measured parameters are almost identical and hence, the additional graphs are
not plotted. Fig 4.48 shows the measured and simulated S32 and S42 plots. The
results shows good agreement. It can be seen that the isolation between port 2 and 3
is worse off then the isolation between port 2 and 4. This is because port 2 and 3 are
neighboring junctions, connected to a same power divider/combiner junction. While
port 2 and port 4 are far neighbors. They are connected via 3 power combiner/divider
junctions. Hence power of the wave from port 2 is divided to the other ports at the
divider junctions before arriving at port 4.
Direct computation of the MoM matrix equation will require a minimum of
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Figure 4.40: Average current density of the planar waveguide power divider at 10GHz.
12.8GB of physical storage. AIM simulation requires 324MB of physical memory
for the simulation at 18GHz, which is approximately 40x saving in physical storage.
The memory requirement gradually increases as the simulation frequency decreases.
It uses 451MB of physical memory for the simulation at 12GHz. This is because of
the criterion we have set to fill the matrix M. Mij is set to zero if the i
th testing
function and the jth basis function are separated by more than 1.5λg. As the simula-
tion frequency becomes lower, λg increases. Hence, there are more non-zero elements
in M and requires additional storage space. In addition, the preconditioner takes a
longer time to factorize due to an in increase in the non-zero elements. On average,
the number of iterations per solution is around 452.32 with residual error less than
10−5.
Using the same mesh for all the simulation has the advantages of being convenient
by not having to re-mesh the structure and the size of Z
corr
can be kept constant
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Figure 4.41: Average current density of the planar waveguide power divider at 15GHz.
by maintaining the same grid spacing and mesh element sizes. However, at the
lower end of the simulation frequencies, the surface current can be represented by
coarser discretizations. This reduces the total number of unknowns in the MoM
matrix equation and the iterative solution typically converges faster due to the better
condition number due to smaller matrix size. Larger grid spacing may be used, such as
0.1λg, where λg is the wavelength of the current simulation frequency in the dielectric
medium. The bigger grid size means that the total number of grid nodes is decreased
and FFT computation will be faster. M and Z
corr
will still stay about the same
size as the increased in λg and the grid node spacing is offset by an increase in the
mesh element sizes. Hence using a coarser mesh at the lower end of the simulation
frequencies has an advantage of making the computation more efficient. In general,
meshing the circuit takes up only a small fraction of the total simulation time and
the option to re-mesh the circuit at different frequencies to increase the efficiency is
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one of the viable options.
Fig 4.49 shows a 8-way power combiner/divider planar waveguide circuit. The
circuit is 4220 mils by 6022 mils. The circuit is a cascade of 2 4-way power com-
biner/divider circuit.The mesh generation and the mesh generation is same as for the
4-way power combining/divider circuit. Fig 4.50 shows the mesh of the circuit at
18GHz. There are 59143 RWG basis functions. We first use ILUT preconditioner to
compute the results. It is found that the simulation needs a peak memory storage of
1.9GB. Most the physical memory is used to store the preconditioner. The maximum
time taken to factorizeM is approximately 4235sec. We compared the results against
using block ILU preconditioner (Appendix B). M is filled with the same number of
elements. However, M is divided into 4 × 4 sub-matrices and are cached onto the
secondary storage. When a sub-matrix is needed for computation, it is read from
the secondary storage into the physical memory. After computation, the results are
cached back to the secondary storage. Hence, at any one time, there are at most a
few sub-matrices loaded into the physical memory. It is found that the simulation
uses a peak memory of 315MB and on the average, the iterative solution converges
in 591.48 iterations to an error residue of less than 1e − 5. The average time taken
to factorize the preconditioner is approximately 4962 sec. This method took a longer
time to compute the factorization. However, there is no major degrading of the per-
formance. This method of factorizing the preconditioner matrix requires less memory
resource and is suitable for solving electrically large circuits. Fig 4.51 and fig 4.52
shows the top and bottom view of the circuit fabricated on Rogers 6002 substrate
respectively. Fig 4.53 shows the computed surface current of the combiner/divider
circuit at 15GHz with the excitation at port 1. The various S-parameters are shown
in fig 4.54-fig 4.56. The simulated results agree well with the measured response from
the physical circuit.
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(a) Input phase=0 deg
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(b) Input phase=45 deg
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(c) Input phase=90 deg
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(d) Input phase=135 deg
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(e) Input phase=180 deg
Figure 4.42: Phasor plot of the surface current density at 15GHz.
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Figure 4.43: Top view of the Ku band planar waveguide power combiner/divider
circuit fabricated on Rogers 6002 substrate.
Figure 4.44: Bottom view of the Ku band planar waveguide power combiner/divider
circuit fabricated on Rogers 6002 substrate.
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Figure 4.45: Plot of the measured vs simulated S11 and S21 results for the 4-way
planar waveguide power combiner circuit.




















Figure 4.46: Plot of the measured vs simulated phases of S21 for the 4-way planar
waveguide power combiner circuit.
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Figure 4.47: Magnified plot of the measured vs simulated S21 results for the 4-way
planar waveguide power combiner circuit.


















Figure 4.48: Plot of measured vs simulated S32 and S42 results for the 4-way planar
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Figure 4.49: Circuit dimensions of the 8-way planar waveguide power com-
biner/divider circuit.
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Figure 4.50: Mesh of the planar waveguide power combiner circuit at 18Ghz
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Figure 4.51: Top view of the 8-way planar waveguide power combiner/divider circuit.
Figure 4.52: Bottom view of the 8-way planar waveguide power combiner/divider
circuit.
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Figure 4.53: Surface current density of the 8-way power combiner/divider circuit at
15GHz.
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Figure 4.54: Plot of the measured vs simulated results for S11 and S2, of the 8-way
planar waveguide power combiner circuit.




















Figure 4.55: Magnified plot of the measured vs simulated results for S21 of the 8-way
planar waveguide power combiner circuit.
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Figure 4.56: Plot of the measured vs simulated results for S22, S32, S42 and S62 of the
4-way planar waveguide power combiner circuit.
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4.5 Effective Simulation of Large Microstrip Cir-
cuits
In the previous section, AIM was used to solve for the EFIE solution for the gen-
eral multi-layered electrically large microstrip planar structures. However, in many
practical microstrip circuits, via holes and conducting slots form a small part of the
total elements of the overall circuit. Using AIM to compute for the interaction of
the vertical via and slot components with the rest of the circuit elements renders
the computation inefficient, as FFT needs to be performed to compute the interac-
tions at every level of horizontal plane for all components of the fields as illustrated
in the previous section. Instead, the field interactions between the vertical vias or
conducting slots with to the rest of the circuit can be computed directly and stored
as a matrix. The size of this matrix is usually small and do not take up a sufficient
memory resources. This divides the matrix-vector multiply in the iterative solution
of EFIE into two parts. The matrix vector multiplication corresponding to the inter-
actions between the circuit elements of the horizontal planar structure is computed
using AIM while the interactions of the elements of the vertical conducting vias and
slots with the rest of the circuit elements are performed by multiplying the stored
matrix and the current vector directly.
There are some difficulties associated with simulating electrically large microstrip
circuits. As the size of the circuit increases, the convergence rate of the iterative
solution decreases. Preconditioners are necessary to improve the convergence rate
of the iterative solutions. However, the size of the preconditioner increases with the
increase in the size of the circuit. The evaluation of certain preconditioners, such as
ILU, becomes computationally intensive and expensive to store. One way to overcome
the problem is to distribute the computation and storage load to a few computers.
Hence, there is a need to find a good parallelization strategy for the computation.
The parallelism does not only apply to the computation the preconditioner, it also
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apply to how to effectively parallelize the AIM computation. In the subsequent
sub-sections, the idea behind the parallelization strategy is discussed and numerical
results are obtained to illustrate the accuracy and the speedup factor of the scheme
proposed.
4.5.1 Iterative Partial Matrix Solving
In solving the EFIE equation using the method of moment in eq(2.38), the MoM
matrix ZE in eq(2.39) is a full matrix. However, for microstrip structures, most of
the fields are confined to between the patch elements and the ground. As such, the
interactions between the source and the testing function decays rapidly as the distance
of separation increases. Usually, the magnitude of the ZE,mn decreases to a few order
of magnitude at just a wavelength away. As such, the accuracy of the MoM solution
depend on the accurate evaluation of the near field elements of the ZE,mn, especially
when the source and the testing function overlaps.
Because of the weak coupling between the source and the testing function when
the separation is sufficiently far, we can set the corresponding ZE,mn as zero when they
are separated by a distance greater than SD. Hence, the resultant ZE is sparse. The
choice of SD is very crucial to the accuracy of the final solution of the MoM equation
and the convergence of the iterative result. If SD is chosen to be close to zero, the
resultant iterations will diverge. When SD is chosen to be large, ZE approaches to
be a full matrix and more memory resources are required for solving the solutions
of a given microstrip structure with no major improvement in the accuracy of the
computed solution. Solving a sparse matrix MoM equation to obtain the current
vector is termed as partial matrix solving (PMS ).
Since there is no unique way to determine the best SD for a given structure, an
iterative approach can be applied. An initial value of SD is chosen at start. Based
on SD, we compute the sparse matrix ZE and followed by solving MoM equation in
eq(2.38) to obtain the current vector solution I1, where the Ii signifies the i
th solution
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based on the ith value of SD chosen. Eq (2.38) is solved using iterative method
instead of solving it using a direct inversion method such as LU decomposition.
This is because even though ZE is a sparse matrix, after LU decomposition, the
upper and lower triangular matrices obtained are not sparse. They are in fact full
upper and lower triangular matrices. Hence, the memory resources allocated to store
the resultant full upper and lower triangular matrices is equivalent to allocating the
memory resources to store the full matrix ZE. This defeats the purpose of obtaining
a sparse ZE to obtain an approximate solution.
After I1 is obtained, SD is increased, ZE is recomputed and I2 is evaluated from




where ||I||2 indicates the norm 2 or the vector I. SD is increased incrementally and
the computation is repeated until ξ falls below a certain error threshold. Usually, we
require that ξ ≤ 0.001.
In general, the initial value of SD is chosen to be 1.5λg for the horizontal planar
circuit elements and is increased in steps of 0.5λg at each iteration. λg is the guided
wavelength in the dielectric substrate. For the matrix whose elements consists of the
interaction between the vertical via and slot elements with the circuit components,
we can choose the initial values of SD as 3λg and is increased in steps of 0.5λg at
each iteration, same as the for the horizontal components. The higher value of SD is
chosen for interactions between involving the vertical circuit elements is because the
fields emulating from the vertical sources decays more slowly than the fields emulating
from the horizontal sources. Hence the magnitudes of the off diagonal terms of the
matrix are not decaying as fast when the separation between the source and testing
functions is increased. Hence there is a need to evaluate more off-diagonal terms
associated with the vertical sources to ensure a faster convergence and accuracy of
the results.
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The elements of ZE need not be recomputed at every iteration when SD is in-
creased. Instead, memory resources is allocated to store for the new matrix com-
ponents that are not computed in the previous iteration and only these new matrix
elements are evaluated and stored. This prevents repeated computation and increase
the overall efficiency of the scheme.
4.5.2 Implementation of Partial Matrix Solving using AIM
The PMS method can be conveniently implemented using AIM. Typically, for 2D
problem, the basis functions are first projected onto a set of regular grid nodes, as
illustrated in fig. 4.57, and is then convolved with the discrete Green’s function using
FFT. The projected grid sources are marked in red. Due to the circular convolution
nature of FFT, the number of grid nodes has to be approximately twice the original
size, i.e. (2N-1) where N is the number of nodes in one cartesian direction. The
nodes marked in white are zero padded during FFT. The discrete Green’s function
is a full matrix and the values correspond to the grid node locations as shown in
the diagram. After the convolution, the nodal potentials are found in the grid node
quadrant opposite the original source node quadrant. The potentials can then be
interpolated back onto the testing functions and the matrix-vector multiply result
is obtained without forming the impedance matrix explicitly. When the source and
the testing functions are near to one another, the interactions computed by their
equivalent grid sources is inaccurate. As such, the interactions between the source
and testing functions in the near zone is computed numerically and their results are
subtracted by the interactions computed using the grid nodal sources. The values
are stored in a sparse matrix known as Zcorr. Zcorr aims to correct the inadequacies
of accurate computation of the near field interaction by employing FFT in AIM as
discussed in the previous chapter.
For PMS, only the dominant terms of the impedance matrix are involved in the
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Figure 4.57: Discrete convolution of the grid sources and Green’s function in full-wave
AIM simulation.
solving of the MoM matrix equation. Hence, only the sufficiently near field interac-
tions are computed. We can make adjustment to the original AIM scheme as shown
in fig. 4.58. The most prominent difference is that the nodal Green’s is no longer
non-zero. The non-zero Green’s function resides at the lower left corner of the grid
nodal array as shown. For interactions greater than SD, the value of the nodal Green’s
function is set to zero. In the illustration, the SD is chosen to be a non realistic value
of 4r, where 4r is the grid separation. This is for the ease of representation. Often
in simulations, 4r is chosen to be around λg
12
and the choice of SD was previously
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mentioned. The nodes encompassed by the circle would be significantly more. For
the Green’s function grid, there are a maximum of Ngreen nodes in each direction.
The nodal grid current sources would need have extra (Ngreen − 1)/2 zero paddings
in each direction as well because of the circular convolution nature of FFT. The zero
paddings are shown as white nodes. The grid potentials computed after the discrete
convolution of the Green’s function with the nodal current sources are shown in ma-
genta. again, it is located on the top right hand corner of the grid, with the first node
appearing at Ngreen grid points away in both directions. In fig. 4.58, Ngreen = 3.
hence, the grid nodal current sources are only zero padded with an extra row and
column of nodes as shown. The number of zero paddings is significantly reduced in
the present case. This is only a simple illustration as in the usual scattering problem,
the scattering object is usually much larger and the aim nodal current grid can span
many λg. Ngreen is usually small in comparison to the number of grid nodal current
sources that span the scatterer in each cartesian direction with a factor approaching a
quarter to half. Hence, the total grid size has been reduced significantly in our present
scheme because of the need for less zero-paddings. This offers 2 major advantages:
1. The FFT array size is reduced and less memory resources is needed to store
and compute the nodal potentials.
2. Since the size of the FFT arrray size is reduced, FFT can be computed faster.
In our computation, SD is increased iteratively and the current vector of the MoM
matrix equation is solved using iterative solvers till the error ξ converges to within a
predetermined error bound. When SD is increased, Ngreen increases correspondingly.
Hence the number of zero paddings in the nodal current grid will increase. The
overall grid sizes of both the Green’s function array and the nodal current arrays will
increase. However, this is trivial as we only need to deallocate the previous memory
resource for the old grids and allocate new memory resources to the new grids. The
nodal grid potentials computed from the discrete convolution will appears further
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away from the lower left corner node, which can be simply tackled by making small
changes to the accessing of the data elements. The new field correction matrix Z
corr
remains unchanged at each iteration. There is nothing that needs to be recomputed
at each iteration.
Figure 4.58: Implementation of PMS solver using AIM.
If the original source nodal grid are zero padded with Ngreen − 1 nodes instead of
(Ngreen−1)/2 nodes as shown in fig. 4.59, then the potentials of the neighboring nodes
of the computational grid domain, as shown in blue, are computed as well. This has an
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important application in that we can use this property to subdivide the computational
domain into smaller sub-domains and let parallel processes handle the computation
of the potentials at each domain. The potentials at the boundary computed by each
processor are then interchanged with their neighboring domains in order to obtain
the overall potential at all the nodes in the global domain. This is illustrated in
fig. 4.60. The computational domain of the microstrip structure is sub-divided into
4 smaller domains. We apply the same technique to compute the potentials at all
the grid nodes within each computational domain using AIM. With the extra zero-
paddings at each of the grid sources at each sub-domain, the external boundary
potentials at each sub-domain is computed as well. For example, for sub-domain 1,
the external boundary potentials computed which overlaps with sub-domain 2,3 and
4 are shown in pink, brown and blue respectively. At each iteration, the boundary
potentials are transmitted to the other respective sub-domains. The contribution of
the boundary potentials are then summed with the nodal potentials at each sub-
domain. This scheme is effective as only the boundary nodal potentials need to be
transmitted across to the neighboring sub-domains. Each of the parallel process can
perform their own FFT computations independently. As compared to the parallel
FFT implementation where at each computation, there is a need to exchange nodal
within each sub-domain information with all the other sub-domains. In addition, for
each iteration, there is a need to perform forward and backward FFT s. The amount
of data transfer for the new scheme is significantly less compared to the parallel
FFT implementation and it improves significantly the speed-up factor for large scale
computation as to be shown in the numerical results to be mentioned subsequently.
This new implementation is suitable for processors running on a distributed parallel
computing cluster.
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Figure 4.59: Implementation of PMS solver using AIM with computation of the
potentials at the neighboring nodes of the computational domain.
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Figure 4.60: Sub-division of the computational domain for parallel computation of
the global nodal potentials using PMS solver and AIM.
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4.5.3 Parallel Block ILU
As the size of the microstrip circuits become larger, solving the circuit responses by
MoM using iterative solvers are faced with the problem of slower convergence. Many
types preconditioners have been used to accelerate the convergence of the solution
in iterative solvers. Among the preconditioner used, various variants of ILU pre-
conditioners have been widely used and have shown to have good convergence rate.
However, preconditioners takes up additional storage resources. For large scale circuit
analysis, there is a need to devise new strategy to store the preconditioner elements.
In addition, the evaluation of the preconditioner is computationally intensive and
occupies a large portion of the AIM setup time.
One way to satisfy the need for large memory and computation resource is to
distribute the memory and computing load to a distributed parallel computing cluster.
Distributing the memory resources to store the preconditioner is easily accomplished.
Each computer node in the distributed system stores a segment of the preconditioner
matrix. However, the main difficulty will come from parallelizing the computation
of the ILU preconditioners. Typically, the ILU preconditioner computation starts
from the top row of the matrix and progresses down the rows. Elements at each
row needs to access the computed preconditioner matrix elements at the higher rows
before the preconditioner elements at that row can be computed. As such, it is
difficult to parallelize the computation as not all the computer nodes holding the
different segments of the matrix and start computation simultaneously. Some of
the processes may need to wait for the information to start computing from other
computing nodes. In this section, we will introduce a simple technique to parallelize
the ILU preconditioner. This is a general technique that is very simple to implement
and the different variants of ILU can be parallelized using this new strategy.
It has been discussed in the preceding section that the large computation domain
may be divided into smaller computation domains as shown in 4.60. If the center
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of the common edge of an RWG basis function is located within a sub-domain, then
the RWG basis function is said to be a subset of that domain. All the RWG basis
functions in a sub-domain are labeled consecutively, and if only interactions within
a distance τ from the center of the edge of each basis function are computed, we
may end up with an almost sparse block matrix as shown in fig 4.61. The grey blocks
Figure 4.61: Structure of the matrix M before ILU factorization.
signify the impedance terms that characterizes the interactions between the basis and
testing functions, all of which are located with that sub-domain. The matrix density
within the grey blocks are sparse, as only the interactions between the testing and
basis function separated by less or equal to the distance τ is computed. The white
blocks with the crosses represent the interaction terms between the basis function
and the testing functions pairs that are separated by the sub-domain boundaries.
The matrices are very sparse with much fewer non-zero terms as compared to the
matrices in the grey blocks. The positioning of the matrix elements in the white
blocks are determined by the numbering of the RWG basis function within each sub-
domain. Parallel ILU would be easily carried out if the matrices in the white boxes
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are empty, as each processor can carry out the ILU of each grey block independently.
Figure 4.62: Structure of the matrix M before ILU factorization.
If the RWG basis functions that are near or at the sub-domain boundary are num-
bered first, followed by the RWG basis functions that are not near to the boundary
within each sub-domain. The basis functions are defined as near to the boundary
when it has at least one testing function that lie within the radius τ from its center
of the common edge and is located in another sub-domain. The matrix elements
arrangement for this new numbering scheme results in the interchanging of the rows
and columns of the original matrix. The new matrix element locations are shown
in fig 4.62. It can be seen that the non zero elements in the white blocks have all
shifted to the top column in processor 1. The ILU factorization in each process be-
gins from the top row. During the initial stage of the ILU factorization that involves
the first few rows of the matrix marked in red, the other processes may need to wait
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for the computed results from processor 1 before they can factorize their own matrix
independently. There will be a slight delay. However, this delay is not significant.
4.5.4 Numerical Results of Parallel PMS-AIM
Implementation
In this section, we present sample numerical results to verify the implementation of the
PMS-AIM scheme with domain decomposition for parallel computing. The numerical
analysis of two microstrip patch arrays are presented. The PMS-AIM is also applied
to design and analyze leaky-wave antenna array. The Dyadic and scalar Green’s
functions are derived using formulation C as discussed in the preceding section and
are casted into closed forms using DCIM and GPOF. The performance of PMS-AIM
scheme is compared against the intrinsic AIM in each of these computations.
8 x 8 microstrip patch antenna array
Fig 4.63 shows a 8×8 microstrip patch antenna array with center frequency at 1.9GHz.
The array is fabricated on FR4 substrate with ²r = 4.4− j0.0027 and height 31 mils.
The imaginary part of the relative permittivity is the tangential loss of the substrate.
The patch size is 1500mils×1500mils with a feed inset of 475 mils to match the patch
to a 50Ω microstrip transmission line. The microstrip patches are fed via a corporate
feed network. The center to center patch element spacings are 3500mils in both the
xˆ and yˆ directions and the overall array size is 27527mils × 27485mils. The copper
conductivity is assumed to be 5.8e7S/m in the simulation.
Fig 4.64 shows the triangular mesh of the antenna array at 2.40GHz. The meshing
frequencies are at 1.45GHz, 1.95GHz, 2.20GHz and the mesh size is specified to less
that λg/15 where λg is the wavelength at the respective meshing frequencies in the
substrate medium. Fig 4.65 shows a close up view of the mesh elements on the patches.
Altogether, there are 12305, 17143 and 21609 RWG basis functions at the respective
meshing frequencies of 1.45GHz, 1.95GHz and 2.20GHz. The meshes are used in the
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simulation frequency ranges 1.20GHz ≤ f < 1.60GHz, 1.60GHz ≤ f < 2.20GHz and
2.20GHz ≤ f ≤ 2.60GHz. Different meshes are needed at the different frequency
ranges in order to preserve the computation efficiencies. At lower frequencies of the
simulation range, we can use less basis function to represent the unknown surface
currents. This results in a smaller impedance matrix and the convergence in iterative
solution is generally faster. For iterative method of solution, in order to compute the
preconditioners, there is a need to evaluate the near few interaction terms associated
with the basis functions within a certain radius rnear. rnear is specified in terms of λg.
If the mesh is dense at low frequencies, then there is a need to evaluate and store many
of these near field terms. The ILU decomposition will take up longer evaluation time.
The storage and evaluation of the preconditioner becomes inefficient. As such, using
bigger mesh elements at the lower frequencies can help to overcome these difficulties.
Meshing a circuit would usually takes up only a small fraction of the total simulation
time and hence, re-meshing the circuit at different frequencies is a viable option.
To verify the PMS-AIM implementation, we first do a full-wave simulation of the
antenna array using AIM for the entire frequency range from 1.20GHz to 2.60GHz
at intervals of 0.05GHz. The auxiliary grid spacing is taken to be λg/10. ILUT is
used factorize the preconditioner matrix. The elements within the radius rnear of
the basis function are computed and are stored as preconditioner elements. In the
factorization of ILUT, when the row is being factorized, we will keep the nrow number
of biggest elements, where nrow was the original number of now zero elements in that
row before the row factorization. The convergence of the iterative solution at 1.9GHz
is shown in fig 4.65, with different values of rnear. It is found that as rnear increases,
the convergence rate is generally improved. However, the convergence rate comes at
the expense of larger storage requirement. For the simulations, we typically choose
1.2λ ≤ rnear ≤ 1.5λ in the subsequent computations. The surface current plot at
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Figure 4.63: A 1.9 GHz microstrip antenna 8 by 8 array .
with the same excitation and phase. The return loss (S11) of the array is shown in
fig 4.68. The maximum memory resource utilization is 180MB.
Next, we solve the structure using PMS-AIM. Starting with SD = 2.0λg at the first
iteration, the solution is computed iteratively with an increase in SD = 0.5λg at each
iteration. The stopping criterion is ξ, 0.001, from eq(4.115). The solution typically
converges within the second or the third iteration. The computed S11 is plotted on
fig 4.69. It is found that both methods of computation shows good agreement. The
average speedup factor for the solution time of the PMS-AIM scheme as compared to
the AIM scheme is 1.87. The factor is not high due to the fact that PMS-AIM scheme
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Figure 4.64: Triangular mesh of the microstrip antenna array with 21609 RWG basis
functions.
needs to compute the result at least 2 times to check for solution convergence. In
addition, the computation domain is small. The discrete Green’s function grid is still
large as compared to the computation domain. As such, it does not out-perform AIM
scheme by a high margin. One method to overcome the drawback is to compute the
solutions at selected frequency points using PMS-AIM such as starting at 1.20GHz
and at 1GHz intervals apart in the present case. For computing the other solutions
at frequencies that fall in between the computed solutions, we choose the larger SD
between the nearest computed results and just compute the solutions without going
through the iterations. The average speedup factor obtained for this implementation
is 2.36 and it is found that the scheme is quite robust. In general, the PMS-AIM
scheme will get better when the circuit size becomes larger as compared to SD.
In the next implementation, we split the circuit into two halves as shown by the
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Figure 4.65: A close up view of the mesh at the microstrip patch elements.
red and the green box in in fig 4.63 and parallelize the computation to run on two
distributed processors using the domain decomposition scheme. Fig 4.68 shows the re-
turn loss computed. We expect the result to be the same as for the PMS-AIM scheme
as both the solutions are computed via the same method, just that current scheme
is parallelized to run on two processors. The solution computation speed up factor
as compared to the single processor PMS-AIM scheme is 1.12. This is because SD is
almost equal to the computation domain. Hence, boundary potentials, as illustrated
in fig 4.60 computed by each sub-domain overlaps the computation domain substan-
tially. This has two major impact as the FFT grid has to be larger to accommodate
the computation of the boundary potentials, more boundary potential information
has to be transmitted over to the neighboring sub-domains via the distributed net-
work. The smaller size of the sub domain as compared to rnear also means that there
are more rows of off-diagonal block elements as illustrated in fig 4.62. As such, par-
allelism is not effective carried out in the evaluation of the block ILU. The radiation
patterns computed for all the three methods is illustrated in fig 4.69 - fig 4.72. It can
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be seen that the beamwidth is around ±4o and the maximum power gain is 17.1dB.
fig 4.73 shows the total E-field Etotal =
√|Eφ|2 + |Eθ|2.

























Figure 4.66: Convergence plot of the solution vs the number of iterations for AIM
scheme for different values of rnear.
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Figure 4.67: Surface current plot of the antenna array at 1.9GHz.
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full wave AIM simulation
PMS−AIM simulation
PMS−AIM simulation with domain decomposition
Figure 4.68: Return loss (S11) computed for the 8× 8 microstrip antenna array using
AIM, PMS-AIM and PMS-AIM scheme with domain decomposition.















PSM−AIM with domain decomposition
Figure 4.69: Gain pattern for Eθ at φ = 0
o.
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PSM−AIM with domain decomposition
Figure 4.70: Gain pattern for Eφ at φ = 90
o.
Figure 4.71: 3D plot of normalized Eφ pattern.
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Figure 4.72: 3D plot of normalized Eθ pattern.
Figure 4.73: 3D plot of normalized Etotal pattern.
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Design and Simulation of a Microstrip Leakywave Antenna Array
Microstrip leakywave antenna utilizes the leaky mode near the cutoff-frequency of the
first higher order mode of the microstrip transmission line. Due to the leaky mode,
it radiates space wave and the beam angle will change with respect to frequencies.
Hence, the leakywave antenna is a frequency scanning antenna. The beam angle is
dependent on the propagation constant ky of the first higher order mode. We will first
begin by solving for the ky usingMoM. Based on the solved value of β, a single element
leaky wave antenna is designed and its radiation characteristics is studied using AIM
simulation. The single element is then incorporated into a leaky-wave antenna array
with a 1 to 16 port multi-stage power divider circuit. The overall characteristics
of the antenna array is simulated using AIM, PMS-AIM with and without domain
decomposition and the results are then compared against one another and with the
experimental measured results.
The propagation constant of a leaky microstrip line can be obtained by the it-
erative full wave simulation outlined in the previous section. From eq4.30 the first








where ηo,k(x,w/2) and ζe,l(x,w/2) and their Fourier transform has been defined in
eq4.33, eq(4.34), eq(4.45) and eq(4.46) respectively. The testing function can be
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The evaluation of the matrix terms in each of the quadrant can be expressed as:
Quadrant 1:∫ ∞
−∞































1 ≤ i, j ≤M. (4.117)
Quadrant 2:∫ ∞
−∞





























1 ≤ i ≤M, 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (4.118)
Quadrant 3:∫ ∞
−∞
































































1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (4.120)
where in the spectral domain ∇x → −jkx, ∇′x → jkx, ∇y → jky, ∇′y → −jky and
according to eq(A.5) and eq(A.11),










G˜Vemm(kx, ky)− G˜Vhmm(kx, ky)
)
. (4.121)




y has been used.
If the above matrix equation has non-trivial solutions, then its determinant must
be zero. The procedure for finding the propagation constant ky at each frequency is
outlined in fig 4.11. To find the propagation constant for the first higher asymmetric
mode of the microstripline on a substrate of height 10mils and ²r = 2.2, we have used
the first 3 basis functions to represent each of the current Jx and Jy respectively, i.e.
M = 3 and N = 3. Fig 4.74 and Fig 4.75 shows the propagation constant β and the
attenuation constant α for the frequency range from 8GHz to 26GHz normalized to
the free space wavenumber k0 and β = <(ky) and α = =(ky).
Once the complex propagation constant is obtained, the current coefficients can
be computed from the matrix equation. However, the current coefficients are not
independent of one another. As such, we set b1 = 1 and the rest of the coefficients are
expressed relative to b1. Fig 4.76 shows how Jx changes with frequency with respect
to b1. Below 14GHz, Jx changes from being imaginary to real, in phase with b1.
Perhaps one of the most interesting feature of the asymmetrically fed microstrip
line working in the first higher order mode is the scanning property of its radiation
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Propagation Constant of Microstrip Transmission Line
Figure 4.74: The propagation constant of the first higher order asymmetric mode of
a 300 mil microstrip transmission line on a substrate of 10mils and ²r = 2.2.



















Attenuation Constant of Microstrip Transmission Line
Figure 4.75: The attenuation constant of the first higher order asymmetric mode of
a 300 mil microstrip transmission line on a substrate of 10mils and ²r = 2.2.
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Figure 4.76: Variation of Jx within the frequency range of 10GHz to 26GHz with
respect to b1 for the first higher order asymmetry mode of the microstrip line of
width 300mils, substrate height 10mils on a substrate of relative permittivity of 2.2.
field pattern when the frequency changes. This property has been useful in the design
of microstrip frequency scanned antenna arrays. In this section, the focus would be to
derive the E-plane radiation pattern of the microstrip leaky-wave antenna of infinite
length and determine how the scan angle is related to the propagation constant of
the line.
The cavity model is used to derive the radiation pattern of the microstrip leaky
wave antenna. For a thin substrate, the microstrip leaky wave antenna can be modeled
as a waveguide with two perfectly electric walls, PEC, at the top and bottom and
two perfectly magnetic walls, PMC, along its two flanks as shown in Fig 4.77(a). If
only the forward wave is considered flowing in the leaky-wave antenna, it is possible
to derive an equivalent circuit based on Huygen’s equivalence principle by replacing
the two PMC walls with PEC walls and two magnetic currents that flows along both
sides of the equivalent structure as shown in Fig 4.77(b). If the tangential E-field on
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the PMC is −E0e−jβ0zx̂, then the magnetic current, M, can be written as
M = −2E0e−jβ0zx̂×−ŷ = 2E0e−jβ0yŷ. (4.122)
The constant 2 is to account for the tangential current image on the PEC wall. The
final equivalent circuit can be represented as shown in Fig 4.77(c). It is necessary
to note that a different coordinate system has been adopted in this section for the
simplification of the calculation of radiation fields.
According to [97, 98], the radiation pattern is the contribution of the two magnetic







































′ cosφ sin θ+jk0y′ sinφ sin θdx′ dy′. (4.124)















ej(k0 sinφ sin θ−ky)L − 1
j(k0 sinφ sin θ − ky) cos θ, (4.125)
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Figure 4.77: Equivalent structures for determining the far field radiation pattern for
microstrip leaky-wave antenna using cavity model.
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ej(k0 sin θ−ky)L − 1
j(k0 sin θ − ky) cos θ. (4.127)
It is noted that cos θ is a monotically decreasing function when θ increases from 0o to
90o. Eφ has a maximum when k0 sin θ−ky has the minimum value. Since ky = β−jα,








where θmax is the angle of the maximum of the radiation pattern.
From the expression, it can be easily deduced that the scan angle for an infinite
leaky-wave microstrip antenna is related to the real part of its propagation constant.
Fig 4.78 shows the 3-D plot of of a typical radiation pattern of |Eφ| and |Eθ| pattern of
a microstrip leaky-wave antenna of length 9800mils, width 300mils on a substrate of
²r = 2.2 and height 10mils at a frequency of 14GHz where ky = (0.5026− j0.1153)k0.
|Eφ| is maximum at φ = 90o, θ = 30o.
If the microstrip antenna of finite length is considered and and there is a disconti-
nuity at the end of the microstrip line such as an open circuit, forward wave launched
from the feed at one end would be reflected at the discontinuity at the end of the
line. The backward wave contributes an additional magnetic current flowing in the
reverse direction. It would introduce an additional back lobe on the antenna pattern
and its maximum is symmetry about θ = 0o. The maximum peak value of the back
lobe depends on the length of the microstrip line. If the line is long, most of the
forward wave would be radiated into the space before it reaches the discontinuity. As
such the reflected wave is of smaller magnitude and contributes to a lower back lobe.
The back lobe degrades the antenna performance in some critical applications such as
radar detection where the back lobe will increase the possibility of false detection. As
such, the end of the microstrip line may be terminated with a match load to minimize




































Figure 4.78: |Eφ| and |Eθ| pattern of a microstrip leaky-wave antenna of length
































Figure 4.79: Single microstrip leakywave antenna fabricated on substrate of ²r =
2.2 − j0.002, height=10mils and excited by an asymmetrical feed using hybrid rat-
race 180o coupler.
Fig 4.79 shows a single element of microstrip leaky-wave antenna. It has a length
of 9800mils and with 300 mils fabricated on a substrate of ²r = 2.2 − j0.002 and
height=10mils. The first higher order mode of the microstrip line is excited by feeding
the two ends of the tapered lines by a differential signal (odd mode) that has a phase
difference of 180o. The 180o phase difference signal is provided by 3dB hybrid rat-race
couple. The signal at the output port of the hybrid coupler are fed from the differential
port of the coupler. The even mode signal port is terminated by a 50Ω match load
as shown in the diagram. The resistive load serves to terminate the even modes of
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the reflected signal from the other end of the microstrip line. At the terminating end
of the leaky-wave antenna, the 3dB hybrid rat-race coupler is also used to provide a
match loads. The odd mode (180o) differential signal and the even mode differential
signal will be terminated by the matched 50Ω loads at the differential and common
mode ports respectively. Hence, on both end the antenna, the even mode signals are
terminated. This ensures that only the odd mode signal is used to excite the leaky-
wave antenna. The odd mode termination at the end of the leaky-wave antenna






Figure 4.80: Modeling the termination of the circuit a resistive load.
Fig 4.80 shows the modeling of the termination of the circuit by a resistive load.
Since the substrate is electrically thin, the connection of the resistor to the ground
is modeled by a single segment of vertical conducting strip via as shown. Zs in
eq(4.104)is chosen to be 50Ω for the facets of the RWG basis functions associated
with the resistive patches as shown in fig 4.80. There are very few vertical conducting
vias in the circuit. Hence, the interaction of the vertical vias with the rest of the
horizontal components of the circuit are computed numerically. AIM is used to
compute the interaction between the horizontal components of the currents. —PMS-
AIM is employed to solve the associated MoM matrix to obtain the solution of the
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surface currents. The frequency range of simulation is from 13GHz to 18GHz. The
leaky-wave antenna is meshed at 2 different frequencies: 15GHz and 18GHz. The
15GHz mesh is used in the simulation frequencies from 13GHz to 15GHz inclusive,
while the 18GHz mesh is used in the range from above 15GHz to 18GHz. The
mesh size is chosen to be smaller than λg/12 for both the mesh frequencies. The
total number of RWGbasis functions are 9871 and 13872 respectively. The solution
iteration begins by first computing the solution for SD = 2λg. In the subsequent
iterations, SD are added with 0.5λg.
Fig 4.81 shows the surface current density distribution of the microstrip leaky-
wave antenna at 15.5GHz. It is noted that at least 90% of the energy are radiated
by comparing the color difference at the feed end with the termination end. Fig 4.82
shows the close up view of the surface current at the feeding end. The resistor at the
common mode port has low current density as compared to its neighboring elements.
This is because the dominant mode is the differential signal at the output ports of the
rat-race hybrid coupler. The leaky-wave antenna is mainly excited by the differential
signal. It can be seen from the current plot that most of the excitation signal is
fed to the leaky-wave antenna. Fig 4.83 shows the surface current distribution at
the termination end at 15.5GHz. Again, the resistive termination has low current
intensity. The resistive termination for the odd mode has higher current density in
comparison. This signifies that the dominant mode of excitation of the microstrip
leaky-wave antenna is the first higher order asymmetric mode.
Fig 4.84, fig 4.85, fig 4.86, fig 4.87, and fig 4.88 shows the computed 2D ration
pattern for |Eθ| and |Eφ| for 13.5GHz, 14.5GHz, 15.5GHz, 16.5GHz and 17.5GHz. The
maximum power gains are 13.5dB, 14.4dB, 14.8dB, 13.7dB and 9.3dB respectively.
It is noted for frequencies 13.5GHz to 16.5GHz, the backlobe is at least 20dB below
the maximum value of the main lobe. As frequency increases, ky increases. Hence
the scan angle, defined to be the angle where |Eφ| is maximum in the φ = 90o
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Figure 4.81: Surface current distribution of the microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
15.5GHz.
plane, increases, as predicted by eq(4.128). As the frequency increases, there are
more side lobes appearing and the level of the back lobe generally increases. This
maybe explained by the fact that as the frequency increases, the transmission line
approaches its bounded mode. Hence less signal is radiated away as space wave. The
reflected signal, due to imperfection in the resistive termination, increases and this
causes an increase in the back lobes. Fig 4.89 shows the comparison of the scan
angle computed by the 2D transmission line simulation and the scan angle obtained
from the 3D transmission line PMS-AIM simulation. There are differences in the
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Figure 4.82: Close up view of the surface current density distribution at the feed at
15.5GHz.
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Figure 4.83: Close up view of the surface current density distribution at the resistive
termination end at 15.5GHz.
values computed but in general, the results show good agreement between the two
methods of computation. Fig 4.90shows the return loss (s11) of the single microstrip
leaky-wave antenna. The S11 is below -10dB for 13.5GHz -18.0GHz.
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Figure 4.84: Antenna gain pattern of a single microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
13.5GHz.


























Figure 4.85: Antenna gain pattern of a single microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
14.5GHz.
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Figure 4.86: Antenna gain pattern of a single microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
15.5GHz.


























Figure 4.87: Antenna gain pattern of a single microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
16.5GHz.
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Figure 4.88: Antenna gain pattern of a single microstrip leaky-wave antenna at
17.5GHz.




















2D transmission line calculation
3D transmission line calculation
Figure 4.89: Comparison of the scan angle of a leaky-wave antenna computed by 2D
transmission line simulation and the scan angle computed by 3D simulation.
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Figure 4.90: The simulated return loss of a single microstrip leaky wave antenna.
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The gain of the microstrip leaky-wave antenna can be increased by implementing
them as an array. A feeding network is required to feed the array elements. The
corporate feed is chosen as it has a wider bandwidth then its series feed counterpart. In
addition, the phase difference between the array elements will deviate with frequency
for the series feed and this will cause the scan angle to vary in the φ = 00 plane,
which is undesirable. The feed network is designed using CAD software ADS. The
schematics of a 2-port power divider circuit is shown in fig 4.91. It is basically a
Wilkinson power divider without the isolation resistor. The center frequency of the
power divider circuit is at 15GHz and the bandwith of operation is from 13GHz to
17GHz. The 2-port power divider is optimized and tuned for a low S11. Since port
2 and 3 are symmetric with respect to port 1, i.e. S21 = S31, minimizing S11 is a
sufficient optimization criterion for a good power splitter performance. Fig 4.92 shows
the graph of the optimized S11, S21 and S31. The performance of S32 is only in the
range of -6dB as shown in fig 4.93. To obtain good isolation between the output port,
an isolation resistor is added to the schematic in fig 4.94. With the addition of the
isolation resistor, the isolation between port 2 and 3 increases to more than 20dB as
shown in fig 4.95. S11, S21 and S31 remains unchanged. The circuit layout of the 2
port divider is shown in fig 4.96. The schematic layout is repeated for 3 stage 8 port
power divider. The schematic is shown in fig 4.97. CAD optimization is performed to
minimize the S11 of the circuit. Fig 4.98 shows the s-parameters for the whole circuit.
Port 1 is the input port and port 2 to port 9 are the out put ports. S11 is below -20dB
for the frequency range 13Ghz to 17GHz. Each output port has a power output of


























































































































Figure 4.91: ADS schematic of the Wilkinson even power divider from 13GHz to
















































Figure 4.92: The return and insertion loss (S11,S21 and S31)of the wilkinson power
divider.
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Figure 4.93: The isolation between port 2 and port 3 (S32, S23) of the Wilkinson



























































































































Figure 4.94: ADS schematic of the Wilkinson even power divider from 13GHz to
17GHz with the 100Ω isolation resistor.
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Figure 4.95: The isolation between port 2 and port 3 (S32, S23) of the Wilkinson
power divider with the 100Ω isolation resistor.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.97: ADS schematic of the 3-stage Wilkinson even power divider from 13GHz






























































Figure 4.98: The return and insertion loss (S11,S21 and S31)of the 3-stage wilkinson
power divider.
Figure 4.99: Layout of the two way 13GHz to 17GHz 3-stage Wilkinson even power
divider.
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Two 8-port power divider and a 2-port power divider are cascaded together to
form a 16-port power divider. The outputs from the 16-port of the power divider are
used to feed the leaky-wave antenna array as shown in fig 4.101. The dimension of
the antenna array is 6056mils by 11693mils. The leaky-wave antenna center to center
spacing is 380mils (separation between the edges is 80mils). Hence, there is significant
coupling between the individual antenna elements and their close neighbors. The
coupling can affect the propagation constant, ky, of the first higher order mode and
hence the scan angle. Hence, a full-wave simulation is essential to derive the circuit
performance of the array.
For MoM analysis, the circuit is first meshed into triangular basis function ele-
ments. The array is meshed at two frequencies of 15GHz and 18GHz to enable the
efficient storage of preconditioners at the lower simulation frequency. The 15GHz
mesh is used in the MoM analysis for the frequency range of 13GHz to 15GHz, while
the mesh at 18GHz is used for simulation above 15GHz to 18GHz. Fig 4.101 shows the
mesh at 18GHz. It has 214893 RWG basis functions. The mesh at 15GHz has 17564
RWG basis functions. Fig 4.102 and fig 4.103 show the close up view of the mesh at
the feed point and termination end of the leaky-wave antenna array. The array circuit
response is computed using PMS-AIM with domain decomposition and is compared
against the performance of PMS-AIM and AIM. For the ILUT preconditioner, rp is
chosen to be 1.5λg and during the each of the row factorization, np biggest terms are
retained where np is the number of non-zero elements in the row originally before
the row factorization. For the initial solution iteration using PMS-AIM, the iteration
starts with SD = 1.5λg and increases in steps of SD = 0.5λg till solution converges.
It is found that SD does not change rapidly with frequency. Hence, we can first com-
pute results at 1GHz interval apart.For the subsequent computation of the solutions,
we simply choose the larger SD between the two solutions that was previously com-
puted where the present simulation frequency falls in between the frequency of the
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two solutions. For example, if the current simulation frequency is 15.5GHz, it falls
between 15GHz and 16GHz and that their results had been previously computed. For
the current simulation, we will choose the larger SD of the two computed results at
15GHz and 16GHz and compute the current solution directly. No solution iteration
is adopted. By employing this scheme, we can obtain the results very rapidly. The
results shown in table 4.2 are averages obtained from all the simulation frequencies.
The results obtained are average timing for each frequency point of simulation. It
can be seen in the result that the parallel PMS-AIM scheme effectively distribute the
memory load to all its processors. The speedup factor is given a boost by selecting SD
from the computed solutions. This ensures the solution is obtained with no iterations.
The overall average speedup factor for employing 4 processors is 3.89.
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the performance of the new scheme compared
to the parallel FFT implementation. The setup time between the two implementation
is about the same. The new scheme is 2.257 times faster in computing the solution
as compared to the FFT scheme. However, the overall speedup factor for the new
scheme is only 1.24. This is because most of the computation time are dominated by
the set-up time. The new scheme is only faster at the iteration of the solutions.
The computation shows the new scheme only embarrassingly out-perform the
parallel FFT implementation by a small margin. This is because the overhead in the
computation is in the setup time, mostly in the computation of the preconditioner.
For the solution time, the new method is 2.257 times faster than the parallel FFT
scheme. However, as the problem size gets larger, sub-dividing the computational
domain to be handled by different processors to compute the parallel FFT would
mean more data have to be exchanged among the processors (as parallel FFT requires
the transpose of data among the processors during each computation). As such,
asymptotically, the speedup factor in the parallel FFT implementation is hindered
by the amount of information transfer as the computational domain increases. The
187
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Figure 4.100: 16 element leaky-wave antenna array with corporate feed.
new proposed scheme on the other hand is free from such limitations. Only the
boundary potentials are communicated among its near neighboring sub-domains and
not to the other sub-domains at large. As such, the amount of information that is
communicated with its peer processors remains constant even when the size of the
computational domain increases and more processors are added to the computation.
Hence, the new scheme should out-perform the parallel FFT scheme for very large
scale computation.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the performances of the AIM, PMS-AIM and PMS-AIM
schemes with domain decomposition in solving a 16 elements microstrip leaky-wave
antenna array.
AIM PMS-AIM PMS-AIM with
4 sub-domains
(i) Average total setup time
per frequency simulation 4714 sec 4801 sec 1398 sec
(ii)Average preconditioner factorization
time per frequency simulation 25682 sec 25932 sec 7809 sec
Average Preconditioner speedup factor
per frequency simulation 1.000 0.990 3.289
Peak preconditioner storage
per computer 1.67GB 1.67GB 418MB
(iii) Average solving time per
round of solution iteration
per frequency simulation 14254 sec 4554 sec 1427 sec
(iv) Average no. of solution
iterations per frequency simulation 1 1.56 1.58
(v) Average total solution time
per frequency simulation(iii)×(iv) 14254 sec 7104 sec 2255 sec
Peak memory usage per computer 2.84GB 2.79GB 0.76GB
Average total simulation time
per frequency simulation(i)+(ii)+(v) 44650 sec 37837 11462 sec
Overall average Speedup factor
per frequency simulation 1 1.18 3.89
Fig 4.104 shows the current distribution of the leaky-wave antenna array at
15.5GHz. Based on the computed surface current densities at each frequency, the
antenna array gain pattern can be computed. Fig 4.105 shows the fabricated leaky-
wave antenna array. The patterns of the antenna array for frequencies 14GHz, 15GHz,
16GHz and 17GHz are computed and shown in fig 4.106, fig 4.107, fig 4.108 and
fig 4.109 respectively. The pattern are verified against the measured result and are
found to be in good agreement, with the exception that the measured gain is typically
0.5-1.5dB below the computed gain.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the performances of the AIM with parallel FFT and PMS-
AIM , both using 4 processors for the computation of the solution of the surface
current density distribution of the 16 elements microstrip leaky-wave antenna array.
AIM with PMS-AIM with
parallel FFT 4 sub-domains
(i) Average total setup time
per frequency simulation 1389 sec 1398 sec
(ii)Average preconditioner factorization
time per frequency simulation 7821 sec 7809 sec
Peak preconditioner storage
per computer 418MB 418MB
(iii) Average solving time per
round of solution iteration
per frequency simulation 5090 sec 1427 sec
(iv) Average no. of solution
iterations per frequency simulation 1 1.58
(v) Average total solution time
per frequency simulation(iii)x(iv) 5090 sec 2255 sec
(v) solution time speedup time
per frequency simulation 1 sec 2.257
Peak memory usage per computer 0.82GB 0.76GB
Average total simulation time
per frequency simulation(i)+(ii)+(v) 14300 sec 11462 sec
Overall average Speedup factor
per frequency simulation 1 1.24
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Figure 4.101: Triangular mesh with 214893 RWG basis functions of the leaky-wave
antenna array at 18GHz with dimensions of the mesh elements confined to 0.12 of
the wavelength in the substrate medium.
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Figure 4.102: Closeup view of the mesh near to the feed region of the leaky-wave
antenna array.
Figure 4.103: Closeup view of the mesh near to the resistive termination end of the
leaky-wave antenna array.
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Figure 4.104: The current density plot of the microstrip leaky wave antenna array at
15.5GHz in decibel scale.
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Figure 4.105: The fabricated leaky-wave antenna array circuit.
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Figure 4.106: Comparison of the simulated and measured antenna gain pattern of
|Eφ| and |Eθ| at the φ = 0o and φ = 90o plane at 14GHz.
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Figure 4.107: Comparison of the simulated and measured antenna gain pattern of
|Eφ| and |Eθ| at the φ = 0o and φ = 90o plane at 15GHz.
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Figure 4.108: Comparison of the simulated and measured antenna gain pattern of
|Eφ| and |Eθ| at the φ = 0o and φ = 90o plane at 16GHz.
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Figure 4.109: Comparison of the simulated and measured antenna gain pattern of
|Eφ| and |Eθ| at the φ = 0o and φ = 90o plane at 17GHz.
Chapter 5
Time Domain Integral Equation
Time domain electromagnetics simulates the field scattering of objects or circuit re-
sponses due to time domain pulse excitation. It has found many important appli-
cations in areas such wide band digital communications and RCS computation of
complex bodies which usually involves radar signature computations. These methods
can be broadly classified under the differential equation solvers [99]-[103] and the in-
tegral equation solvers [104]-[110]. Time domain integral equations (TDIE ) have the
advantages over the differential equation solver in that only the surface of the scatterer
needs to be discretized and the radiation condition is automatically imposed. How-
ever the late time instabilities exhibited by the TDIE marching-on-time (MOT ) [104]
scheme and the scaling of the cost of storage and computation complexities with the
problem size have limited the widespread application of the TDIE solvers.
In the recent years, new results of research have provided insights to solve the
late time stability issues. MOT schemes for solving MFIE can be stabilized for most
general applications by adhering to spatial integration rules and implicit time step-
ping [111, 112]. EFIE in MOT can also be stabilized as shown in research results
[113]-[115]. Recent extension of the TDIE to CFIE formulation [116] has further im-
proved the stability of the solution using MOT by eliminating the internal resonance
problem of a closed surface PEC scatterer.
Even with the improvement in stability and accuracy of the TDIE solutions,
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it is not until the recent developments in several fast and efficient algorithms, that
reduces the complexities, that TDIE has found applications in large scale simulations.
Generally, the algorithms can be classified under two main classes of solver: the
multipole based time domain solver and the FFT based time domain solver. The
recently developed plane wave time domain (PWTD) scheme [117], which is the time
domain counterpart of the frequency domain multipole solver, permits the transient
analysis of large scale electromagnetic scattering problems that cannot be achieved
by the conventional time domain integral equation method.
In conjunction with the development of the time domain multipole based efficient
solvers, FFT based methods have also been extended to solve for the time domain
problems. The various extensions of the CG-FFT scheme to the time domain has
been proposed in [118]-[121]. The time domain CG-FFT has a limitation as it assumes
a uniform discretization of the surface of the scatterer. The time-domain counterpart
of AIM introduced in [122] eliminated the need for uniform meshes. The idea behind
the implementation came from the earlier literature contributions in [123]-[127]. Both
the CG-FFT and AIM algorithms reduce the computational complexity of a matrix-
vector multiplication by employing uniform spatial grids that facilitate the use of
(spatial) FFT s for rapidly convolving source distributions with Green’s functions. At
each time step, the retarded potentials from the contribution of the temporal history
of sources are computed. In contrast to those of classicMOT solvers, the time-domain
adaptive integral method (TD-AIM ) has a computational complexity and memory
requirements of O(NtNclog
2Nc) and O(NgNc), where Ng is of O(N
3/2
s ), when applied
to quasi-planar structures, and of O(NtN
3/2
s log2Ns) and O(N
2
s ) when used to analyze
scattering from general surfaces. Here, Ns and Nt denote the number of spatial and
temporal degrees of freedom of the surface current density.
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Due to an inherent property of the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix, improve-
ment to the computational scheme of the multi-block FFT algorithm has been pro-
posed. The new scheme is extended to multi-level multi-dimensional FFT for the
computation of very large scattering objects. It offers greater flexibility and ease of
implementation and allows caching of data onto secondary storage devices.
This chapter will review cursorily the numerical solution scheme of TDIE. The
solution of TDIE is based on the MOT scheme can be implemented using either
an explicit scheme or an implicit scheme. The implementation of the time domain
adaptive integral method (TD-AIM ) is reviewed. Matrix-vector multiplication on
the R.H.S. of the TDIE is performed using multi-level/block time-space FFT, which
is an extension from the frequency-domain AIM scheme. This is followed by the
introduction of an improved time marching scheme computation that is made possible
by the inherent property of the banded lower triangular Toeplitz property of the time
convolution matrix. Exploiting this property enables the retarded potentials to be
computed and implemented more efficiently. This will followed by illustrations of
numerical results to verify the validity and effectiveness of the new implementation.
5.1 Time Domain Integral Equation Formulation
Let S denotes the surface of a closed PEC body that resides in an unbounded ho-
mogeneous medium. A transient E-field is incident on S. Assuming the this field is
band limited to fmax, the scattered fields from the PEC surface is
Escat(r, t) = (−∂tA(r, t)−∇Φ(r, t)) , (5.1)
and













is the magnetic vector potential and






∇′ · J(r′, t′)
4piR
dt′dS ′ (5.4)
is the scalar potential. J(r, t) is the surface current density, R = |r− r’|.
The boundary conditions require that the total tangential electric field on the
conducting surface to be zero, i.e.
Escat(r, t) + Einc(r, t) = 0. r ∈ S (5.5)
The time domain EFIE is
∂tE
inc(r, t) = ∂2tA(r, t) +∇∂tΦ(r, t). (5.6)
The boundary condition of the magnetic fields on the surface of the PEC scatterer
is
nˆ(r)× [Hinc(r, t) +Hscat(r, t)] = J(r, t). r ∈ S (5.7)
This leads to the time domain MFIE formulation
nˆ(r)× ∂tHinc(r, t) = ∂tJ(r, t)− nˆ(r)×∇× ∂tA(r, t)
µ
, (5.8)
where nˆ(r) is the outward unit vector normal to S. CFIE is the linear combination
of both EFIE and MFIE as follows
α∂tE
inc(r, t)+η(1− α)nˆ(r)× ∂tHinc(r, t) = (5.9)
α∂2tA(r, t) + α∇∂tΦ(r, t)+
η(1− α)∂tJ(r, t)− η(1− α)nˆ(r)×∇× ∂tA(r, t)
µ
.
α is a scaling variable with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. For MoM analysis, the unknown surface






Ik′,l′Sk′(r)T (t− l′4t). (5.10)
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where Ik′,l′ is the unknown current coefficient, 4t = β/fmax is the time step and
0.02 ≤ β ≤ 0.1. In our simulations, Sk′ is the RWG basis function and T (t− l′4t) is
the shifted Lagrange interpolants respectively. The basis functions are assumed to be
time temporal and casual in which T (t)=0 for t ≤ −4t and t > Tmax. Substituting







= Vincl −Vscatl ,
where
Il′(k
′) = Ik′,l′ , (5.12)
V incl (k) =
∫∫
S
η(1− α)Sk(r) · nˆ× ∂tHinc(r, t) (5.13)





l−l′ (k) =η(1− α)
∫∫
S































We first illustrate an example to derive the 2nd order temporal shifted Lagrange
basis function T(t) and show that it can be used for the derivation of any arbitrary
order basis function. For a 2nd order Lagrange temporal basis function, we let T(t) be
non zero in the time region −4t ≤ t ≤ 24t and the function is zero everywhere else.
T(t− l4t) is a shifted version of the temporal basis function as it will only have non-
zero values in the region (l− 1)4t ≤ t ≤ (l + 2)4t. We define a continuous function
g(t) =
∑∞
l=0 IlT(t − l4t). The discrete values of g(l4t) = Il are known and the
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values for arbitrary values of t in g(t) are obtained by the basis functions T(t− l4t)
which acts as the interpolant. If we use Lagrange polynomial as the interpolant and
use it to derive the basis function. For an arbitrary value of t say 4t ≤ t ≤ 24t,
the contributions to g(t) comes from I0T(t), I1T(t−4t) and I2T(t− 24t) since the
other basis functions have zero values within the range as defined. Using 2nd order












































24t , 4t ≤ t ≤ 24t. (5.16)
Finally, by performing the required shifting, i.e. substituting t = t + 4t and t =
t+24t into T(t−4t) and T(t−24t) respectively, we arrive at the expression of the






24t −4t ≤ t ≤ 0,
−t2
4t2 + 1 0 ≤ t ≤ 4t,
t2
24t2 − 3t24t + 1 4t ≤ t ≤ 24t.
(5.17)
This method derivation can be generalized to obtain the Lagrange temporal basis
function of any arbitrary order. In our simulations, we have use the shifted Lagrange































































120(4t)5 44t ≤ t ≤ 54t.
(5.18)
Hence expressions ∂tT(t) and ∂
2













120(4t)5 −4t < t ≤ 0,
13






24(4t)5 0 ≤ t ≤ 4t,
1






12(4t)5 4t < t ≤ 24t,
− 1






12(4t)5 24t < t ≤ 34t,
− 13



























120(4t)5 −4t < t ≤ 0,
− 10




24(4t)5 0 ≤ t ≤ 4t,
− 10




















24(4t)5 34t < t ≤ 44t,
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120(4t)5 44t < t ≤ 54t.
(5.20)





ρ+k (r), r ∈ T+k
lk
2A−k
ρ−k (r), r ∈ T−k
0, elsewhere
(5.21)









k (r) is the position vector in T
+
k pointing in the
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direction away from the free vertex while ρ−k (r) is the position vector in T
−
k pointing
in the direction towards the free vertex. The divergence of S(r) is




, r ∈ T+k
lk
A−k
, r ∈ T−k
0. elsewhere
(5.22)
The same set of basis functions are used as the testing function. The testing point is
chosen to be at the centroids of the two facets of the testing function. The terms on













































where rc+k and r
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k of the k
th basis function













1, a = b


































































where Rc±±k,k′ = |rc±k − rc±k′ |, Rc±k,k′ = |rc±k − r|. ± denotes that the variables can take
the value of either a + or a ’-. The integration with respect to t is approximated
using the Simpson’s rule integration. nˆ±k′ is the normal to the facet T
±







































































































5.2 Far Field Scattering
Once the transient current on the scatterer has been determined. the electric and
magnetic fields outside the scatterer can be computed. For a PEC scatterer, the
fields inside the scatterer are zero. The far-fields represent the radar signature and
this section is focused on deriving the far field scattering.
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where R = |r| − r′. Taking the curl operator inside the integral and using the vector






dS ′ − ar
4piR2
× J(r′, t−R/c)dS ′. (5.29)
In the far field region, R2 À R. Therefore the second term on the RHS of the above
equation can be neglected. And also





where tR = t− R/c, and aR is a unit vector in the direction of |r− r′|. Substituting






















is defined in eq(5.19) and sk′(r) is the RWG basis function defined in eq(5.21).
For far field calculations, it is possible to assume R ≈ |r| for the magnitude term
and R ≈ r − r′ · aR for the time retardation term and aR ≈ ar. The integral may be










n )× ar. (5.32)



















The far-scattered electric field may be obtained with
rEs(r, tn) = ηH
s(r, tn)× ar, (5.34)
where η is the intrinsic impedance of the medium surrounding the scatterer.
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5.3 Evaluation of TD-AIM using Multi-level Block
Space-Time FFT
The Green’s function is space-time translational invariance. This property can be
used to valuate Vscatl in eq(5.10) rapidly for 1 ≤ l ≤ Nt using FFT. The implementa-
tion TD-AIM is similar to the frequency domain AIM with an additional dimension
corresponding to the time axis. This section reviews the implementation of TD-AIM
in [122] to solve for the time-domain electric, magnetic and combined field integral
equation for PEC scatterers in an unbounded homogeneous medium using the classi-
cal MOT scheme. The stages of the current implementation of the multi-block FFT
for matrix-vector multiplication is discussed.
TD-AIM scheme first enclose the surface of the scatterer S within an auxiliary
3D cartesian grid with Nc = Ncx×Ncy×Ncz nodes. The scheme computes the matrix
vector multiply in five stages:
1. Stage I: At each time step, the temporal histories of the primary sources on S
are locally projected onto the spatial auxiliary grid. This step is equivalent to
the frequency domain AIM. The grid sources are chosen to represent the tran-
sient field produced by the primary source at the far field with great accuracy.
The projection matrix for each primary source can be computed via multipole
matching or the far field matching criteria as explained in the AIM formulation
in the preceding chapter. There is only one subtle difference. There is an ad-
ditional time t dimension. So for an arbitrary 3-D scatterer, the auxiliary grid
is of 4-D, namely the {t,z,y,x} dimensions. This is illustrated in fig 5.1. The
z-dimension is not shown in this case for the ease of illustration. This is a space-
time grid nodal current representation. For each time slice, the remaining three
dimensions of the auxiliary grid gives the snapshot of the spatial representation












Figure 5.1: Temporal history of a source represented by a RWG basis function.
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2. Stage II: Future transient fields produced by these auxiliary sources are com-
puted on all the nodes. This is achieved via global, block space-time FFT.
3. Stage III: The fields from the auxiliary mesh at the next time step is interpolated
back onto the primary mesh surface S, specifically at the testing functions.
4. Stage IV: The matrix-vector computed in the previous step comprises of error
arising when the source and testing function are in the near zone. This is then
pre-corrected by the near field correction matrix, as in AIM.
5. Stage V: The primary sources at the next time step is computed from the MOT
scheme and the procedure is repeated for the length of the simulation time.
The scheme approximates each of the impedance matrices Z1 through ZNg as Zl−l′ ≈
ZFFTl−l′ + Z
corr
l−l′ . The matrices Z
FFT














































z and their individual values obtained using eq(2.58) and eq(2.59). G
A,φ
l−l′















4pi|ru − ru′| . (5.36)
In the computation of EFIE, ∂2tA(r, t) is available after the FFT convolution of the




The integration with respect to time can be approximated using Simpson’s rule of





z] is performed at the grid points similar to the frequency domain counter-
part as explained in chapter 2. Finally, the dot product with the testing function is
obtained by multiplying the multipole expansion coefficients of the testing function




z] × ∇ ×
∫
∂2tAdt to obtain the final result of the MoM
testing with MFIE. If the same set of basis function is used as the testing function,
then there is no need to store a separate set of the multipole expansion coefficients
for the testing function and the time domain CFIE can be evaluated using the same
memory resources as EFIE. There is no forward and inverse FFT that is needed to
evaluate the testing with MFIE for evaluating the scattering problem with CFIE.
The auxiliary grid sources obtained by moment match can accurately reproduce the
transient fields of Sk(r) for observation points separated by several grid lengths 4s.
The erroneous contribution to the nearby observation points are corrected by Zcorrl−l′




Zl−l′(k, k′)− ZFFTl−l′ (k, k′), if Rk,k′ ≤ γ4z,
0, if Rk,k′ > γ4z.
(5.37)
Rk,k′ is the minimum grid distance between the auxiliary source points representing
Sk(r) and Sk(r). Usually 1 ≤ γ ≤ 6. In our simulations using CFIE, we have adopted
γ = 3.
The evaluation of the transient field requires the multiplication of the matrices
GA,φl−l′ with the past coefficients of the auxiliary sources. TD-AIM exploits the spatial
Toeplitz structure of these matrices as well as their temporal arrangement, which has a
lower triangular block Toeplitz structure, in eq(5.11) to accelerate the multiplications
via block 4-D FFTs.
The multi-level/block FFT MOT scheme decomposes the space-time Green’s
function into various space-time block aggregates of sub-matrices. Each elementary
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Figure 5.2: Computation of the retarded field at each time step using multilevel/block
FFT
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spatially FFT transformed GAtp or G
φ
tp . The subscript tp denotes the space-time ag-
gregate Green’s function relates the temporal history of the grid auxiliary sources to
the contribution of the transient field tp time-step later. For example, G
A
5 relates
the temporal history of the spatial auxiliary sources to the transient magnetic vector
potential at 5 time steps later. Ik denotes the spatially FFT transformed coefficients
of the auxiliary grid current sources at the time instance n 4 t, where 4t is the
simulation time step. Ψ can be viewed as a collection of grid source ”basis function”
and can represent any of the following grid sources: Λx, Λy, Λz or Λ∇. At each time
step, the number of matrix-vector multiply varies. Referring to fig 5.2, for t = 94t,
the cost of finding the transient field calls for the multiplication of a block aggregate
of size 8Nc × 8Nc. Basically this block computes the transient field contribution by
ΨI1-ΨI8 from t = 94t to t = 164t. It is computed every 8 time steps. The fu-
ture transient fields computed are saved in order not to have unnecessary repeated
computation. At time t = 104t, since the transient field contributed by ΨI1-ΨI8
has been computed in the previous time step, it is already available and need not be
computed again. Only the aggregate block corresponding to G1 of size Nc×Nc needs
to be computed.
Upon observation, it is noted that each block aggregate matrix is Toeplitz in
nature. This means that FFT can be used to evaluate the block matrix-vector. For
example at t = 54t the 4×4 block aggregate matrix-vector multiply can be rewritten
as a cyclic convolution as follows:
G4 G3 G2 G1
G5 G4 G3 G2
G6 G5 G4 G3









G7 G6 G5 G4 G3 G2 G1
)
⊗(
ΨI1 ΨI2 ΨI3 ΨI4 0 0 0
) ,
(5.38)
where ⊗ denotes convolution. At each time step, the temporal history of the sources
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are first transformed to the spectral frequency domain and is multiplied by the corre-
sponding forward FFT of the block aggregates and is then inverse FFT transformed
to produce temporal chunks of future scattered fields. In order to perform the com-
putations efficiently, it is possible to reduce the number of spatial FFT s, i.e. the
forward and inverse FFT s in the {x,y z} domain. The forward spatial FFT s of the
grid sources at the immediate previous time step are computed and stored. The 3-D
forward FFT transformed spatial grid sources can be viewed as slices of spatially
transformed spectral domain representation of the grid sources at a particular in-
stance in time as shown in fig 5.2. To complete the space time convolutions with
each of the respective block aggregates of the space-time Green’s function, the source
”sheets” in the spectral domain with the correct time instances are chosen. The 4-D
source chunks are then forward FFT transformed in the 4th dimension, which is along
the t-axis. It is then multiplied with the corresponding spectral domain block aggre-
gate of the space-time Green’s function and inverse FFT is then applied to obtain the
spectral domain of the future transient fields slices along the time axis. Inverse FFT
are not immediate performed on each slice of spectral domain representation of the
future transient fields immediately. Instead, the spectral domain transient field slices
in the future time instnaces are stored. This is because the future scattered field are
constructed partially at each time step, the complete scattered field is only available
at the simulation time instance. Contributions to the spectral domain transient fields
computed at subsequent time steps are added. Finally, the spectral domain slice of the
transient field corresponding to the current simulation time is backward FFT trans-
formed spatially to obtain the spatial scattered field at the simulation time instance.
Since the spectral domain of the space-time block aggregate of Green’s functions are
needed frequently in the computation, it is pre-computed before the simulation and
is stored to reduce the number of forward FFT computations.
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5.4 Alternative Scheme for Block Aggregate Matrix-
Vector Multiply
This section of the reports examines the efficiency of employing multi-level block FFT
for solving TD-AIM problem and revising a strategy to optimize the performance and
speed of TD-AIM computation.
It has been reported in [122] that the performance of TD-AIM is not significantly
better than its frequency counterpart of AIM. Much of this maybe due to the ineffi-
ciency of employing FFT in the computation of small block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply. Before we proceed with the analysis we shall define a basic parameter Nc,
the assumption on the computational cost of FFT and the definition of spatial spec-
tral domain and spectral-frequency domain that will be frequently mentioned in the
subsequent analysis.
Defining Nc
TD-AIM requires that the scattering object be enclosed by evenly spaced
auxiliary grid nodes. If the number of grid nodes enclosing the scatterer is N ,
due to the circular convolution nature of FFT, we will need twice the number of
nodes in each cartesian directions. For 2D and 3D scatter, we will need a total
of 4N and 8N grid nodes respectively. To simply the expressions in the later
analysis, we shall denote Nc to be the total number of grid nodes, i.e. Nc = 4N
and Nc = 8N for 2D and 3D scatterer respectively.
Assumption of FFT computational cost
For a vector of Nv elements, the cost of computing forward FFT on the array
is aNv log2(Nv), where a is a cost scaler. In general for most FFT algorithm,
a ≈ 4. However, we shall use a = 1 in our computation of the FFT costs.
Defining spatial-spectral domain and spectral-frequency domain
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All the nodal current sources on the auxiliary grid and the discrete Green’s
function are defined in terms of the cartesian coordinates and time, i.e. 〈x, y, z, t〉.
When 3D FFT is applied to transformed the cartesian domain to the 〈kx, ky, kz, t〉
domain, we said that it is transformed to the spatial spectral domain. If it has
been further FFT from time to the frequency domain, we said that the trans-
formation is to the spectral-frequency domain.
The computation cost of using FFT to perform the block aggregate matrix mul-
tiply would be evaluated based on these two assumptions. When the block aggregate
matrix is small, using FFT to perform the matrix-vector multiply is inefficient. Tak-
ing for instance, to perform an 2× 2 aggregate block Topelitz matrix-vector multiply
with the spectral domain sources, it is equivalent to a convolution between the Green’s
















Each of the aggregate element consists of Nc spatial elements. The operation count
for computing the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply directly requires 4Nc op-
erations. Assuming the spectral-frequency domain of the aggregate Green’s function
vector has been pre-computed, to compute the block aggregate matrix-vector mul-
tiply using FFT, we need 3Nclog2(3) operations to FFT the current vector to the
spectral-frequency domain, 3Nc operations for the multiplications with the spectral-
frequency domain Green’s function and finally 3Nclog2(3) operations for the inverse
FFT to transform the resultant future transient field vector to the spatial spectral
domain. This is equivalent to 12.5Nc operation counts, which is about 3 times more
computationally intensive than by direct calculation.
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5.4.1 Level 0 and Choosing the Smallest Elementary Block
Aggregate Matrix for Level 1
In general, for a block aggregate Topelitz matrix of size NT ×NT aggregate elements,
the solution of the matrix-vector multiply can be obtained by an equivalent convolu-
tion of a Green’s function aggregate vector and a current aggregate vector, each of
length 2NT − 1 aggregate elements. The convolution can be accelerated using FFT.
The number of operation counts by performing the matrix-vector multiply using FFT
is (2NT − 1)Nclog2(2NT − 1) + (2NT − 1)Nc + (2NT − 1)Nclog2(2NT − 1), where the
first and the last term of the addition correspond to the cost of forward and inverse
FFT and middle term corresponds to the multiplication between the two aggregate
vectors in the spectral-frequency domain. Since the spectral-frequency domain of
Green’s function aggregate vector is needed for repeated computations, it is assumed
throughout the analysis that follows that the Green’s function aggregate vectors in
the spectral-frequency domain has been pre-computed and stored before the simula-
tion. In contrast to the computation of the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply
using FFT, for the direct computation, the operation count is NcN
2
T . Fig 5.3 shows
the cost of computation of the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply by direct com-
putation and by using FFT normalized with respect Nc. It is seen that for small
block aggregates matrix vector multiply using FFT has a higher overhead. This is
further illustrated in fig 5.4 where the speedup factor of the direct computation is
plotted against NT , where N
2
T is the size of the block aggregate matrix. The speedup
factor is the ratio of the operation counts of direct computation against the operation
count of FFT. The FFT matrix-vector multiply will only become comparable in
operation count to the direct computation when NT = 23. When NT = 8, NT = 16
and NT = 32, the factors are 2.0657, 1.3209, 0.7970 respectively. In the simulations,
it has been found that the smallest elementary size of the block aggregate matrix for
Level 1 can be chosen to be 8× 8, 16× 16 or 32× 32.
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matrix multiply by direct computation
matrix multiply by FFT
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the operation count between the direct computation of the
block matrix-vector multiply vs the computation of matrix-vector multiply by FFT.
The block matrix size is N2T


















Figure 5.4: Ratio of operation counts by FFT matrix vector multiply over the matrix




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.5: Multi-level block aggregate matrix-vector multiply for level 1 up to the
32nd simulation time step.
Elementary block aggregate matrix of size 32 × 32 at level 1 is seldom chosen
unless the scattering problem size is very large. Usually, we will choose elementary
block aggregate matrix size in level 1 to be 8× 8 or 16× 16 and we will present the
results based on these 2 choices subsequently. The maximum Ng that can be handled
up by level 0 in this implementation is 74t and 154t respectively, where Ng is the
maximum time step that the transient fields emulating from the sources will take to
reach the observation point.
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5.4.2 Level 1 and Choosing the Smallest Elementary Block
Aggregate Matrix for Level 2
Fig 5.5 illustrates the modified multi-level block aggregate matrix vector multiply
for the first 32nd time steps with the smallest elementary block aggregate matrix
size of 8 × 8, denoted by the magenta boxes. The blue triangular boxes are from
level 0 and direct computation is used to evaluate the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiplication. We will present the analysis for the elementary block aggregate matrix
of size 8×8 and the analysis can be easily be adapted for elementary block aggregate
matrix of size 16× 16 if chosen.
In fig 5.5, the bigger aggregate matrix of size 16×16 is denoted by the green color
box. The cost of performing the block aggregate matrix vector multiply of the green
box, assuming that the spectral-frequency domain of the space-time Green’s function
vector has been pre-computed, is:
Forward FFT
Cost of forward FFT of the space-time current sources requires 31Nclog2(31)
operations
Multiplication in the spectral domain
Cost of multiplying the spectral domain grid current sources with the spectral
domain Green’s function requires 31Nc operations.
Inverse FFT
Cost of inverse FFT of the future transient fields requires 31Nclog2(31) opera-
tions.
Total operations
Total operations of the block aggregate matrix-vector multiplication requires
2× 31Nclog2(31) +31Nc operations.
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It is possible to sub-divide the large block aggregate matrix (denoted by the green
box) into 4 sub-blocks, labeled as block 1-4 (denoted by the brown and yellow boxes),
as shown in fig 5.6. The sub-block Toeplitz aggregate matrix-vector multiply may be
accelerated by FFT as illustrated in eq(5.38). It involves the forward FFT to trans-
form the aggregate Green’s function vectors and aggregate spectral-spatial current
vectors to the spectral-frequency domain to perform the multiplication and then us-
ing inverse FFT to transform the resultant vector of future transient field in spectral-
frequency domain to its spatial spectral domain counterpart. Assuming the spectral-
frequency domain aggregate Green’s function vectors have been pre-computed, the
obvious advantages of sub-block division is that there is no need to perform forward
FFT to transform the aggregate current vectors to the spectral-frequency domain to
compute the aggregate matrix-vector multiplies for sub-block aggregate matrices 1,3
and 4. The spectral-frequency domain aggregate current vectors have been computed
in the aggregate block matrix vector multiply in the previous time steps. For exam-
ple, the spectral-frequency domain of the aggregate current vectors for the sub-block
aggregate matrix 1 and 3 vector multiplies have been computed in the preceding
block aggregate matrix-vector multiply denoted the magenta box on the top of sub-
block aggregate matrix 1. For sub-block aggregate matrix 4, the spectral-frequency
domain of the current vector has been computed by the yellow sub-block aggregate
matrix 3 vector multiply. Hence, the already computed spectral-frequency domain of
the aggregate current vectors can be multiplied with the spectral-frequency domain
Green’s function aggregate vectors directly to obtain the spectral-frequency domain
of the future transient fields.
In order to avoid repeated computations, inverse FFT is not immediately applied
to the spectral-frequency domain vectors of transient future fields after each block-
aggregate matrix vector multiply in the spectral-frequency domain. Instead, the



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Addition in spectral domain
Figure 5.6: Effective computation scheme of the block aggregate matrix vector mul-
tiply in TD-AIM MOT
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aggregate matrix vector multiplies are added up as they are partially constructed at
later subsequent time steps. After the contribution by the last block aggregate matrix-
vector multiply on the right of the row, the resultant transient field vector is then
inversed FFT to obtain the spatial spectral domain transient fields aggregate elements
in time domain. The spatial spectral domain transient field aggregate elements are
then added to the corresponding level 0 transient field contributions as they are
constructed subsequently. Finally at the simulation time, the corresponding aggregate
element of the fully constructed spatial spectral domain transient field is 3D inversed
FFT to obtain the spatial transient field.
For the present case of sub-block aggregate matrices(denoted by the brown boxes)
in the green box, the spectral-frequency domain aggregate current vectors need to be
multiplied by their corresponding spectral-frequency domain Green’s function aggre-
gate vectors. Only for the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply for the sub-block
2 in the yellow box that we need to apply 1D FFT to transform the spatial spectral
current vector to its spectral-frequency domain and an inverse 1D FFT to transform
the spectral-frequency domain future transient aggregate fields to its spatial spec-
tral domain. Hence the number of computational operations for obtaining the block
aggregate matrix-vector multiply for the green box under the new scheme is:
Forward FFT
Forward FFT to transform the spatial spectral current vector to the spectral-
frequency domain for the sub-block 2 (denoted by the yellow box in fig 5.6)
aggregate matrix-vector multiply requires 15Nclog2(15) operations.
Multiplication in the spectral domain
All the sub-blocks need to multiply the spectral-frequency domain aggregate
block current vectors by the spectral-frequency domainGreen’s function vectors.
This step requires 4× 15Nc operations.
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Inverse FFT
Inverse FFT to transform spectral-frequency domain transient field to its spa-
tial spectral domain for the sub-block 2 requires 15Nclog2(15) operations.
Total operations
Total operations of the block aggregate matrix-vector multiplication requires
2× 15Nclog2(15) +60Nc operations.
This is about 1.9083 times faster than computing the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply by using conventional FFT scheme.
Fig 5.7 shows the different block aggregate matrices in level 1 that is subdivided
into smaller elementary block aggregate matrices each of size 8×8 aggregate elements.
The Toeplitz block-aggregate matrix in a cyan box consists 32×32 aggregate elements
that is subdivided into 4 × 4 elementary block aggregate matrices. Block-aggregate
matrix in a red box consists of 64 × 64 aggregate elements and is subdivided into
8 × 8 aggregate block elementary matrices. The brown boxes denotes the elemen-
tary aggregate matrix-vector multiplies that need only vector multiplications in the
spectral-frequency domain and no forward or backward FFT s are required to convert
the aggregate current vectors to their spectral-frequency domain and the transient
field vectors to their spatial spectral domain respectively. The yellow box , however
denotes the 1D forward and backward FFT are needed to convert the vectors to and
from spectral-frequency domain.
Table 5.1 shows the result of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-
vector multiply by using the new scheme as compared to using FFT directly for
different block aggregate matrix sizes. The elementary block-aggregate matrix is of
size 8× 8 aggregate elements. As defined earlier, each aggregate element has Nc grid
sources. The first column shows the size of the block-aggregate matrix size while the
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Figure 5.7: Effective computation scheme of the block aggregate matrix vector mul-
tiply in TD-AIM MOT at level 1.
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second column shows the operation count by performing the block aggregate matrix-
vector multiply using FFT. The third column shows the number of sub-blocks when
the block-aggregate matrix is sub-divided by the 8×8 block-aggregate matrices. The
fourth column shows the cost of transforming the space-time grid current source to
and from spectral-frequency domain using 1D FFT. This applies only to the yellow
sub-block aggregate matrices. The fifth column evaluates the cost of performing
the multiplications in the spectral domain for all the brown and yellow sub-block
matrices. The final column shows the speed up factor of applying the new scheme for
evaluating the block-aggregate matrix-vector multiply. This is computed by dividing
the computation cost in column 2 by the sum of the cost in column 4 and 5. It is
noted that as the block-aggregate matrix gets larger in size, sub-dividing it by smaller-
aggregate matrices and using the new scheme, the performance gradually degrades.
For the case of elementary block aggregate matrix size of 8Nc × 8Nc , the proposed
scheme is only faster than the conventional FFT matrix multiply up to the largest
block aggregate matrix of size 128Nc × 128Nc, where it is sub-divided into 16 × 16
blocks of elementary aggregate matrices. The computation of the aggregate matrix-
vector multiply by the new scheme is only 1.0947 times faster than the conventional
FFT matrix-vector multiply. We choose block aggregate matrix of size 128Nc×128Nc
as the elementary block matrix for the next level (level 2) of the implementation. The
maximum Ng that can be handled up to level 2 in this implementation is 1274t.
Using similar method of analysis, Table 5.2 evaluates the speed up factor for
different sizes of block-aggregate matrix-vector multiply using the new scheme if the
elementary block-aggregate matrix in level 1 is chosen to be of size 16Nc×16Nc. The
proposed scheme is only faster than the conventional FFT matrix multiply up to the
largest block aggregate matrix of size 256Nc × 256Nc, where it is sub-divided into
16 × 16 blocks of elementary aggregate matrices. In this case, the computation of
the aggregate matrix-vector multiply by the new scheme is only 1.1775 times faster
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Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 8× 8 matrices FFT s multiplication
16Nc × 16Nc 2× 31Nc log2(31) 4 2× 15Nc log2(15) 4× 15Nc 1.9083
+31Nc
32Nc × 32Nc 2× 63Nc log2(63) 16 2× 15Nc log2(15) 16× 15Nc 2.2848
+63Nc
64Nc × 64Nc 2× 127Nc log2(127) 64 2× 15Nc log2(15) 64× 15Nc 1.7658
+127
128Nc × 128Nc 2× 255Nc log2(255) 256 2× 15Nc log2(15) 256× 15Nc 1.0947
+255Nc
256Nc × 256Nc 2× 511Nc log2(511) 1024 2× 15Nc log2(15) 1024× 15Nc 0.6271
+511Nc
Table 5.1: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector mul-
tiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate matrix
into smaller sub-aggregate matrices of size 8 × 8 aggregate elements as compared to
using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes at level 1.
than the conventional FFT matrix-vector multiply. The block aggregate matrix of
size 256Nc × 256Nc is then chosen as the elementary element in the level 2 of the
algorithm. The maximum Ng that can be handled up to level 1 in this implementation
is 2554t.
5.4.3 Generalization to Level 2 and Higher Levels
The speedup factor for the new scheme has been analyzed in level 1 and has been
determined that it is effective up to 1284t and 2564t corresponding to an elementary
aggregate block matrices of size 8Nc × 8Nc and 16Nc × 16Nc respectively. 4t is the
time discretization of the simulation. Level 2 implementation is the same as level
1. We first define the elementary block aggregate matrix size. Fig. 5.3 shows the
level 2 implementation. The elementary aggregate block matrix as depicted in the
figure is 128Nc × 128Nc. In our scheme, the bigger block aggregate matrices of size
256Nc × 256Nc, 512Nc × 512Nc, 1024Nc × 1024Nc (enclosed in red boxes) are shown
to be sub-divided into 2 × 2, 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 elementary block aggregate matrices.
The derivation of the speed-up factor for level 2 corresponding to elementary block
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Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 16× 16 matrices FFT s multiplication
32Nc × 32Nc 2× 63Nc log2(63) 4 2× 31Nc log2(31) 4× 31Nc 1.8929
+63Nc
64Nc × 64Nc 2× 127Nc log2(127) 16 2× 31Nc log2(31) 16× 31Nc 2.3683
+127Nc
128Nc × 128Nc 2× 255Nc log2(255) 64 2× 31Nc log2(31) 64× 31Nc 1.8908
+255Nc
256Nc × 256Nc 2× 511Nc log2(511) 256 2× 31Nc log2(31) 256× 31Nc 1.1775
+511Nc
512Nc × 512Nc 2× 1023Nc log2(1023) 1024 2× 31Nc log2(31) 1024× 31Nc 0.6702
+1023Nc
Table 5.2: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate
matrix into smaller sub-aggregate matrices of size 16 × 16 aggregate elements as
compared to using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes at level 1.
aggregate matrix of size 128Nc×128Nc is shown Table 5.3. It is shown that the speed-
up factor decreases with the increase in the size of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiplication, similar to level 1. The speed-up factor for block aggregate matrix
of size 2048Nc × 2048Nc that is subdivided into 16 × 16 elementary block aggregate
matrices is 1.1775. If we maintain the consistency of the choice of proceeding up a
level after the block aggregate matrix at the current level that can be subdivided
into 8× 8 elementary block aggregate matrices, then the elementary block aggregate
matrix size at level 3 is 2048Nc × 2048Nc. The maximum Ng that can be handled
effectively up to level 2 of the simulation is 20474t.
Table 5.4 shows the speed-up factor derivations for level2 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 256Nc × 256Nc. The size of the block aggregate matrix for
level 3 in this case is of size 4096Nc×4096Nc. The maximum Ng that can be handled
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Figure 5.8: Effective computation scheme of the block aggregate matrix vector mul-
tiply in TD-AIM MOT at level 2.
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Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 128Nc × 128Nc FFT s multiplication
(i) matrices (ii) (iii) (i)/((ii)+(iii))
256Nc × 256Nc 2× 511Nc log2(511) 2× 2 2× 255Nc log2(255) 4× 255Nc 1.9042
+511Nc
512Nc × 512Nc 2× 1023Nc log2(1023) 4× 4 2× 255Nc log2(255) 16× 255Nc 2.6333
+1023Nc
1024Nc × 1024Nc 2× 2047Nc log2(2047) 8× 8 2× 255Nc log2(255) 64× 255Nc 2.3081
+2047
2048Nc × 2048Nc 2× 4095Nc log2(4095) 16× 16 2× 255Nc log2(255) 256× 255Nc 1.4760
+4095Nc
4096Nc × 4096Nc 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 32× 32 2× 255Nc log2(255) 1024× 255Nc 0.8339
+8191Nc
Table 5.3: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate
matrix into smaller elementary aggregate matrices of size 128×128 aggregate elements
as compared to using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes at level
2.
Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 128Nc × 128Nc FFT s multiplication
(i) matrices (ii) (iii) (i)/((ii)+(iii))
512Nc × 512Nc 2× 1023Nc log2(1023) 2× 2 2× 511Nc log2(511) 4× 511Nc 1.9112
+1023Nc
1024Nc × 1024Nc 2× 2047Nc log2(2047) 4× 4 2× 511Nc log2(511) 16× 511Nc 2.7101
+2047
2048Nc × 2048Nc 2× 4095Nc log2(4095) 8× 8 2× 511Nc log2(511) 64× 511Nc 2.4433
+4095Nc
4096Nc × 4096Nc 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 16× 16 2× 511Nc log2(511) 256× 511Nc 1.5795
+8191Nc
8192Nc × 8192Nc 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 32× 32 2× 511Nc log2(511) 1024× 255Nc 0.8923
+16383Nc
Table 5.4: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate
matrix into smaller elementary aggregate matrices of size 256×256 aggregate elements
as compared to using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes at level
2.
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Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 128Nc × 128Nc FFT s multiplication (i)/
(i) matrices (ii) (iii) ((ii)+(iii))
8192Nc× 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 2× 2 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 4× 8191Nc 1.9335
8192Nc +16383Nc
16384Nc× 2× 32767Nc log2(32767) 4× 4 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 16× 8191Nc 2.9527
16384c +32767Nc
32768Nc× 2× 65535Nc log2(65535) 8× 8 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 64× 8191Nc 2.9337
32767Nc +65535
65536Nc× 2× 131071Nc log2(131071) 16× 16 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 256× 8191Nc 1.9860
65536Nc +131071Nc
131072Nc× 2× 262143Nc log2(262143) 32× 32 2× 8191Nc log2(8191) 1024× 8191Nc 1.1278
131072Nc +262143Nc
Table 5.5: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate
matrix into smaller elementary aggregate matrices of size 4096× 4096 aggregate ele-
ments as compared to using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes
at level 3.
Block Ops counts Number of Ops counts Ops counts Speedup
aggregate for FFT sub-block for for factor
matrix size matrix multiply 128Nc × 128Nc FFT s multiplication (i)/
(i) matrices (ii) (iii) ((ii)+(iii))
16384Nc× 2× 32767Nc log2(32767) 2× 2 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 4× 16383Nc 1.9376
16384Nc +32767Nc
32768Nc× 2× 65535Nc log2(65535) 4× 4 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 16× 16383Nc 3.0001
32768Nc +65535
65536Nc× 2× 131071Nc log2(131071) 8× 8 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 64× 16383Nc 3.0436
65536Nc +131071Nc
131072Nc× 2× 262143Nc log2(262143) 16× 16 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 256× 16383Nc 2.0846
131072Nc +262143Nc
262144Nc× 2× 524287Nc log2(524287) 32× 32 2× 16383Nc log2(16383) 1024× 16383Nc 1.1864
262144Nc +524287Nc
Table 5.6: Evaluation of the speedup factor of the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply using the new proposed scheme which involves sub-dividing the aggregate
matrix into smaller elementary aggregate matrices of size 8192× 8192 aggregate ele-
ments as compared to using FFT directly for different block aggregate matrix sizes
at level 3.
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5.5 Experimental Determination of the Speed-Up
Factor
The speed-up factors were derived using assumed cost functions in the previous sec-
tion for 3 levels of implementations of the alternative block aggregate matrix-vector
multiply scheme for TD-AIM. We will now compute the speed-up factor using ex-
perimental results. 4-D arrays (t, z, y, x) are constructed to verify the results. Two
of the arrays represent the aggregate array of the spectral-frequency domain Green’s
function and the aggregate array of the spatial-spectral domain current sources.
In the present multi-level block FFT scheme [125], to perform the block aggregate
Toeplitz matrix-vector multiplication using FFT, the spatial spectral domain aggre-
gate current source array is FFT transformed to the spectral-frequency domain and is
then multiplied with the spectral-frequency domain aggregate Green’s function array
to obtain the spectral-frequency domain aggregate transient fields array. 1D inverse
FFT is then applied to obtain the transient field in the spatial-spectral domain. Two
4D arrays represent the aggregate array of the spectral-frequency domain Green’s
function and the aggregate array of the spatial-spectral domain current sources are
constructed for evaluating the speed as test cases .
In our newly proposed scheme, the block-aggregate matrix is first sub-divided
into smaller elementary block aggregate Topelitz matrices. FFT is then used perform
the elementary block aggregate matrix-vector multiply to obtain the block aggre-
gate transient array in the spectral-frequency domain. However, as discussed earlier,
only one of the elementary block aggregate matrix-vector needs FFT to transform
the aggregate current array to the spectral-frequency domain to multiply with the
spectral-frequency domain aggregate Green’s function array in order to obtain the
spectral-frequency domain aggregate transient fields array. The result is then added
to the transient field computed in the past time steps and a 1D inverse FFT trans-
form is then applied to obtain the transient field in the spatial-spectral domain. For
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the rest of the elementary block matrices-vector multiplies, there is no need for FFT
transform and it only needed to multiply the spectral-frequency domain aggregate
current source array with the spectral-frequency domain aggregate Green’s function
array to obtain the future aggregate transient field array. The spectral-frequency do-
main aggregate current array has already been computed in the past time steps and
the spectral-frequency domain transient fields need not be inverse FFT transformed
as they are summed in the subsequent computations to the total contribution of the
transient in the spectral-frequency domain before the array is inverse transformed to
the spatial-spectral domain. Two 4D arrays represents the aggregate array used in
the multiplication of the elementary block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies. As-
suming the bigger block aggregate matrix is sub-divided into NT × NT elementary
block aggregate matrices, then we need to compute NT×NT multiplications of the two
arrays to represent the multiplications in the spectral-frequency domain and single
1D forward FFT transform to the array to represent the transforming of the spatial-
spectral domain of the aggregate current array to its spectral-frequency domain and a
1D inverse FFT thereafter for the inverse transformation back to the spatial-spaectral
domain.
The computation times of the two schemes of aggregate matrix-vector multiply are
recorded. The speedup factor is obtained by dividing the time to evaluate the block
aggregate matrix-vector multiply using the conventional multi-block FFT scheme by
the simulation time taken by the new propose scheme. Each of the 4D array is of the
size Nct × Ncz × Ncy × Ncx, where Nt determines the length of the aggregate array
and is a variable in the simulation, depending on the size of the elementary aggregate
matrices and the block aggregate matrices. Ncx, Ncy and Ncz is the spatial grid size.
Assuming the spatial FFT has already been pre-computed in our simulation, the
spatial grid node number constitutes only to the number of replicative computation
and it is normalized in the computation of the overall cost factor. Hence, it should
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not affect the result. For simplicity, we denote Nc = Ncz ×Ncy ×Ncx
Level 1 Simulation
Let Ncx = 100, Ncy = 100 and Ncz = 100. Since Nc = Ncx × Ncy × Ncz, this gives
Nc = 1000000. We perform the computation of the block Toeplitz aggregate matrix-
vector multiplies using the proposed method and the generic FFT scheme proposed
in [125] based on the aggregate matrices sizes shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2
with elementary block aggregate matrix is of the size 8Nc × 8Nc and 16Nc × 16Nc.
The experimental results are tabulated in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 and are compared
against the theoretical predictions from Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively.
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
16Nc × 16Nc 1.9083 3.430 2.030 1.6897
32Nc × 32Nc 2.2848 10.63 2.970 3.5791
64Nc × 64Nc 1.7658 22.19 6.780 3.230
128Nc × 128Nc 1.0947 48.44 22.50 2.1529
256Nc × 256Nc 0.6271 104.53 87.03 1.2011
Table 5.7: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 1 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 8Nc × 8Nc
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
32Nc × 32Nc 1.8929 10.620 5.620 1.8897
64Nc × 64Nc 2.3683 22.650 6.570 3.4475
128Nc × 128Nc 1.8908 48.290 13.280 3.6363
256Nc × 256Nc 1.1775 104.800 40.310 2.5969
512Nc × 512Nc 0.6702 220.620 148.750 1.4832
Table 5.8: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 1 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 16Nc × 16Nc
Level 2 Simulation
Ncx = 25, Ncy = 25 and Ncz = 25. The block Toeplitz aggregate matrix-vector multi-
plications are performed using the proposed method and the generic multi-block FFT
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scheme are the timings are compared. The block aggregate matrices sizes are from
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 with elementary block aggregate matrix size of 128Nc×128Nc
and 256Nc × 256Nc respectively. The speed-up factors for the experimental simula-
tion is computed and is tabulated against the theoretical predictions in Table 5.9 and
Table 5.10 as shown:
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
256Nc × 256Nc 1.9042 1.641 0.562 2.9199
512Nc × 512Nc 2.6333 3.469 0.781 4.4417
1024Nc × 1024Nc 2.3081 7.359 1.750 4.2051
2056Nc × 2056Nc 1.4760 15.625 5.672 2.7548
4096Nc × 4096Nc 0.8339 36.844 20.468 1.8001
Table 5.9: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 2 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 128Nc × 128Nc
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
256Nc × 256Nc 1.9112 3.468 1.131 2.6413
512Nc × 512Nc 2.7101 7.438 1.828 4.069
1024Nc × 1024Nc 2.4433 15.875 3.969 4.000
2056Nc × 2056Nc 1.5795 36.828 11.844 3.109
4096Nc × 4096Nc 0.8923 96.109 45.015 2.135
Table 5.10: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 2 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 256Nc × 256Nc
Level 3 Simulation
With Ncx = 25, Ncy = 25 and Ncz = 25, the block Toeplitz aggregate matrix-
vector multiplications are performed using the proposed method and the generic
multi-block FFT scheme. The block aggregate matrices sizes are varied according
to the test cases in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 with elementary block aggregate matrix
size of 4096Nc × 4096Nc and 8192Nc × 8192Nc respectively. The speed-up factors
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for the experimental simulation is computed and is tabulated against the theoretical
predictions in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 as shown: Table 5.11 as shown:
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
8192Nc× 1.9335 97.734 51.500 1.840
8192Nc
16384Nc× 2.9527 311.516 72.750 4.282
16384Nc
32768Nc× 2.9337 899.406 162.344 5.540
32768Nc
65536Nc× 1.9860 1906.468 593.500 3.211
65536Nc
131072Nc× 1.1278 3959.938 1835.438 2.157
131072Nc
Table 5.11: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 3 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 4096Nc × 4096Nc
Block aggregate Theoretical Generic multiply Proposed multiply Experimental
matrix size speed-up factor by FFT (sec) scheme (sec) speed-up factor
16384Nc× 1.938 310.000 148.906 2.082
16384Nc
32768Nc× 3.000 908.125 175.781 5.166
32768Nc
65536Nc× 3.044 1899.531 454.063 4.183
65536Nc
131072Nc× 2.085 3967.344 1613.750 2.458
131072Nc
262144Nc× 1.186 6237.813 5957.031 1.047
262144Nc
Table 5.12: Comparison of the theoretical and experimental speed-up factor for differ-
ent sizes of block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies at level 3 with elementary block
aggregate matrix of size 8192Nc × 8192Nc
It can be seen that most of the experimental determined speed-up factors greater
than the derived values. This can be attributed to the fact that during the derivation
of the speed-up factors, we had assumed the cost of performing FFT is aNv log2Nv,
where we had assumed a = 1, which mimics the worst case condition.
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5.6 Implementation of the New Scheme
The new scheme for the evaluation of the block aggregate matrix-vector multiply is
simple to implement. Before the start of simulation, the spectral-frequency domain
aggregate Green’s function vectors for evaluating the block aggregate matrix-vector
multiplies using FFT at all the levels are pre-computed and stored. At the current
simulation time, inverse 3D FFT is performed to transform the spatial spectral do-
main transient fields produced by the histories of the temporal grid nodal currents
from the previous time steps into the space-time domain. The current at the present
time step is evaluated. It is then transformed into the spatial-spectral domain by
3D FFT. At level 0, the spatial-spectral domain current of the present time step is
multiplied with the spatial-spectral domain aggregate Green’s function down the row
to produce the future spatial spectral domain transient fields and is added to the con-
tributions of the transient fields evaluated previously by other higher levels as shown
in fig 5.9. The aggregate current at the present time step is then stored as an element
in the aggregate current vector array for the higher levels of evaluating the block
aggregate matrix-vector multiply. With the passing of simulation time, the current
aggregate array will be filled progressively. Once the aggregate current vector array
has been filled entirely for a particular level, the array is then FFT transformed to
the spectral-frequency domain. The spectral domain current aggregate array will be
multiplied with the spectral domain aggregate Green’s function array down the block
column of that level to obtain block array chunks of the future spectral-frequency
domain future transient fields. The block chunks of the transient fields are summed
to the contributions of the block chunks of transient fields computed previously un-
der the same level. The implementation at all the levels are replica of one another.
We will use level 1 in fig 5.7 as an illustration. The first block aggregate matrices
in each column are shown as yellow boxes. Inverse FFT is used to transform the
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Figure 5.9: The concept of computating the retarded field at each time step using
multilevel/block FFT
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domain. The contribution of the spatial-spectral domain transient field is then added
to the contribution at the lower levels of block-aggregate matrix-vector multiplies as
shown by the blue triangular boxes to be computed in the subsequent time steps.
The computation is done recursively for the entire length of the simulation time.
The memory resource is dominated by the highest level reached by the algorithm
in the simulation since the memory required to store the ith level elementary aggre-
gate array is in the same order as the storage requirement to store all the aggregate
vector arrays from level 0 to level (i − 1)th. Since the multiplication at the highest
level is computed in blocks and is the less frequently invoked, the spectral frequency
domain Green’s function block aggregate arrays and the aggregate transient field ar-
rays computed at that level can be cached onto the secondary storage device such as
the hard drive. The Green’s function aggregate block array is read into the physical
memory from the secondary storage only when it is required in the multiplication.
The computed chunks of spectral-frequency domain transient fields are summed to
the previous contributions and are cached onto the secondary storage as well. This
will ensure that the aggregate array stored in the core memory is small and with
the same computing resource, the computation is able to handle the computation of
bigger sized scatterer. However, accessing from and caching the data onto the hard
disk will certainly increases the latency in the program and will cause the speedup
factor to decrease. However, in our implementation, the computations are performed
at block levels and that each current aggregate element is not required in repeated
FFT computation at each level as compared to the multi-level block FFT implemen-
tation, the caching is optimized with minimum degrading to the performance of the
algorithm and will be shown by the numerical results later.
One other advantage of using this scheme as compared to the multi-level block
FFT method is that it is more flexible in memory management. Referring to fig 5.10,
sometimes the bigger block aggregate matrices are only partially filled. If we compute
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the partially filled block aggregate matrix-vector using FFT, it would be inefficient
as we would be computing for the void space as well. Sub-dividing the block into
smaller domain and using FFT to compute the smaller domains and avoiding the voids
seems plausible. However, the implementation of the code to re-divide the domain
may not be easily handled. In our implementation, since we use smaller elementary
aggregate matrices to compute the bigger block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies,
the new algorithm can automatically take care of the problem by a combination of not
computing the elementary aggregate matrix-vector multiples for the ’void spaces’ and
to decrease the level of the algorithm to have more discretizations of the elementary
block aggregate matrices.
5.7 Memory Storage and the Complexity of the
Computation
For the new algorithm, there is a need to pre-compute and store the elementary ag-
gregate Green’s function array in the spectral-frequency domain for the evaluation
of the spectral-frequency domain transient fields. Due to the block Toeplitz nature
of the overall aggregate lower triangular matrix, only the spectral domain aggregate
Green’s function in spectral-frequency domain down the block column of each level
needs to be stored. The memory requirement is of O(Ng) aggregate elements, where
Ng is shown in fig 5.10 and has been previously defined as the maximum time steps
needed for the transient field produced at the source to travel to the furthest ob-
servation or testing point. Each aggregate element in the Green’s function array
comprises of Nc = Ncx×Ncy×Ncz elements. Hence, the storage requirement to store
the Green’s function array is O(NcNg). The computed spectral-frequency domain
arrays of transient field also needs to be stored in order to sum to the contributions
of the computed field in subsequent time steps before it is inverse FFT to the spatial







Figure 5.10: Computation of the retarded field at each time step using multi-
level/block FFT
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resource needed to store the transient fields is dominated by the highest level reached
by the algorithm in the simulation since the memory required to store one chunk
of the ith level transient field aggregate array is equivalent to the same order as the
storage requirement to store all all the chunks of the transient field aggregate vector
arrays from level 0 to level (i−1)th. The transient field computed at the highest level
requires the same memory as the storage of the Green’s function array, which is also
O(NcNg). For general 2D and 3D scatterers, O(Nc) ∼ O(Ns) and O(Nc) ∼ O(N3/2s )
respectively, where Ns is the number of surface discretizations. O(Ng) ∼ O(
√
Ns).
Hence, the memory requirement scales as O(N1.5s ) and O(N
2
s ), same as the TD-AIM
algorithm proposed in [125].
To determine the computational complexity, we note that the new algorithm is
an improvement to the existing scheme. It still transform the aggregate current and
the Green’s function to the spectral-frequency domain for the evaluation of the spec-
tral domain transient fields. hence, the proposed algorithm is still a FFT based
method. However, it reduces the need for repeated FFT computations associated
with each current aggregate element and optimizes the evaluation of the transient
field by optimizing the application of FFT multiplies. At each individual level, the
new scheme has shown to compute the block aggregate matrix-vector product faster
than the existing multi-level block FFT scheme. However, asymptotically, the com-





2Ns) for arbitrary quasi-planar and general
3D scatterer respectively.
5.8 Parallelization of the Computation
TD-AIM algorithm requires more memory resources as compared to its frequency-
domain counterpart as it needs to store the temporal history of sources and the future
transient fields throughout the auxiliary mesh. There are two ways to handle this
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bottle neck. One of the way is to use the hard disk as data cache. Infrequently
accessed data chunks maybe cached onto the hard disk and be retrieved later when it
is needed during the computation. The other is to use parallel computing where the
computation and memory load is divided to be handled by a number of processors.
Communication between the different processors is achieved by using message passing
interface, MPI. The parallelizing strategy employed is the spatial grid current source







Figure 5.11: AIM auxiliary grid sources with zero padding.
The AIM auxiliary grid is enclosed in a red box as shown in fig 5.11. Due to the
circular convolutional property of FFT, the auxiliary nodal current sources need to
be zero padded with the same number of nodal current sources in each direction. The
white boxes, illustrated in the figure, are the zero paddings in all the x, y and z axis.
Hence the total spatial FFT nodes is Nc = 2Ncx × 2Ncy × 2Ncz. To parallelize the
computation of FFT of the grid current sources, we distribute the computation load
among n processors by slicing the auxiliary grid nodes into slices along the z axis
as shown in fig 5.12. Each processor gets a slice of the FFT auxiliary nodal sources
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of size 2Ncx × 2Ncy × 2Ncz/n. 2D FFT s in the x and y directions are computed












Figure 5.12: Distribution of the AIM auxiliary grid to compute the FFT in the x
and the y direction.
FFT computation is shown on the left hand figure of fig 5.13. The results are then
transposed among the processors and finally each process computes the FFT in the
z direction to complete the spatial FFT transform. Each process then holds a slice
of the aggregate current source in the spatial-spectral domain. As more slices of
aggregate sources in the spatial spectral domain are computed at the subsequent
time steps, an array of partial slice of aggregate sources is formed. Once all the
elements of the partial slice of aggregate current sources array are filled ina level at
each process, the aggregate array will be FFT transformed to the spectral-frequency
domain. This step is computed independently by all the processors. The resultant
slices of spectral-frequency domain aggregate current sources are then multiplied by
the array of slices of the spectral-frequency domain Green’s function to produce slices
of the transient field on the grid nodes in the spectral-frequency domain. The slices
of the spectral-frequency domain transient fields in each process are added to the
contributions of the transient field contributions computed at the previous time step.
To obtain the spatial spectral domain aggregate transient fields, each process performs
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a 1D inverse FFT transform to it slice of spectral-frequency domain transient field
array independently. Finally, to obtain the space-time transient field, 3D inverse FFT
has to be performed. The procedure is the exact opposite of the parallel 3D forward
FFT. Each processor first computes the 1D inverse FFT in the z direction of its own
slice aggregate transient field. The results are then transposed among the processors,
as shown by the reverse process of fig 5.13. 2D inverse FFT are then performed by
































































Figure 5.13: Transpose of the nodal grid slices and adding zero paddings to compute
the FFT in the z direction.
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5.9 Numerical Results and Discussions
To systematically evaluate the efficiency of the new scheme, we apply the algorithm to
compute for the RCS of a conducting sphere of different radius Ls and the scattering
of a metallic square plate of different length Lp as they represent the worse cases of a
3D scatterer and a quasi-planar surface respectively. We shall follow the parameters
outlined in [125] in order to make a comparison between the performance of the
proposed method with the conventional TDIE-MoM and the multi-level block FFT
algorithm.
The scatterers are centered at the origin.and are illuminated by a Gaussian plane
wave propagating in the kˆ = −zˆ direction that is parameterized as




τ = t− r · kˆ
c
.
For our simulations we choose kˆ = −zˆ and pˆ = xˆ. fbw is the bandwidth of the
Gaussian pulse about the center frequency fc. The surface discretization density,
auxiliary grid spacing and the time-step size are chosen according to fmaxg, where
fmax = fc + fbw. The error of the TD-AIM schemes used in the comparison of the














The σθθ is the bistatic RCS pattern of the scatterer is computed at three charac-
teristic frequencies: fmin, fc and fmax, and is defined as
σθθ(θ, φ, θ
inc, φinc, f) = lim
R→∞
4piR2
|θˆ · E˜scat(R, θ, φ, f)|2






denotes the Fourier transforms of the scattered and incident electric
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fields respectively. For the plate and sphere simulations, the incident field remains
the same, with fc=300MHz, fbw = 100MHz.
The scattering by the square plate is analyzed using EFIE whereas the scattering
from the PEC sphere is analyzed using CFIE (α=0.4). For the plate simulations,
the reference solution is a frequency domain MoM solver, or when the plate becomes
electrically large, accurate frequency domain AIM based solver with grid spacing
0.1m, γ = 7 and up to 3rd order moments are matched. For sphere simulations, the
errors are computed with respect to the frequency domain MoM solver result and
the analytical solutions. Table 5.13 and Table 5.14 show the parameters of the plate
and sphere simulations and a tabulation of their error functions. The simulations
were run on a distributed network of 16 computers, each is configured with a 2.8GHz
Pentium 4 processor and 2GB of physical memory. Fig 5.14 and fig 5.15 shows the
peak memory requirements of all the processors during the simulations.It is verified
from the plots that the memory requirements for the proposed improvement scheme
scales with TD-AIM, except for small overheads that may arise in the 2 programs
due to the need to store additional variables. Fig 5.16 and fig 5.17 plots the average
evaluation of Vscatl . The figures shows the parallel efficiency of the algorithm. It is
noted that the new improved method generally scales 3 to 4 times faster than the
current TD-AIM multi-level block FFT algorithm for both the 2D and 3D scattering
problems. A maximum of 2-levels of the proposed algorithm has been used in the
simulations.
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Lp Ns 1/β, Ng, Nt γ, λmin/4s, Nc Ref err(fmin), err(fc), err(fmax)
3, 9,
1m 280 20, 32, 400 12× 12× 1 MoM 6.8× 10−3, 4.2× 10−3, 1.8× 10−2
3, 11,
2m 1160 16, 60, 500 25× 25× 1 MoM 1.4× 10−3, 2.6× 10−3, 0.9× 10−2
3, 12,
4m 4720 16, 94, 600 54× 54× 1 MoM 1.9× 10−3, 2.8× 10−3, 1.2× 10−2
3, 12,
8m 19040 16, 185, 650 100× 100× 1 AIM 6.2× 10−4, 9.1× 10−3, 3.7× 10−2
3, 12,
16m 76480 14, 366, 800 200× 200× 1 AIM 5.4× 10−4, 4.7× 10−3, 2.6× 10−2
3, 12,
25m 187000 14, 570, 1100 300× 300× 1 AIM 3.4× 10−4, 3.5× 10−2, 4.1× 10−2
Table 5.13: Parameters for the analysis of the PEC plates
Ls Ns 1/β, Ng, Nt γ, λmin/4s, Nc Ref err(fmin), err(fc), err(fmax)
3, 8, MoM 3.9× 10−4, 2.1× 10−3, 0.9× 10−2
1m 693 20, 24, 400 15× 15× 15 MIE 2.1× 10−2, 3.6× 10−2, 6.1× 10−2
3, 9, MoM 3.6× 10−4, 3.8× 10−3, 0.9× 10−2
2m 2802 16, 36, 400 25× 25× 25 MIE 1.7× 10−2, 3.1× 10−3, 3.6× 10−2
3, 8, MoM 3.1× 10−4, 2.1× 10−3, 0.9× 10−2
4m 11004 16, 68, 550 40× 40× 40 MIE 1.2× 10−3, 2.5× 10−3, 3.1× 10−2
3, 8, AIM 3.5× 10−4, 3.8× 10−3, 8.7× 10−3
8m 44643 16, 132, 750 72× 72× 72 MIE 0.7× 10−2, 1.7× 10−2, 3.5× 10−2
3, 8, AIM 2.8× 10−4, 1.9× 10−3, 7.6× 10−3
12m 101238 14, 172, 800 100× 100× 100 MIE 0.4× 10−2, 1.5× 10−2, 3.3× 10−2
































Figure 5.14: Peak storage requirements among the processors for plates analysis.



















































Figure 5.15: Peak storage requirements among the processors for sphere analysis.




























































































Figure 5.17: Average time to compute Vscatl per unit time step for the PEC spheres
analysis.
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Fig 5.18 shows a conesphere. The sphere part has a radius of 7.4854cm and the
cone is 60.5053cm. The half angle is 7o. The conesphere is illuminated by a pˆ = xˆ
directed Gaussian plane wave as described in eq(5.40) propagating in the kˆ = −zˆ
direction, with fc = 6GHz and fbw = 3.5GHz. The structured is meshed such that
the edges of the triangular mesh is constrained to be λmin/10, where λmin is the
wavelength at 9.5GHz. There is a total of 65046 spatial RWG basis functions. The
auxiliary grid spacing is selected to be 4mm and Nc = 200× 40× 45. The simulation
is performed using P = 16 processors. The auxiliary grid parameters for frequency
domain AIM solver is set to be the same and the solver is terminated when the
residual error is less than 10−4. The time step size is 4t = 6.58ps, Nt = 1000 and
Ng = 353. The scattering is analyzed with CFIE. Fig 5.19 shows the E
inc, and the
various scattered fields with respect to time. Fig 5.20 and fig 5.21 show the various
surface current distribution on the conesphere at different snapshot in time. TD-AIM
required 572 seconds to fill the matrix. TD-AIM took a total of 3217sec to compute
the solution while the proposed new scheme took 1165sec. The speedup factor is
about 2.76 times. The peak memory usage was 1.52GB and we have cache most
of the far field storages onto the hard drive for both the simulations. It is noted
that for Ng = 353, the highest level reached by the new scheme simulation is level
2. If we cache the block aggregate Green’s function vector and the block aggregate
transient field vector onto the hard disk and accessing the data only when it is needed
for computation, the solution computation time by the new scheme using the cache
method is 2978 seconds. The speed up factor has dropped to 1.08. However, the
peak memory in core decreased to 736MB. The decrease in the speedup factor is due
to the increased latency in caching and accessing the data to and from the hard disk
storage. Nevertheless, the computation speed of the new scheme with caching is still









Figure 5.18: Conesphere used in the bi-static RCS computation with 65046 RWG
basis functions.
For the time domain AIM which also executed on 16 processors, the peak mem-
ory requirement was 450MB and took 751, 466 and 387 seconds to fill up the matrix.
The matrix solve time was 161(64 iterations), 131(49 iterations) and 112(42 itera-
tions). Fig 5.22, fig 5.23 and fig 5.24 shows the bi-static RCS computed in the x− z
plane at the frequencies of 2.5GHz, 6GHz and 9.5GHz respectively. Only of the RCS
plot computed by the TD-AIM and the new prosed improve method are plotted in
the figures as they both have identical results. The two methods only differ in the
approach to evaluate Vscatl at each step of the solution using MOT. Overall, V
scat
l
computed should be identical in both the cases. From the bi-static RCS plots, the
results computed by TD-AIM agree well with the results computed using frequency
domain AIM.
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Figure 5.19: The incident Gaussian plane wave with fc = 6GHz and fbw = 3.5GHz
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Figure 5.20: Induced transient current on the conesphere surface from t = 0ps to
t = 60ps due to illumination by a pulsed Gaussian plane wave at carrier frequency
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(d) t=1401.5ps
Figure 5.21: Induced transient current on the conesphere surface from t = 800ps to
t = 1400ps due to illumination by a pulsed Gaussian plane wave at carrier frequency
f=6GHz incident from the top of the conesphere.
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Figure 5.22: Bi-static RCS (VV) of the conesphere in the x− z plane at 2.5GHz


















Figure 5.23: Bi-static RCS (VV) of the conesphere in the x− z plane at 6.0GHz
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Figure 5.24: Bi-static RCS (VV) of the conesphere in the x− z plane at 9.5GHz
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Fig 5.26 shows a generic aircraft with the tip to tail length of 14m, the wingspan
of length 16m and the body height inclusive of the tail is 3.5m. The aircraft is
illuminated head on with a horizontal kˆ = xˆ and vertical kˆ = zˆ Gaussian plane-
waves traveling in the kˆ = −yˆ direction with fc = 200MHz and fbw = 50MHz.
the auxiliary grid spacing is chosen to be λmin/10, which is 12cm. The aircraft
is approximately 11.6λmin × 13.3λmin × 2.91λmin. The time step is chosen to be
4t = 250ps (β = 1/16).Nc = 233× 267× 59. This is inclusive of 2 times the grid size
in each of the directions for the FFT convolution. Ng = 185 and Nt = 1000. The bi-
static RCS of the aircraft at 150MHz, 200Mhz and 250MHz are solved using TD-AIM
and the newly proposed improvement scheme on a cluster of 32 distributed processors,
each with 2.8GHz processor and 2GB of RAM. The results are then compared against
the numerical results computed from the frequency domain AIM. For the frequency
domain method, the same auxiliary grid spacing is used. and moments up to third
order are matched in the multipole expansion of the sources and γ = 5.
The peak memory requirement for the TD-AIM and the new proposed improve-
ment scheme are 1.32GB and 1.55GB respectively. The highest level of the proposed
method reached by the simulation is is at the boundary between 1 and 2. We force
the simulator to let the highest level to remain as 1 as the elementary block aggregate
matrix at level 2 is not totally filled, as Ng < 255. TD-AIM requires 1620seconds to
fill the matrices, and another 1548 seconds to solve for the solutions. The proposed
new scheme requires 1546 seconds to fill the matrices and 653 seconds to solve for
the solution. The speedup factor is about 2.481 times. Frequency domain AIM uses
563 seconds, 245 secs, and 178seconds to fill the matrix and a total of 160sec(121 it-
erations), 132sec (103 iterations) and 125sec (98 iterations) to compute the solutions
at 150MHz, 200MHz and 250MHz respectively.AIM needs only a modest 159MB for
computation when running on 32 processors. Fig 5.26 shows the vertical incident field
and the various vertical scattered field as a function of φ. Fig 5.27 and fig 5.28 shows
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the surface current densities as a the difference instances of time after the plane is
being illuminated by the vertically polarized Gaussian pulse. The bi-static RCS (VV)
of the aircraft at 150MHz, 200MHz and 250MHz are plotted in fig 5.29, fig 5.30 and
fig 5.31 respectively. Fig 5.33 and fig 5.34 shows the surface current density on the
plane’s surface after being illuminated by a horizontally polarized Gaussian plane
wave. The bi-static RCS (HH) of the aircraft at 150MHz, 200MHz and 250MHz are
plotted in fig 5.29, fig 5.30 and fig 5.31 respectively and are compared to the numerical
result obtain from the frequency domain AIM solver. In general, the RCS computed
using TD-AIM and the frequency domain AIM shows good agreement.
For all the simulations, the new scheme out-performs the existing multi-level block
aggregate matrix-vector scheme. The memory requirement for the newly proposed




















Figure 5.25: A generic aircraft with tip to tail length 14m, wing span of length of 16m
and the body height is 3.5m. The number of surface discretization is 66609 RWG
basis functions.
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Figure 5.26: The various time domain scattered fields at φ = 0o, 90o and 180o with
θ = 90o due to a pulse Gaussian plane wave Ez at carrier frequency f=200MHz
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Figure 5.27: Induced transient current on the aircraft’s surface from t = 0ns to
t = 50ns due to illumination by a vertically polarized pulsed Gaussian plane wave
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Figure 5.28: Induced transient current on the aircraft’s surface from t = 60ns to
t = 110ns due to illumination by a Gaussian plane wave.
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Figure 5.29: VV RCS of the aircraft at 150MHz.

















Figure 5.30: VV RCS of the aircraft at 200MHz.
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Figure 5.31: VV RCS of the aircraft at 250MHz.
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Figure 5.32: The various time domain scattered fields at φ = 0o, 90o and 180o with
θ = 90o due to a pulse Gaussian plane wave Ey at carrier frequency f=200MHz
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x 10−3
(f) t=50ns
Figure 5.33: Induced transient current on the aircraft’s surface from t = 0ns to
t = 50ns due to illumination by a horizontally polarized pulsed Gaussian plane wave
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x 10−4
(f) t=110ns
Figure 5.34: Induced transient current on the aircraft’s surface from t = 60ns to
t = 1100ns due to illumination by a horizontally polarized pulsed Gaussian plane
wave with carrier frequency at 200MHz, Ex, incident from the front of the aircraft.
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Figure 5.35: HH RCS of the aircraft at 150MHz.


















Figure 5.36: HH RCS of the aircraft at 200MHz.
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Figure 5.37: HH RCS of the aircraft at 250MHz.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
AIM is used to analyze free space scattering problems and multi-layered microstrip
circuit simulations. For very large scale simulations, efficient computation perfor-
mances can be derived by implementing effective parallelization strategies and using
effective computation techniques to reduce the computational loads and memory re-
source requirements. Various methods and schemes are derived in the topics of this
thesis.
A novelMFIE testing scheme for AIM has been proposed. The new scheme allows
the Galekin’s method of testing the potentials with the testing functions using only
the multipole grid current projection coefficients of the basis function. No memory
resources are needed to store the interpolating coefficients needed to project the grid
potentials onto the testing functions as compared to the existing schemes. In solving
CFIE using AIM, this new scheme enables MFIE to be computed using no addi-
tional memory resources as compared to the computation using EFIE. This leads to
a memory efficient algorithm for solving CFIE, which is free from internal resonance
problems. The solution of CFIE typically converges faster when using an iterative
solver as compared to using EFIE because CFIE is an integral equation of the second
kind and has a more diagonally dominant MoM matrix. The new testing scheme is
shown to be accurate for general scattering problem analysis.
The magnetic vector potential and scalar potential are smoother functions in
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space due to the convolution between the discrete Green’s function with the nodal
current sources. As such, the nodal potentials can be computed at wider grid spac-
ings apart as compared to the nodal current sources. It is possible to obtain the
potentials anywhere within the nodal grids from the discrete nodal potentials using
interpolation. This property can been used to parallelize AIM to run on a small
cluster of distributed computers. The primary basis current sources are projected
onto the secondary global grid nodal current source by the means of multipole or far
field matching. By choosing every alternate grid nodes in each cartesian direction, a
3D grid array can be decomposed into 8 smaller independent grid arrays with twice
the original grid node spacing. The potentials on the nodes of each grid array can
be computed independently by 8 processors using FFT. The potentials at the orig-
inal denser grid nodes can be obtained by interpolation from the nodal potentials
at each of the independent grid nodal potentials and summing them together. The
nodal potentials are then tested with the testing function to obtain the result of the
matrix-vector multiply at each iteration. Good parallelism of the algorithm has been
demonstrated with reasonably good accuracy for the analysis of general large scale
scattering problems.
In planar circuit simulations, AIM has been applied to simulate the performance of
planar waveguide power combiner/divider circuits. The conductor and the substrate
losses are incorporated into the formulation. It is shown that the simulation results
correspond very well with the measured results. For very large scale microstrip circuit
simulations, a new parallelization scheme based on partial matrix solver is formulated.
It is noted that the Green’s function for electrically thin microstrip substrate decays
rapidly with distance. Hence, the interaction between the basis and testing functions
need not be computed if they are separated by more than a certain threshold distance
apart, typically in the order of 1.5-2.5 guided wavelengths. The solution can be
computed iteratively with successive increases in the threshold distance. The result is
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said to have converged if the fractional difference between the present and the previous
simulation results is within a certain error tolerance, which is usually set to be in the
range of 0.1%-1%. Implementation of the partial matrix solver with AIM allows fast
computation of the results. No new matrix elements need to be evaluated at each
solution iteration and the newly proposed method is easily parallelized to run on
arbitrary number of processors in a distributed computer cluster. The newly proposed
parallelization strategy reduces the computation load, the memory requirements and
the information transferred between the parallel processors per iteration. It is shown
to be more effective that the parallel FFT algorithm for the solution time. The new
scheme allows the implementation of a parallel block ILU preconditioner to speed up
the convergence of the iterative solutions.
In TD-AIM, FFT is used to accelerate the computation of the Toeplitz space-
time block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies. It is found that the current multi-level
block FFT multiply scheme does not give the optimum computation performance.
An improved block aggregate matrix-vector multiply scheme is formulated and imple-
mented. The new scheme sub-divides the bigger block aggregate matrices into smaller
elementary block aggregate matrices for computation. As a result, the scheme mini-
mizes the need for repeated FFT computation associated with each aggregate current
element and uses addition of the transient fields in the spectral-frequency domain for
better computation efficiencies. It is found that the new scheme typically computes
around 3 times faster than the existing scheme. In addition, since the computation
is well defined in block form, the new scheme is easy to implement and is well suited
for data caching onto secondary storages for block aggregate vectors associated with
the bigger block aggregate matrix-vector multiplies that is less frequently performed.
This eliminates the need to have large storage requirements in the core memory and
allows each processor to be capable of handling larger scattering problems.
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Appendix A
Mixed Potential form of Dyadic
Green’s Function For Planarly
Stratified Medium
The mixed potential form of the dyadic Green’s function is less singular and its
derivation in a suitable form is presented by Dalian Zheng [80]. The steps in the
derivation will not be presented here. Instead, we will list out the final formulation
in this report for the completeness of representation. The mixed potential integral





jωAmi(r) +∇φmi(r)] = nˆ× Eincm (r), (A.1)










Kmiφ (r|r′) · q(r′)dS ′. (A.3)
The dyadic kernel for a source in the mth region due to a source in the ith region

























































































































Γ i−1e−2jψi sin[kzi(z − z′)]
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T Vmi(z), i− 1 ≥ m ≥ 1
−←−Z iGIii(zi, z′)
←−




Z i−1GVii (zi−1, z
′)
−→
T Vmi(z), i− 1 ≥ m ≥ 1
−←−Z iGVii (zi, z′)
←−























Γ i−1e−j2ϕi cos[kzi(z − z′)]
 (A.17)
Di = 1−←−Γ i−→Γ i−1e−j2ϕi (A.18)
For notation simplicity, we have suppressed in eq.(A.12-A.17) the superscripts ”e”













mi by replacing in the latter
the characteristic impedances Zi by their reciprocals. The rest of the notations used
in the equations are as shown:




Z k − Zk+1−→




Z k − Zk←−
Z k − Zk
(A.20)
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, k = 2, 3, . . . , n
←−






k = n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 1
−→
Z 1 = Z1←−



















































Preconditioning of the MoM
Matrices
This section of the appendix serves to illustrate in greater detail of the types of
preconditioners used in the various chapters of this report. Preconditioners are gen-
erally used to lower the condition number of a matrix, and hence accelerating the
convergence rate of the solution of a matrix equation by iterative methods. Solving
electromagnetic solutions using method of moment (MoM ) usually involves a matrix
equation of the following form
ZI = V, (B.1)
where Z is the impedance matrix, I and V are the current and excitation vectors
respectively. Solving the matrix equation by direct methods such as Gaussian elim-
ination or LU decomposition method involves O(N3) operations, where N is the
number of surface discretization. . Solution by iterative methods do not compute the
inverse of the matrix directly. Instead, based on the updates of the current vector I at
each solution, the residual error is computed and a new search direction is computed
which will give rise to the next better estimates of I in general. Iterative methods
requires the evaluation of the impedance matrix and current vector multiply which
involves O(N2) operations. However, it the condition number of the impedance ma-
trix is small, I typically converges within a small number of iterations as compared to
N . Hence, iterative methods may scale in the O(N2). In general, the preconditioner
M
−1
















= I, where I is the identity matrix. In this case, the
solution be found in a single iteration. However in deriving M
−1
will need O(N3)
operations and O(N2) storage space which defeats the purpose of using an iterative
solution solver. So in general, we choose M
−1 ≈ Z−1. A good preconditioner is one
that requires least operation counts to compute the inverse or approximate inverse
of M and requires little storage space and when it multiplies with the impedance
matrix, the condition number is greatly reduced. The various preconditioners used in
this work are the diagonal preconditioner, the block preconditioner, the incomplete
LU factorization ILU(0), the incomplete LU factorization with double truncations
ILUT and the block ILU preconditioner.
B.1 Diagonal Preconditioner






M only contains the diagonal elements of Z and has only N elements. The inverse of
M is the reciprocal of each of the diagonal elements. Though simple to implement,
its performance is not as good as the other preconditioners.
B.2 Block Preconditioner
The block preconditioner requires the object for analysis be subdivided into different
regions as shown in fig B.1. The basis functions within each region are numbered
consecutively. If we only compute the impedance matrix terms within each region
only and ignore the interactions between elements from neighboring regions, we will
end up with M being a block diagonal matrix as shown in fig B.2.
The inverse of M maybe computed by inverting the small blocks of sub-matrices
using direct method. This preconditioner is good for parallelization to run on parallel
computing. However, since the neighboring regions interactions are not computed,
this preconditioner may not perform as well as compared to other preconditioners
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Figure B.2: The structure of the block diagonal matrix of M
that take into account the neighboring interactions. This preconditioner is good for
circuit elements that can be group into regions with very little coupling between the
elements from adjacent regions.
B.3 Incomplete LU Decomposition method ILU(0) [1]
The filling of the matrix elements forM is the same as for Z, with the exception that
if the impedance matrix element Mij is below a threshold τ1, then Mij is set to zero.
Hence the overall M is a sparse matrix. LU decomposition is used to factorize M.
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In the factorization of the row, only the non-zero elements are factorized and filled
as shown by algorithm below. This will ensure that the resultant L and U are also
matrices with the same sparsity. Since the full LU factorization is not implemented,
the partial LU decomposition is said to be ’incomplete’.
foreach i=2 to N do
foreach j=1 to i-1 and where Mij 6= 0 do
Mij=Mij/Mjj;





Algorithm 1: Generic Incomplete LU Factorization ILU(0)
In filling the ith row ofM, if Mij
Mii
< τ1, then we can setMij = 0. τ is usually set to
be between 0.01 and 0.10. The lower the value of τ , the more elements M will have
and will require more storage space. Alternatively, we can set Mij = 0 if the distance
between the ith testing and jth basis function exceeds a certain distance, which is
usually specified in terms of guided wavelengths in the medium. This approach is
being applied in circuit simulations in this work as it is more intuitive to set Mij = 0
because of weak coupling as the distance between the testing and basis function
increases in the microstrip circuits.
ILU(0) generally performs better than block preconditioners and diagonal precon-
ditioners as it takes into account all the couplings. However, this generic algorithm
is not robust. There are instances when the ILU factorization fails due to a near to
zero diagonal elements. There are many improved variations of ILU factorizations.
But this generic algorithm suffice for most of the computation works.
B.4 ILUT
The deficiency in the generic ILU(0) algorithm is that the incomplete LU are blind
to numerical values because the elements that are dropped depends on the struc-
ture of M. This can cause some difficulties for realistic problems that arise in many
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applications. An alternative to this method is to drop the elements in the Gaus-
sian elimination process according to their magnitude rather than their locations.
ILUT [1] is a simple strategy to this approach and is yet akin to the generic ILU(0)
algorithm. The algorithm is described as follows
foreach i=2 to N do
w := ai∗;
foreach k=1 to i-1 and when wk 6= 0 do
wk = wk/akk;
Apply a dropping rule to wj;
if wk 6= 0 then
w := w − wkuk∗;
end
end
Apply dropping rule to w;
li,j := wj for j = 1, · · · , i− 1 elements of lower triangular matrix;
ui,j := wj for j = i, · · · , n elements of upper triangular matrix;
end
Algorithm 2: Incomplete LU with double dropping strategy
ILUT is very much similar to ILU(0) algorithm except that for the double drop-
ping strategies. For ILUT, the dropping and fill-ins can occur at any position on the
row during factorization. This is in contrast to the generic ILU(0) algorithm where
the dropping strategy is only applied to non-zero patterns of M. In general, ILUT
preconditioner gives better convergence for iterative solution solvers than do ILU(0)
algorithm.
B.5 Block ILU
One major difficulty associated with ILU factorization of the preconditioner for sim-
ulating electrically large structures or circuits is the need for considerable storage
resource. In ILU factorization of ith row of M, there is a need to access the informa-
tion of the preceding rows 1 to i−1. Hence, it is difficult to cache the information onto
secondary storages such as onto a hard drive to reduce the storage requirement of the
primary storage without sacrificing the time spent on accessing the data repeatedly.
A new block ILU method [128] has been proposed recently that enable the matrix
M to be cache onto the secondary storage devices while factorization with minimum
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overhead. The matrix M can be partitioned into blocks. The simplest being 4 sub-


























M is a sparse matrix and its elements are filled according to the threshold τ1 as
discussed in the ILU(0) factorization. Finding the inverse of M by applying eq(B.6)
directly will result in a full matrix that requires O(N2) storage space. Hence in order
to preserve the sparsity, there is a need to further impose additional thresholds to
drop the elements with small values in P˜, Q˜, R˜ and S˜. In the computation, there
is a need to invert the matrix S. Assuming S is small matrix block and its inverse,
S
−1
can be computed by direct methods. We shall impose the threshold τ2 for the
dropping strategy for S
−1
, i.e. S−1ij will be set to zero if
S−1ij
S−1max
< τ2 and will not be
stored. S−1max is the max value of S
−1
. We shall denote S
′(−1)
as the matrix of S
−1
after threshold τ2 has been applied to drop smaller elements. Subsequently, S
(′−1)
is
used in the evaluation of P˜, Q˜, R˜ and S˜. After each evaluation, the same dropping









as the matrices of P˜, Q˜, R˜ and S˜ after dropping the small elements. In general,
eq(B.6) can be applied recursively, as shown in fig B.3 for a 4× 4 sub-block matrices.








The the inverse of the sub-matrixM
−1
1 is computed via eq(B.6). Applying the thresh-


















We can apply eq(B.6) to compute the inverse of M2 and applying the threshold to



















1 has been computed in stage 1 of the algorithm and can be used directly in
the computation in this stage. This is similar for stage 3 of the computation, where










2 , which was
previously computed. Hence, we can apply the algorithm recursively for matrices
that are segregated into smaller sub-block matrices. The sub-block matrices can be
cached into the secondary storage and is only accessed and read into the primary
storage when it is needed for the sub-block matrix multiplies. Hence, only a few sub-
block matrices at stored in the primary storage at any one time and this effectively















Figure B.3: Stages of computing the inverse of the preconditioner matrix using block
ILU with 4× 4 sub-matrix blocks.
